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CHRONOlOGY OF IMPORTANT EVENTS

uemocdtus, a Greek, theorized that minute particles
or atoms, which were unchangeable and indivisible,
composed all material things.
M. H. I<laproth from Germany isolated a metallic
substance from pitchblende, naming it uranium airel'
the recently-discovered planet Uranus"
John Dalton proposed all elements were composed
of like atoms and were distinguishable from each
other by mass"
Eugene Peligot, a French chemist, first prepared
uranium as a metal after obtaining uranium
chloride and reducing it with potassium.
Dmitri Mendeleyev of the University of St.
Petersburg found that all elements could be arranged
in the order of atomic weights" He created the first
periodic table of elements.
Henri Moissan, a French chemist, obtained a metallic
uranium ingot from uranium oxide and sodium
chloride. This experiment was repealed in 1942by
many of the scientists on the atomic bomb project
with better success"
W" c.. Roentgen discovered x-rays.
A. H. Becquerelpresented to the Paris Academy of
Sciences his discovery of radioactive radiation from
uranium.
Made and Pierre Curie announced the discovery of
polonium in July and radium in December"
Albert Einstein published his special theory of
relativity including the equation for the equivalence
of energy and mass (E",M(;2)"
F. Soddy suggested existence of atoms with different
atomic masses but identical properties called
isotopes.
Ernest Rutherford proposed an atomic theory where
a critical mass and a positive charge were located in
nucleus of atom,
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Niels Bohr suggested the existence of a central
nucleus with electrons moving in orbits around the
outside.
Discovery of protons by Ernest Rutherford.
J. W, Marden from the Lamp Division of
Westinghouse obtained a patent for reducing
uranium halides withalurninum, publishing the
filst known example of uranium preparation in the
United States,

P. P. Alexander, a student at M. I. 1., reported his
thesis work on reduction of uranium oxide with
calcium hydride,

H, C. Urey discovered heavy hydrogen called
deuterium. which was used in atom smashing
experiments,

Ernest Lawrence reported in the literature about his
invention of the cyclotron, an instrument that
accelerated and aimed protons and other nuclear
particles at a target, using powerful magnets to
control the action of those particles involved"
James Chadwick announced the discovery of the
neutron. a neutral-charged particle of about the same
mass as a proton.
L S. Taylor developed an ail' ionization chamber to
determine the value of a roentgen.
F. Joilet and I. [oiler-Curie discovered artificial
radioactivity by bombarding aluminum with alpha
particles, noticing neutrons and positively charged
particles were emitted,
Nuclear fission discovered by Otto Han and Fritz
Strassmann by bombarding uranium and noticing it
broke into two fragments. Made public in Die
Naturwissenschllften, January 1939"
Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch oonflrrn the experiment
and infonn Niels Bohr of their findings,
Niels Born' reports the European discoveries at a
meeting on theoretical physics in Washington, D,C
Einstein letter to President Franklin 0, Roosevelt
detailing need for atomic bomb project.
Germany invaded Poland, setting off World War II,
President Roosevelt met with Alexander Sachs, a
representative from Einstein and other immigrant
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scientists" convincing him to create a umnium study
group.
First meeting of the Committee on Uranium with
Lyman Briggs of the National Standards of Bureau
serving as chairman.
John R. Dunning and his research group at
Columbia University discovered that fission is more
readily produced in U235 than in U238"

Two new elements created from uranium
bombardment: neptunium (atomic number 93) and
plutonium (atomic number 94).
American scientists propose voluntary censorship
plan fur sdeauac publications.
Organization of the National Defense Research
Council (NDRC) organized under Vannevar Bush.
Glenn Seaborg proved that plutonium was more
fissionable than U235"

A National Academy of Sciences committee headed
by Arthur Compton released its first report
encouraging further research in power applications
of nuclear' energy,
Germany invaded the Soviet Union.
Institution of the Office of Scientific Research and
Development (OSRD),
The British MAUD report is released and concluded
that an atomic bomb was feasible"
A second National Academy of Sciences report
confirmed the first one in May.
Vannevar Bush convinced President Roosevelt to
start an all-out study of uranium, but with strict
secrecy controls.
The third and last National Academy of Sciences
report like the MAUD report confirmed the
feasibility of an atomic bomb"
Japan attacked Pearl Harbor,
US. declared war' on Japan as result of previous day'S
bombing of Pearl Harbor,
Germany and Italy declared war' on the United States,
The secret Top Policy Committee became responsible
for policy decisions in uranium research.
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The &-1 Executive Conunittee replaced the Uranium
Committee and gave Ernest Lawrence $400,000 for
research on electromagnetic research.
Roosevelt responded to Bush's report from the
National Academy of Sciences and officially
approved atomic bomb research,
Metallurgical Laboratory established at the
University of Chicago, Columbia and Princeton
groups move to Chicago,
Frank Howard Spedding invited by Arthur Compton
to become leader of Chemistry Division in Chicago at
the Metallurgical Laboratory"
Ames Project established to back up Chicago
metallurgical studies, with Harley Wilhelm joining
and signing oath on February 24"
Iowa State College signed first sub-contract fol
$30,000 with Metallurgical Laboratory to conduct
metallurgical and chemical studies in support of the
Chicago group.
The &-1 Executive Committee recommended that the
project move to the pilot stage and build one or two
reactors or piles to produce plutonium and plants for
the electromagnetic, centrifuge, and gaseous
diffusion separation methods of uranium"
Bush recommended that Roosevelt continue fOUI'
methods of uranium separation. Also suggested that
the Anny be brought into the project"
Designs for the pile developed at the Metallurgical
Laboratory,
Roosevelt approved the commercial plants
suggesting that the Army Corps of Engineers take
over this construction stage
Creation of a new district under the control of J. C"
Marshall within the Army Corps of Engineers.
Called the DSM Project (Development of Substitute
Materials),
Manhattan District formally established in New York
City under Colonel James C. Marshall
At Iowa State College, Wayne Keller, with help from
Spedding. Wilhelm, and others successfully
produced uranium metal from a reduction
experiment with calcium and uranium tetrafluoride
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and then cast an l1-pound ingot of uranium. the
largest single piece of uranium to that date,
Iowa State signed two contracts, one fol' production
and one for research, both directly with OSRD rather
than under Metallurgical laboratory..
Brigadier General Leslie R. Groves appointed chief of
the Manhattan Engineer District (MED).
General Groves resolved the priority rating problems
by procuring an unheard of rating of AAA for the
Atomic Bomb Project.
A Military Top Policy Committee named, consisting
of Vannevar Bush, James Conant, General Styer of
the Alroy, and Admiral Purcell of the Navy to direct
Groves' activities within the Manhattan Project.
Clinton Engineer WOl'ks site chosen in the hills of
eastern Tennessee near the city of Knoxville,
DuPont chosen as commercial contractor fa!' the
chemical separation plant at the Clinton plant.
The centrifuge method of separation of uranium is
dropped,
Upon recommendation from Arthur Compton and
other scienuses, Groves decided to separate building
of the atomic bomb from the Chicago Metallurgical
Laboratory and place it in more isolated site. Los
Alamos, New Mexico, selected as site for bomb
development, code-named Project Y with J. Robert
Oppenheimer in charge..
The Military Policy Committee endorsed
recommendations hom Groves and Conant that the
project move from research stage directly to the
development of industrial-scale plants using
electromagnetic and gaseous diffusion of uranium
and pile production of plutonium,
First self-sustaining chain reaction under the
direction of Enrico Fenni at the West Stands, Stagg
Field, University of Chicago. Iowa State provided
two tons of uranium metal for the project.
Hanford, Washington, selected as site fm plutonium
production rather than Clinton,
President Roosevelt officlally approved ali plans for
the production of atomic bombs.
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Construction of the electromagnetic plant (Y-12) and
the plutonium pilot plant (X-1O) begun at Clinton,
Bomb design work began at Los Alamos,
Manhattan Engineer District took over all research
and development contracts from OSRD,

Construction for the gaseous diffusion plant CK-25)
begun at Clinton,
The headquarters of the Manhattan Engineer District
was moved to Oak Ridge at the Clinton Engineer
Works,
Surrender of Italy.
Pile at Clinton (X-I0) in operation. Iowa State
supplied almost 90 percent of the uranium for this
plant,
Y-12 plant at Clinton sent first 200 grams of U235 to
Los Alamos.
Bomb models tested at los Alamos.
Allied invasion of Normandy (D-day)"
The plutonium gun bomb (Thin Man) was
abandoned. leaving only the little Boy (uranium
gun device) and Fat Man (plutonium implosion
device) for possibilities"
First pile at Hanford operating.
Chemical separation plants at Hanford finished,
Battle of the Bulge"
Los Alamos received fltst plutonium shipment.
Yalta Conference,
Tokyo was flrebombed. resulted in 100,000 deaths"
Roosevelt died and Truman became president.
Stimson and Groves brief Truman on the
Manhattan Project activities.
Germany surrendered.
Filst successful test of atomic bomb at Almogordo,
New Mexico"
Tokyo firebombed again, resulting in 83,000 deaths,
Scientists at the Metallurgical Laboratory issue the
Franck Report asking for a demonstration drop of
the atomic bomb before using it in a waxeffort,
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August 14., 1945
September 2, 1945

September' 9, 1945
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November 1,. 1945
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'The Franck Report's plan for a demonstration was
rejected by the U. S, government,

Scientists successfully tested a plutonium implosion
device in the desert neal' Almcgordo. New Meece,
code-named Trinity"
Potsdam Conference.
Uranium bomb (Little Boy) dropped on Hiroshima,
Russia declared war on Japan and invaded
Manchuria.
Plutonium bomb (Fat Man) dropped on Nagasaki"
The Smyth Report, containing the story of the secret
Manhattan Project activities, was released
Japan offered allies terms of surrender.
Japan signed surrender articles on the U.S,S,
Missouri.
Y·12 shut down at Clinton,
Army-Navy E Award with fOUI' stars conferred to
Iowa State fox production efficiency. Presented by
Groves to the College in a public ceremony, October
12,1945.
Institute for Atomic gnargy established at Iowa State
College,
U.S, Atomic Energy Act signed by President Truman.
In accordance with the Atomic Energy Ad of 1946 all
atomic energy activities were transferred to civilian
control under the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission"
The Manhattan Engineer District was abolished.
The National Defense Research Committee (NDRC)
and the Office of Scientific Research and
Development (OSRD) were abolished and their
functions that remained were transferred to the
Department of Defense"
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PARIICIPANTS IN ATOMIC RESEARCH

Bohr, Niels

Briggs, lyman J.

Bush" vannevar

Chadwick, SU' James

Compton, Arthur H ..

Conant" James B

Donn, Rlchard L

Einstein" Albert

Fermi, Enrico

Franck, James

Frisch" Otto R.

(1885-1962) Danish physicist, Dhector of the Institute
for Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen. Was one of
early pioneers in fission experiments during the
thirties. During World War II" he was a consultant
fOI Los Alamos.
(1874-1963) Director of the National Bureau of
Standards and the chailman of the first uranium
committee,
(1890-1974) A fmmer engineer; he was Director of
the NDRC (1940-1941), OSRD (1941-1946), and
member of the Top Military Policy to direct the
Atomic Bomb Project,
(1891-1974) British physicist and discoverer of the
neutron in 1932.
(1892-1962) Nobel prize-winning physicist (1927)
who directed the Metallurgical Project at the
University of Chicago..
(1893-1978) Chemist, assistant to Vannevar Bush,
Chairman of the NDRC, Deputy director of OSRD,
president of Harvard.
(b. 1894) A manager' in industrial research" he was
appointed Director of the Metallurgical laboratory in
Chicago in January 1942.
(1879-1955) Former German Nobel prize-winning
physicist (1921) whose theortes were proven with the
successful splitting of uranium,
(1901-1954) Former Italian physicist" Nobel prize
winner (1938) who went to Columbia shortly before
the war and then to the Metallurgical Laboratory, He
successfully demonstrated the first sustaining
nuclear chain reaction
(1882-1964) FOlmer German Nebellaureate who
became head of Chemistry at the Metallurgical
Laboratory after Prank Speddtag..
(1904-1979) Nephew and collaborator with his aunt
Lise Meltner; he publicized the early fission work of
the German scientists.
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(1898-1970) Brigadier General in the Anny COlPSof
Engineers who was placed in command of the
engineering and production side of the Atomic
Bomb Project, called the Manhattan Engineer
District
(1879-1968) Collaborator with Use Meltner at the
Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Germany. Discovered.
fission with Fritz Strassmann for which he won the
Nobel prize in 1944-
Oliginally from New York Unlverslty, he became the
right hand man of Compton at the Metallurgical
Laboratory. His official title was Associate Project
Director and his task was to see that the various
groups worked effectively toward their goals,
(1890-1946) Long-time friend and advlsor of
President Roosevelt"
(1900-1958) French chemist who with his wife, Irene
jcllet-Curle (1897-1957), worked on early experiments
with transuranium elements, particularly in the area
of induced radioactivity,
Career Naval officer' who was called out of
retirement to head up the patent office within OSRD
in 1942.
(1901-1958) Nobel prize-winning physicist (l939) for
the invention of the cyclotron. He was director of
the University of California at Berkeley Radiation
Laboratory and worked on the electromagnetic
separation of uranium,
(1870-1945) The foremost rare earth specialist in the
country, He was invited to head up the chemistry
division at Chicago'S Metallurgical Laboratory, but
since he was retired he suggested Frank H" Spedding
as his substitute"
(1878-1968) Head of the nuclear physics department
at Kaiser Wilhelm Institute where she worked on
radioactivity experiments with otto Hahn. Shortly
after she fled Germany" her former colleagues
discovered. fission,
(1904-1967) American physicist and director of los
Alamos,
(b. 1897) Russian-born economist crucial in
convincing Roosevelt to create a committee on
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uranium. Took the famous Einstein Letter to
President Roosevelt in 1939,
(b. 1912) Chemist from University of California and
co-discoverer of plutonium in 1943,
(1898-1986) Employed by the Manhattan District to
write the documentary history of the Atomic Bomb
Project. The book was the first public disclosure of
the secret project, although it was primarily aimed at
the scientist and technician"
(b. 1899) Business and contracting officer fOJ' OSRD,
he developed the contract for research during Wodd
Warn"
(1902·,1984) Head of the physical chemistry division
at Iowa State College, he was the first head of the
Chemistry Division for the Metallurgical Laboratory
and eventually the Director of the Ames Project,
(1867-1950) 5ecretaIy of War, 1940-1945
(b. 1902) With Otto Halm discovered fission in 1939.
(1893-1975) Lieutenant general who was Groves' first
supervisor in the Construction Division of the Army
Corps of Bngmeers and served as the Army
representative on the Top Military Policy
Committee"
(1898-1%4) Hungarian-born physicist who helped
convince Einstein to write to President Roosevelt
Eventually in charge of materials procurement at
Chicago's Metallurgical Laboratory.
(1881~1948) Physical chemist, chairman of a Groves
appointed committee to investigate declassifying
documents after World War II.
(1888-1965) Vice President of the United States (1941·
1945).
(b. 1900) Metallurgist and professor of chemistry at
Iowa State College who was Associate Director of the
Ames Project,
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INIRODUCllON

About 10:00 a.m. on Monday, August 6, 1945-a typical summer day on

the Iowa State College campus-a radio bulletin broke into the placid daily

activities. President Hany S, I'ruman announced suddenly:

Sixteen hours ago an American airplane dropped one bomb on
Hiroshima, an important rapanese Army base. That bomb had
more power than 20,000 tonsoflNT. It had more than two
thousand times the blast power of the British "Grand Slam"
which is the largest bomb ever yet used in the history of warfare.t

According to Halley A Wilhelm, a ymmg metallurgist and associate

director of a secret labOl'atOly at Iowa State College. the WOld spread quickly that

a more detailed announcement would come that afternoon from Secretary of

War Henry A. StimsonA By 3:00 p.m. a small group of scientists, primarily

chemists from a secret project headed by the soon-to-be-well-known Frank II.

Spedding.. had gathered in the Chemistry Building to listen to Hanry Stimson's

remarks. Those gathered in Room 113, drinking coffee and waiting fOI the

announcement included the Pcmeteldes, Jim WaIf, Adrian Daane. Attie

1Quornd in TheMtmh~ltan Project: OffidalHislory <md DOCWllMls, Book I, Volume 4"
Chapter 8, Part 1, No.1, 1, Record Group 77, National Archives, Washington, DC (microfilm,
Robert W. Parks aud EUen Sorge Parks Ubrary). (hereafter ci!ed as MED History), This
statement and the one by Stimson were made available as press releases by General Leslie
Groves and his offke, the Manhattan Engineer District, which served. as the administrator
for productlon of the Alomic Bomb. They were publlshed in entirely in Ihe official hiswry of
!he atomic bomb, commlssloned by General Grove, refeITed 10 as the ManluJttan Distrid
History" compiled by a staff mambor, Gavin Hadden. TheManh~ltanVistrid Hlslmy, which is
located in Ihe National Archives, was made available in a microfilmed version in 1977
called The MJmMllan Projecl: Official Hi.,ory and Documents. That edition is the One dted in
this paper throughout as MEV History. The press releases were published in every major
newspaper on August 7 aftel' 'Iruman and Stimson had initially broadcast them on the radio,

2Harley A. Wilhelm, interview with author" Ames, Iowa" AugusI1990,
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I'evebaugh, Art Kant, and Charlie Banks" all young men and women who had

for several years of their lives worked day and night in rooms behind a

barricade in the Chemistry Building,,3 Soon snmscn's voice echoed

throughout the loom:

The recent use of the atomic bomb over Japan, which was today
made known by the President, is the culmination of years of
Herculean effort on the part of science and industry working in
cooperation with !he military authorltles.e

As the scientists listened to Stimson's recounting of the history of the

Manhattan Project and about the importance of laboratories and facilities at

places familiar to them but unknown to the public at large-c-Clintcn Engineer

WOIks,S Los Alamos, and Henford-c-a somewhat pleasant announcement

came over the airwaves:

Certain other manufacturing plants much smaller in scale are
located in the United States and Canada for essential production
of needed materials. Laboratories at the Universities of Columbia,
Chicago, and California, and Iowa State College and at other
schools as well as certain industrial laboratories have contributed

3Harry A. scec. interview with author:. Ames, Iowa., February 1991; Addan Daane"
telephone inte.view with the author," Marcb 18, 1992,

4Quo!ed from "Statement by tbe President of the United Slales,' August 6, 1945, in
MEV HisWry Book L Vol. 4, Chapter 8" Part I, No 2, press release 1. Also appeared in New
York Times, August 7, 1945., 7,

ene Clinton Engineer WOI"ks was actually the laboralOly facilily and Oak Ridge was
the town next to tbe plant The laboratory was never offidally called Oak Ridge nnll! afler
the war. In this disserlalion all references to the labora~ry wlll refer ~ the Clinlon
Engineer Works and references to lhe town wilt be Oak Ridge. (New York Times, Augusl7,
1945,7; NBackgrotlnd Infonnation on Development of Atomic Energy Under Manhattan Projecl,:"
December 31, 1946, in MEV History, Book I, Vol. '" Chapler 8, Part I, No. 2, press release no.
99; F. G. Gosling, The ManhtJltan Project: SdenCl!;n the Sewnd World War, Energy History
Series (Washinglon, D. C: U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Administration and Human
Resources Management, 1990), 20.
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materially in carrying on research and in developinf special
equipment.. materials, and processes for the project,

At the mention of "Iowa State College," a cheer erupted from the small

group gathered around the radio. 7 The secret was finally out-Iowa State

College had been a major player with institutions like the University of

Callfomia, Columbia University, and the University of Chicago in a substantial

research effort for the war,

As the news spread" reporters came to the College, and for awhile the

campus was a whirlwind of activity Reports in several local newspapers

revealed thai Iowa State College discovered a method for the production of

uranium metal and then at its own pilot plant produced over 1,.000 tons of the

metal until industry took over the process.s On Friday, October 12,. 1945,

General leslie R. Groves, the leader of the Manhattan Engineer District, came

to Ames to present Iowa State College the A1my/Navy Flag frrr Excellence in

Ptoduction with FOUl' Stars, demonstrating excellence in industrial production

five limes fm over a period of two-and-one-half years, making the College the

only educational institution to ever receive the honor.s

6Quoted from "Statement of the Secretary ofWar:,n August 6, 1945, in MED History,
Bock I, Vol. 4, Chapter B, Part I, Nn., 2, press relea,.,. 110, 2: Also appeared in N= York Times..
August 7, 1945" 7,

7WHhelm, intelviow with author, 1990,

8See ''Atomic Bnmb Opens New Era in Scientific Hlstory; Or. Spedding Heads ISC
Research on Atomic Bomb and Worries abou! Weeds in Viclory Garden in Spare Time," Am,,"
Daily Trihune (August 7, 1945);1; "ISC Research Speeded Development of World's Mos!
Destructive Weapon,u Ames Daily Tribune (August 8, 1945);1; "Intricate System of Passes for'
&mb Project at College,n Ames Dally Tribune (August to, 1945): B; "I. S. C Experts Speeded
Work on Atom Bomb,n The Des Maines Regi511!1' (August $, 1945): 1; and ''College Does Secret
Atomic Power Work,n IIJWtl State Daily Student (AugustS, 1945): 1 for' a sampling of area
newspaper atticles that appeared on the Ames Project.

9"The Ames laboratory; How it Started," n.d., 1; ''The United Slates Army_Navy
Production Award fur Excellence to Iowa State College Men and Women of Chemistry Anne>< 1
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The Significance of the Ames Project

From 1942-1945, Iowa State College, like several other' universities and

colleges, conducted classified, war-related research, under the sponsorship

of the National Defense Research Council (NDRCJ, the Office of Scientific

Rese8100 and Development (OSRD), and the Manhattan Engineer District

(MED), three federal government units each supervising research on the

atomic bomb" Although some scientists pazticipated in research during

Wodd WaI' I, the United States entered that war at such a late date that

research activity was minimal compared to that ofWodd War 11.10

At the beginning of World War II, few adminisbrative atructurea

existed within most academic institutions to carryon extensive weapons

research. The federal government likewise had no single central

organisational unit dedicated to weapons research. In general, government

research funding agencies consisted primarily of specialized bureaus like

the Census Bureau, the Bureau of Mines, and fOI' awhile the Wollm Progress

Administmtion, which supported applied research in narrow fields" 'Ihe

and 2," {Octobel'12, 1!J45}, in the Ames Labolatol'yPapers RecOld Group 17/1, Roberl W. Pub
and Ellen SOfgeParks LU,muy, Ames, Iowa {hereafter cited as Ames Laboratol'y Pap<!rs);
"Schedule and Script", the Ames L1Iboratol'y Papers; Press Release about the Ceremony, the
Ames LaboratolY Papers. In 1906 the Navy institute<! the Navy E Award for excellence, firsl
awarding it in gUIUlClY, later expanding it to include engineering and rommunicatians
excellence in wartime aclivllies. Wilh the advent of World War I, the award recognized
industrial plants that produced war machinery. In World Wal II" bath the Army and Navy
supported the award"

lOVannevar Bush. Science theEndless Hwntier. A Report to /he Pn:si<l."t (Washing~on:
ihe Government \1;nting Office, 1945)..80. There are na really a""urale esllmates for
government funded research in World War I, bullhe research budget of the government in
1923 was $I5)JOO,oo0, By 1940, it had grown 10 $69,000,,000 and by 1944 the lotal grew 10 over
$720,,000,000.
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largest research funding unit supporting scientific research, the United

States Department of Agdculture, worked primarily with land grant schools

through state experiment stations to subsidize research in agriculture and

related areas" The!'B was no central organized science policy nor one group

in the federal government thatcouId finance research in broad academic

disciplines. In addition, most government funding efforts in the early 1930s

revolved around recovery from the depression and not support fOI' science at

aUll

World War II though demonstrated a successful marriage between

government and science" But berm's this marriage could be consummated"

both the federal govemment and universities and colleges bad to inaugurate

a new administrative system in order to oversee unique war-related

research. That same structure, in many ways distinctive to elasaified

research, became the foundation for post-war' federal and university

zelationshipe to continue.

'The new administrative structure also exhibited one of'two

administrative management styles 01' a combination of both in some cases:

an academic system of committees, group research, and consensus-building

indicative of academic institutions, OI' the hierarchical, control-based,

command-laden military structure of management" Even though the

military eventually controlled the atomic bomb project through classified

reaeareh, this diseertaticn contends that the administrative apparatus

11A. Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Govemmenl: A History of Polides and
AcllvIHtS to 1940 (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. 1957), 361.
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which the federal agencies (NDRG, OSRD. and MED) adopted was, by and

large" characterized by the academic style of management"

The Ames Pmjeet then Selves as a case study ofa wartime classified

laboratory-a laboratory conducting and managing research in the name of

national SOOUIity.. But just as importantly, it is typical offederally-funded

research units appealing after the war' because most oCthe rules and

regulations that ecceoned research administration in the war' laboratory

evolved into the rules and regulations that governed university-wide

relatdonebips with the federal government after World War II.

An Explanation of the Format of the rnsseneucn

lhis dissertation will examine the Ames Project in that light-as a

precursor for the post-war research appa:ratus of Iowa State College" Though

the dissertation will discuss some aspects of science and technology. it will

concentrate primarily upon !he administrative aspects of the Ames Project

during World war n. examining the hlstcry of the Ames Project in the life of

Iowa State at the time and its contributions to the development of the college's

research infrastructure aftez the war, The author uses newly-released archival

materials, interviews from many of the actual participants in the war-related

research project; and some heretofore private manuscripts and unreleased

interviews related 10 the project and its participants to analyze the Ames

Project in detail, Although Part I will chronicle the scientific role tor the Ames

Project, it will also concentrate on the organizational sttuctures that were

initiated and adapted to place a security-Intensive laboratory on an academic

campus. Part 2 will concentrate primarily upon administrative issues, defming
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the academic and military styles of management and revealing how security,

governmental and military relationships, financial methods of operating a

contract research facility, and health regulations contI'ibuted to the final

research funding apparatus.

A Review of the SOU1:ceS

The story of the Ames Project appeared for some time in bulletins from

the College" in newspaper' accounts as information was declassified" and in

other local College reports" But the story of Frank H, Spedding and his

contingent of graduate students and young Ph,D.s did not appeal' in any detail

in the national printed accounts after the war,

The Smyth Report,I2 the first officially sanctioned report to surface after

the war, traces the administrative and technical history of the Manhattan

Project, the official name for the secret project that led to the development of

the atomic bomb. Ihis book-length report was published in three edtnons.ta

The first, called A General Acrount of the Development of Methods of lIsing Atomic

Energy fa!' Miliw.ry Purposes under theAuspices af the United States Govet'llment

1940-1945., appeared only days after the atomic bombs were dropped on Japan,

General leslie Groves hired Hemy DeWolf Smyth, chair of the physics

12Henry D. Smyth, Alomle Energy for Mili/a'1l Purposes: The Official &pori on the
D~elop'mmt of the Atomic Bomb under /he Au;pices oJthe United Sioies Gormnmmt I94().1945
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1948).

13there is a full account of the pnblishing activities of the Smyth Report inMED
History, Book 1, General Volume 4: Auxiliary Activities, Chapter ]3, 1-18. A!5o, the
Prin.:eton University Library Chronicle published in it. Spring 1976 issue (vol. ,37, 173-218)
several articles on the publishing history of the Smyth Report" Smyth himself reprinted a
report he had wrillen on the history of the Smyth Report dated January 1947, a memorandum
that had remained buried in his files until its publication in this j<lumal.
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department at Princeton, to write the report in Apti11944. Smyth was given

access to all security protected materials.. He submitted the lust draft to Conant

and Groves in May 1945 at which time Groves appointed several scientists as

reviewers and editors. A mimeographed version leached Conant, Oroves, and

Truman's inner circle of advisors £01' final review in July 1945. Because the

gmup had 10wait for Irumarr's return from overseas, the edition was not

ready at the time of the bomb explosions. One thousand copies were printed

though" kept by Groves' staff, and finally released after an announcement

appeared in the Sunday newspapers on August 12, 1945. 'The f'u'st one

thousand copies quickly sold; another press run of two thousand copies was

ordered and printed" Olher editions WE!Ie released in September 1945" The

report provided the literate or technlcal-orlented public an explanation of the

activities that took place in the various laboratol'ies, companies, and agencies

within the government. Later. the Ieport was published with pictures" an

index. and some material added from Britain and Canada" Somewhat later', a

government document version was published with the original title displayed

This official history of the project mentioned the Ames laboratory in less than

ten lines of text in over 400 pages of material,

The release of the official manuscript history in the late 1970s. simply

called The Maniulltan District H{stury, dispels the nOlion that the Manhattan

Pmject did not produce a lengthy mitten record, General leslie Groves,

commander-in-chief of the project, commissioned the work, not so much a

single book as it was a collection of reports charts, pictures, memos" and other

materials about the Manhattan Engineer District. 'The collection of materials,

now housed in the National Archives, serves as the complete and definitive
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work about every aspect of the massive project, Iowa State rated one single

chapter of approximately fifty pages in this massive document, a reprint of a

post-war report that was published in an Ames Laboratory scientific series by E,

I. Pulmer.t't Compiled with summary accounts hom the division heads and

projecr leaders, this short work is the only published account of Iowa State's

role in the Manhattan Project. It does provide a short summary of Iowa State's

participation and is particularly useful as a scientific guide to the various

projects undertaken in Ames' wartime laboratory,

severer other archival collections include documents about the

Manhattan Project" Most of the old Argonne Leboraioryis documents have

been moved to the National Archives in Washington, D,C",. and though they

detail administrative, financial, and scientific information, Iowa State College

Information is ve.ty scant The collections of archives that ale scattered

throughout the present u.s, Department of Energy files include scientific

zepOI'tS, fiscal information about the individual academic laboratories, and

some general commectei contractor Iruormatlon. The Oak Ridge National

Laboratory housed most of the information related to Iowa State since much of

the Ames laboratOIY correspondence was sent to the Manhattan Engineer

District. which moved its headquarters to Oak Ridge in 1943" Much of that

documentation about the project is still classified and what information is

housed there is also located at Iowa State 01' elsewhere,

14E. 1. Fulmer, "HisIOl'y of the Ames Proj".ot lind"" the Manhattan Districl 10
December 31, 1946:' ISC RePOIt No. 10 (Ames:: Iowa Stale College, 1947), typescript.

lSArgonne LabolalUry was the successor to the Metallurgical laboratory of the
University of O>icago.
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Iowa State College fared no better in the secondary historical accounts

because so many of them were taken from the ""official'" documents above.

Shortly after the declassification of the countless documents on the atomic

bomb project in the seventies, The Secret HistOly of the Atomic &mb16appeared

The first book to be published that relied heavily on the Manhattan District

His/aIY, this account filled in many of the gaps that to that date had been

unavailable to researchers. The book emphasizes the scientific and

technological development of the project and Selves as a good summary of the

mote complete history located in the National Archives. 'This book contains

only a few references to contributions by Iowa State College.

The best and probably most thoroughly researched scholarly document

on the Manhattan Project is the Atomic Energy Commission's first volume of

a series on the history of the commission by Hewlett and Anderson.rz The

authors covel' the development of the atomic bomb in their first volume,

Given unlimited access to the classified and unclassified documentary and

archival materials under the auspices of the Commission, Hewlett and

Andersen produced a non-partisan, independent history of the time period,

with a particular' emphasis on the scientific advancements within the

Manhattan Project. The substantial notes section of the book is an especially

invaluable scholarly aid, Iowa state's contributions are given several scattered

references, and almost one-half page details the Ames process for reducing

16Anthony C. Brown and Charles B, MacI)(lnald.. eels,., The Secret Hislury Df Ih. Alomic
Bamb (New York' Dial Press, 1977).

17Rkhard G. Hewlett, and Oscar E. Anderson, JI'., The New World., 1939-1946. Vol. 1 of
A History of Ihe UnUM SlalllS Atomk: Energy Com;ni$ion (University Park; Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1%2).
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uranium metal, A more recent, popularized Pulitzer Prize book by Richard

Rhodeste updates the atomic bomb story.. providing a novelistic type format foI'

the reader. It is well-documented for the scholar but adds little Information on

the Iowa State story..

Vincent Co jones.is with help nom the Center for Military History,

examines the Manhattan Project from the US, Army's viewpoint, His well

documented volume depends heavily on the Manhattan District Hisfary and

summarizes in great detail the Army's role in the development of the atomic

bomb. It includes topics such as the Alroy take-over of the pIOject from the

civilian Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD),. the creation of

the Manhattan District" the appointment of cenerai Leslie Groves as head of

the Dlsnict, the administration of the production plants, Iabcratories, and

other support facilities, the actual testing and employment of the bomb, and a

chapter' on the transition from the Army-controlled Manhattan Engineer

District to the civilian-administered Atomic Energy Commission after the war"

For- the researcher, the bibliographical essay is invaluable for its detail,

currency, and complete location Information. but Iowa State is virtually

ignored except in a chapter on laboratories that provided fuel feed materials,

Personal accounts proliferate in the atomic energy story. but none ale

more famous than the one by croves.ac Leslie R Gloves, the General in

1986),
18Rlchard Rhodes, The M"kin<: of the Alarn;c &mb (New York: Simon and Schuster"

19V1ncentC. lones, M"nlu:t/an: The Anny "lid /he Atomic Bomb, Uniled States Almy in
World War II Special Studies (Washington, DC; Center of Milllary History" 1985).

20Leslie R. Groves. N"", It Om Be Told' The Sioty of theMI1nhalflln Projecl (New YOlk;
Halper & Row, 1962)
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charge of the Manhattan Engineer District, wrote his memoirs in order to tell

the story of the Alroy's role in the Manhattan Project from his own unique

perspective, A man called tyrant. czar, and other more derogatory names by

the scientists under' him, Groves was an imposing figure in the development

of the atomic bomb" The book is certainly a reflection of the cenerers

personality, It also displays his support for military action in the development

of sensitive. secret projects but gives no insight into Iowa State contributions.

Arthur H, Ccmpton.ar who headed the Metallurgical Project at

University of Chicago, wrote Atomic Quest,. a personal account of his

involvement with the Manhattan Project. The book is Important because the

Ames Project constitul:ed a part of Compton's laboratory. The value of a study

like this is more in its personal accounting of impressions and perceptions, but

its major disadvantages are the lack of referenced notes and bibliography to

prove the validity of its text Even though Frank Spedding served under

Compton as his chief chemistry officer for a time, Compton provides only

scattered information about the Ames Project and Spedding,

Today" more than forty years after the events of WmId WaI' II" no book

length hlstory of the Ames Project exists, Only one public account of the work

is available as a manuscript at the National Archives and also as an Ames

laboratory scientific report, Documents. papers, correspondence, research

notebooks, and declassified materials remain in the Iowa State University

Library, to date unpublished by scholars"

21Arlhur H. Compton" Atomic Quest: A Personal Narrative (New Yo,k, Oxfotd
University Pless" ]956),
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A large portion of this dissertation will rely on interviews with

participants from the Ames Project. Because some of th.e material in this

dissertation cannot be velified by the documentary history, eVeIy effort has

been made to use several interviews as source materials rather than to rely

upon one person's memory of events. However" there still may be errors. In

some cases. for' example, dates cannot be substantiated fer personnel becoming

a part of the project" the role of military personnel on the Ames campus during

the time under Manhattan District authority cannot be substantiated from

existing sources, and sometimes it is unclear about the organizational

relationships between Ames and other Iaboratcrles. What these interviews do

provide though is a complement to the official records. which consist most

often of scattered correspondence. scientific and administrative reports, and

documentary history for events at the national and regional levels of the

Manhattan Project
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PARI' 1. CREATION, ORGANIZATION, AND PURPOSES
OF 'IRE AMES PROJECT
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IHE GENESIS AND ORGANIZAIION OF IHE AMES PROJECT

Pn~·,1941 Uranium Research Activities

Niels Bohr, an imminent physicist in Copenhagen" remained late in his

Iaboratory on January 3,. 1939.< finishing up work before he was to leave for an

extended research visit at the Institute tor Advanced Study in Princeton, New

Jersey Otto Frisch, another Danish physicist, rushed into the laboratory with

incredible news {zornhis aunt" lise Meitner, a recently exiled Austl'ian

physicist" MeHner had just received news Irom Germany that Otto Hahn, her

former collaborator, and his new colleague Fritz 5trassmann had bombarded

uranium with neutrons and produced barium "Had they split the atom]"

Hahn asked in a letter to his former colleague, Meitner. After several long

discussions with his aunt,. Frisch contacted a biologist friend and asked him

what tam was used when a cell split. "Fission;" was the term Ftisch heard

from his ftiend,. and he was the {jISt to apply it to what happened in the Hahn

Strassmann experlment.zz

Hahn and Meltner had been collaborating on identifying mystety

redloacdvity materials, generally thought to be transuranic (beyond uranium)

that Emico Fermi, an Italian physicist, had first discovered in the mid-thirties

when he bombarded uranium with neutrons. 'Ihis problem was also being

investigated in France by Irene and Frededc Ioflet-Curle. In fact, Hahn and

22Ruth Moore, Niels EJohr. The Man,. His Sdmc~. & Ihe Wvrld They Clumged (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), 222-223.
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MeHner were replicating an experiment that the French scientists reported

when Meitner decided to flee from the country because her homeland Austrla

had come under Nazi rule. Fritz Strassmann then teamed with Hahn. helping

him precipitate the Joliet-Curie radioactive products with barium. Amazingly,

the radioactive materials precipitated, leading the men to consider the

impossible: they had split the atom, They repeated the experiment certain that

the materials must be some form of radium (no, 88 on the periodic chart. not

barium which was 56), The same result occurred, The men" believing that this

was impossible, hied to separate the "radium' isotopes fmm the carder

barium. Ihat failed proving again that they had indeed precipitated barium,

Hahn Immediately wrote to Meitner about their discovery.. Shortly after this

encocnter, Bohr left for America and repeated the news of the experiment to

the American scientific commurury.t''

The famous paper by Hahn and Sttassrnann appeared in Die

Natulwissenschnften january 6" 1939. However, many people did not hear about

it until the Fifth Conference on Theoretical Physics held in Washington

january 26-28" 1939.> when Born' and Fermi announced the news to the

audience even before a single pape! had been plesented 24 Papers by Frisch

Fermi. Szilard and Bohr followed rapidly in Nature and The Physical Review,2S

23Moore, 222-223; Roger H. Stuewm:, "Bringing the News of Fission to America....
Physics Today (October 1985); 49-56; Otto R. Frisch, "How It All Began,N Physks Today
(November 1%7), 272-277. See ai,,, Peter Wyden, DayOne, Before Hilll5h,ma and Ajter (New
York: SImon and Schuster. 1984), 22; Rhodcs,233-275; and Anderson and Hewlett.. 10-11 for
other accounts of bringing the news l<> Amerka,

24stuewel:. 54,

25Louis A. Turner, who published an article in the January 194(1 Rlmiew. of Modern
Physics summarizing the research appearing only after the Hahn and Strassmann work, found
nearly 10(1 articles pnblishoo to that date (p. 1).
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The Einstein letter

Ihough the experiment was exciting for its energy applications,

scientists had already predicted that a powerful weapon could be produced

from such a release of energy. In the United States, several recently-arrived

European immigrants were particularly concerned because the discovery had

occurred in Germany and that added to the fear that GeJ:many could filat

produce an atomic weapon, Enrico Fermi, a recent ofunigl1~ from Italy, upon

hearing the historic news in January 1939 "Shaped his hands into a large-sized

ball" A little bomb like that, he remarked, and it would all dtsappear.vae

Leo Szilard, a brilliant physicist formerly of Hungary. and another

former European physicist colleague, Eugene Wignet:. met in the summer of

1939 to discuss the uranium research events, particularly the development of a

uranium-graphite system to create a chain reaction" something Szilard had

been working on as early as 2933,27 Both men, wouied about the world

situation, wondered what would happen if Germany shut off uranium

exportation by the Belgians" who were mining in the African Congo region,

UQuoted in Dani..I J.. Kevles, Ihe Physkists: The His/Dry of a SeitmlifiC Community in
Modem Americll (Cambridge" MA: Harvard University Press,. 1971), 324.

27Spencer R. ween and Gertrud Weiss Szilard. eds., LJm SziItmI., His Version of Ih.
Huts: Sdec/ed R.lXllledions and Cllrreoponr1ence, Vol. 1I (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1978), 17
18; 80-82. As early as 1933, Szilard had the idea if an element could be found that emilted
two neutrons and absorbed OIW,Cnd ifil could be obtained in large enough quantlty, a self
sustaining chain reaction could be created. In 1934, he applied for a patent that described the
laws governing a chain reaction. Because he did llOt want the patent to become public at that
time, he assigned it to the British Admiralty and went on to other experiments. The chain
reaction idea appeared again after the discovery of fission by Hahn and Strassma:m. He
learned up with Fermi at Princeton trying to work out a uranium-water system that might be
capable of sustaining a chain reaction. By the summer of 1939, SzIlard had decided that
because Fenni was lukewarm to his idea and because of the world political situatinn he
would take matters intn his nwn hands and. approach the United States governmenl directly
tn warn it of the dangel'S ofwolld domination by Germany,
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They wanted to warn Belgium of the dangers but had no idea of the state

protocols involved. A friend, Albert Einstein.. another emigre living in a

summer house on long Island knew the Queen of Belgium. so they decided to

solicit his assistance. On July 16, 1939, Wigner and Szilard drove to Long Island

to visit Einstein and Inform him of recent discoveries. Afte.r a lengthy

discussion. the group decided not to contact Belgium directly with a letter but

to somehow get the U.S, government hwolved.ae

Through a friend, Szilard found Alexander Sachs, an economist and

investment banker, who had been an informal advisor of several government

officials, including President Roosevelt himself Szilard visited him in New

York, and Sachs suggested that Einstein compose a letter to President Roosevelt

on the concerns of the immigrants.. Sachs volunteered to take the letter to

Roosevelt personally and argue the scientists" case fOI' increased research and

the German dangers of world domination if, as they all guessed, German

atomic research could deliver a bomb fust. 29

The letter was written, signed by Einstein on August 2,. 1939" and given

to Alexander Sachs for delivery to the Presldent.w Sachs did not encounter

President Roosevelt immediately because WoI1d War n make out in

September 1939,31 On October 11, he finally got an audience to present the

28Rhode", 303-305. Tbis visIt to EInsteIn Is also re<Xlun!ed ;n detail in Wea't and
Szilard" 82..$3; Anderson and Hewlel(, 16-17;and Wyden, 32-34,

29We;lIt and Szilard, 84.

30rhere is Some debate about wbo wrote tbe leiter (see tbe letter in Appendix A). It
appears to bave been a collaborative effort between Szilard and Einstein, See Wearl, 83-84
and Rhodes" 305-308 fOI' details of the collaboration.

31Wyden,,35. Poland was invaded by Germany on September 1, 1939. On 5eptember 3,.
1939" Britain and France retaliated by declaring war on Germany and Oil September 8
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scientists case. Knowing that Roosevelt was a busy man, Sachs prepared a

reading file for the President containing the two letters, his own paraphrase of

the letters, and a copy of a book oj Iecturea by F" W" Aston of Cambridge, Oxford

in honor of Lord Btnest Rutherford, an early British atomic physicist,32

Interestingly" to open the meeting Sachs read ills own paraphrase to Roosevelt

rather than the Einstein letter:

Briefly, the experimentation that has been going on for half a
dozen years on atomic disintegration has culminated this year (a)
in the discovery by Dr. Leo Szilard and Professor Penni that the
element uranium could be split by neutrons and (b) in the
opening up of the probability of chain reactions-that is that in
this nuclear process uranium itself may emit neutrons. This new
development in physics holds out the following prospects:

1. The creation of a new course of energy which might be utilized
for purposes of power production-

2, The liberation from such chain reactions of new radio-active
elements, so that tons rather than grams of radium could be
made available in the medical field,

3, 'The consuucucn, as an eventual probability, of bombs of
hitherto unenvlsaged potency and scope. , ..

In connection, then, with the practical importance of this work
for power, healing, and national defense purposes-it needs to be
borne in mind that our supplies of uranium are limited and poor
in quality compared with the large sources of excellent uranium
in the Belgian Congo" and, next in line, Canada and former
CzechosJovakia,33

_._..-------._-_.---

Roosevelt had prodalmed a National Emergency and was trying 10 get Congress to lift the
armsembargo.

32Alexande:r Sachs. Testimony before the United States Senate" Special Committee in
Atomic Energy on Senate Resolution 179, Tuesday, November 27. 1945, 7-8. Sachs revised his
statement a bit and pla<:OO it as an appendix to the proceedings. He also deposited a c<>py fOl
lhe MED History in the National Arcltives. An acrount of the meeting Is also summarized in
Rhodes, 313-315; Wyden, 35-38.,

33Sachs, 7,
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Then, Sachs quoted from a series of lectures prepared by F, W, Aston in

honor of lord Rutherford on the theory of atomic research. The bock, Forty

Years of Atomic TheOly reviewed the progress of atomic research in England and

other countries.. Sachs read the last paragraph of that work to Roosevelt:

There are those about us who say that such research should be
stopped by law, alleging that man's destructive powers are already
large enough. So, no doubt, the more elderly and ape-like of OIU'
prehistoric ancestors objected to the innovation of cooked food
and pointed out the grave dangers attending the use of the newly
discovered agency, fire. Personally, I think there is no doubt that
subatomic energy is available all around us and that one day man
will release and control ils almost infinite power. He cannot use
it exclusively in blowing up his next door neighbor.34

Roosevelt evidently got the point of Sachs' presentation.

The President remarked.:"Alex; what you are after is to see that
the Nazis don't blow us up."
I said, "Precisely," and he then called in General Watson" , " and
he said, "This requires action,"35

Eat'ly govet1lment support-The m'tlJlium committees

Watson organized an Informal committee, fils! selecting the two

military men most concerned with science-c-Lt. Colonel Keith Anderson for

the Array and Commander Gilbert Hoover £01' the Navy-to seve on the

committee" He appointed Dr" Lyman r Briggs, director of the Bureau of

Standards, the nations" government physics laboratory as the chairman of the

oommittee.36 Sachs sent a letter to Eugene Wigner,. a respected physicist to help

34Sachs" 9.

3SSadlS,. 9,

S6Sachs" 9; Hewlett and Andelson,' 19-20,
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him contact Interested scientists" The first Advisory Committee on Uranium

met on October 21 with nine in anendance.ez

leo Szilard began the session with an overview of the possibilities of a

chain reaction using uranium and graphite layered together. Edwald Teller

then addressed the group.. and the issue of money fol' funding the-project was

raised. Commander Hoover insisted upon a precise amount, and Tellez' told

him $6,000 would work for the first year so that the scientists could buy

graphite. The amount was agreed upon, and a report of the meeting was sent

to the President on November 1,. 1939,. claiming that a chain reaction was a

possibility but still unproved, The glOup suggested that the government

support a thorough investigation though and concentrate it in the universities

of the COURtly. 'Ihe President noted the report. according to a memo hom

Watson on November 17. and decided to keep it on file fol' future rererence.ae

The government could not be pushed into any other action for several

months mainly because there seemed to be so much debate on the feaslbllity of

an atomic weapon. 'The scientists also tended to avoid mllitaly applications

and concentrated their studies instead upon a chain reaction to develop

nuclear power, The one fearc-wor.ld domination by Germany-c-waxed and

waned throughout those early months, and with it saw the rise and fall of

interest in the uranium research problem, Just when government interest

would seemingly die, Germany would cause a renewed interest in the weapon

37Sachs, 9-11; Hewlett and Anderson, 2ll. Briggs,. Fred L. Mohler a physIcist of the
Bureau of Standards, Riehard Roberts a physicist 01 the Carnegie Institution, Saclts., Szilard"
Wigne' , Edward Teller, Anderson, and Hoover were the atlendees.

38Hewlett and Anderson, 20,
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by conquering another area of Europe. The money EO! graphite calculations

was not transferred £1= the Army and Navy until February 1940,39 Events in

March renewed interest when The Physical Review began reporting that in order

for II chain reaction to occur; U235,. the lighter isotope of uranium, must be

used.so Several experiments helped close the gap on the possibility of II nuclear

chain reaction" but no earthshaking discoveries came born the scientific

community.. Einstein, in the spring of 1940, sent yet another letter relating the

experiments at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Gl:!Imany.. At II meeting of the

Uranium Committee in April, the emig:t~s still could not shake the Army,

Navy, or the government into decisive action; the bureaucrats decided to wait

until calculations of the uranium graphite system at Columbia had been

completed before taking decisive action" At a meeting in June 1940, a request of

$40,,000 was made rcr conl:inued research on the Szilard-Fermi experiments at

Columbia. Before the money could be awarded though, other administrative

events affected the future of the Uranium ccmmmee.o

The Organization of the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC)

on June 27, 1940" placed the Uranium Committee within a new organizational

structure-a under Vannevar Bush,43 The rnse contract awarded was the $40,.000

39Smyth, 47-48.

40rIewiett and Ande,son, 22.

41Smyth" 49.

42lrvln Stewal't. Organizing Scientific RlSeurch for War (Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1948), 8-9. NDRC was to direct and ccerdlnated scientific weapnns research by
issuing contracts 10 individuals" educational institutions, arul industry. It was nlllintended to
replace Ihe Army or Navy and its laboratories bill was suppnsed to expand the scientific role
in national defense.

43Rhodes,356; Kevles, 293-94, Vannevar Bush was a technical genius, an engineer
who received a doctorale jointly from MIT and Harvard in 1916" He went On to condue! war
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to Columbia University for continuation of the Ferrru-Sztlard experiments EO!'

a chain reaction,« The committee continued to operate in the same form until

the summer of 1941, when it was enlarged, renamed the Uranium Section 01'

5-1 Committee, and placed under the Office of Scientific Research and

Development with subcommittees formed on uranium isotope separation,

theory" power production, and heavy water"

After a year, NDRC showed some definite weaknesses since it acted

primarily as a research organization, with little power in engineering aspects of

the uranium problem. As a solution. Bush founded an umbrella organization

to coordinate all scientific research related to national defense. On June 28,

1941" an Executive Order was signed instituting the Office of Scientific Research

and Development (OSRD) within the Office for Emergency Management

directly under the President of the United States. Bush became director of this

new organization and took with him the Committee on Uranium. James

Conant replaced Bush as head of NDRC" which became a division of OSRD

delegated to make recommendations on research and development" Bush

understood well the rearrangement of authority because he stated in an

interview later in his life: "'I knew you couldn't get anything done in that

damn town unless you organized under the wing of the president:""45

research creating a successful submarine detector and in the 1920s ""perimented with analog
calculatIng mach'nes. He Moo to the Vice Presidency of Mfr and moved to the Carnegie
Institution as president in 1939 to become closer 10 the hub of government work.

«Weart and Szilard,. 117"

45Smy th, 51; Hewlett and Anderson" 41; Kevles, 299-301; Kevles., 301.
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Science and National Security

In 1941, several events cemented the link between science and national

security Many American scientists became convinced about the merits of the

uranium research program. partly with help from their British colleagues,

When the British MAUD Committee"6 sent a report on its scientific pIOgresS to

the US. sdentlflc community, several American physicists became convinced

about the possibilities of building a bomb" This committee was much like the

US, uranium committee, except that it was made up of active working

physicists instead of government bUIeaUCI'i1ts. MAUD, in the spring of 1940,

came to the conclusion that a bomb could be built 47

Americans were somewhat more convinced about the feasibility of a

bomb after Glenn Seaberg and his research gI'OUp identified plutonium in E. 0,

lawrence's laboratory in Callfomia in early 1941 48 In the spring of 1941,

Lyman Briggs persuaded Vannevar Bush to initiate an independent review of

the enure uranium project; Bush" in turn, asked F" B. Jewett" president of the

National Academy of Sciences, to establish a committee" Jewett appointed a

46RtlOde5" 340. The committee was code named MAUD after the mysterious me:ssage
Lise Mcllner had cabled to an English friend: "MET NIELS AND MARGRETHE RECENTLY
BOTH WELl BUr UNHAPPY AllOOT EVENTS PLEASE INFORM COCKCROFr AND
MAUD RAY KENT. The message was believed to be an anagram for Nradium taken.N Laler
in the war, the committee found oullhat Maud Ray wa5 a governess for the Bohr children
who lived in Kent.

47Moore, 276-79; Rhodea, 329-330,34G-4I. 'The committee reported that fast neutrons
as welt as slow neutro,," could CauSe nuclear fission. The report included an estimation that
U235 could be repl'oduced in a sphere smaIll!Jlough to make a bomb. The beat method to
produce the boJn!>...-gaseous diffusion~would tum uranium inlo a gas thus allowing for Ihe
collection of the U2S5 isotope. The committee also severely criticized American scientists
because they were doing nothing about lhe German menace.

48Rhodcs,352.$55" In March 1941, Glenn L Seab<lrg..a young chemist in Lawrence's
laboratory, discovered a new element mlled 94, later named "pluloruumN in 1942.
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committee chaired by Althu1 H, Compton of the University of Chicago,

charging it to study the military hnportance.cf uranium and decide upon the

level of expenditure needed for a concentrated government-supported effort in

uranium reseerch.e?

Shmtly aitel' a-meeting in May 1941, the committee presented its firsr

repOi t recommending an lntensificetlon of the research effur t fm at least six

months"SO Later that summer, an appropriation of $267,000 was made Em'

uranium research, partly because of that fits!: report and partly because of the

repoIts on British research et A second report produced recommendations on

the engineering aspects of uranium research in the summer of 1941,52

A third report was commissioned and delivered in the fall of 1941, bUI:

not before Bush. at a high-level presidential meeting on October 9, 1941, was

given a free hand to investigate the possibilities of making an atomic bomb.

49smyth, 51. Arthur Comptcn was a physidst already of some renown and the
younger brother of Karl Compton, President of MIT, who had already had some interest In
this general field"

s°Rhodes. 365. The commlllee delaJ.led thr"" military applications of research:
production 01radioactive materials 10 spread on enemy territory, II power source for
submarines and other ships, and explosive bombs. The commlttee also developed a timetable'
a year was needed 10 produce and test the radioactive materials, the power source would
require three years after a chain reaction was created" and bombs could Il()t be ready before
1945. A priorlly was placed on oblalnlng a sustaining chain reaction,

SlSmyth, 51. Briggs was still in chaIge of the budget recommendations for Ihe
Uranium Committee. He made pleas not just from the first report but based also on wotk that
had been undertaken in Englandby MAUD. Briggs argued fur continuing the first objeotive01
a ohain reaction. Eut he claimed that isotope separation was crucial for any military
applications of uranium production and suggested that a chain reaction could Ooour in an
alrplane-carricd bomb device.

S2fIewletl and Anderson" 39. Compton t1aveled to South America that summer so
WilHam D, Coolidge, a physical chemist recently retired from General Eleclrk,. was given
the charge to add some engineers to the committee and review the first report. 'Their review
was sen! to Ilush on July 11, 1941,and supported the Ilrst report's recommenclatlons. The
emphasis was still on creating a chain reaction I'ather than a bomb.
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Bush conferred with Roosevelt and Vice President Heruy Wallace whom he

had already briefed on uranium progress earlier in the summer, He outlined

British research achievements, the costs of building a production plant, what

little was known of German research, and the time needed to produce a

weapon, Bush was told to expedite the work in every way but not to proceed

on building a production plant since that would need more discussion and a

different organization to carry out Policy considerations on these matters were

to be restricted to Roosevelt. Wallace, Bush" Conant, Secretary of Will' Henry

Stimson, and AImy Chief of Staff George C. Marshall, transferring

responsibilities from the Uranium Committee to a new, more secretive group

around the president, lite specter of Gelman domination played a major role

in the actions on the part of Bush and the president. By the fall of 1941" both

men had seen the results of Hitler's campaign and coupled with reports from

British research and reports from those escaping from Germany who insisted

the country was progressing on atomic research.. then inclinations were much

stronger to support an ultimate weapon. Bush actually gained permission to

finalize the bond between science and national security in that meeting,53

Bush received the third report on November' 6, 1941,and the President

was sent his copy on November' 27" Compton had traveled extensively in

October' of that year to gather' the information needed for this third and most

important report,54 In that third report. he issued a deal' call to build a bomb,

53Hewlett and Anderson, 4546,

54Smylh, 46-49; Rhodes, 373-376, 386-387; Complon, 53. It was probably the Mark
Oliphant visit that helped Complon and several olher Americans including Conant, Bush"s
right-hfUld man issue a clear call for a bomb. Oliphant from Britain loured the United Slates
in lhe late summer and early fall of 1941 as an strong advocate for lm.tldinga bomb. He
:relayed news of British research at a meeting of lhe Uranium Corrunittce in August, using lhe
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thus moving scientific research into practical, militazy applications tied to

national eecnlty.. The objective of the program in scientific research would

simply be: Ilito consider the possibilities of an explosive fission reaction with

U235:""'5S A bomb with enough destructive power could be created by gathering

together a mass of U235. How much destructive power was still unknown, but

something on the order of a few hundred tons of INT was possible, The

report evaluated methods of isotope separation including gaseous diffusion

which the British were committed to and the centrifuge system in

development at Columbia. It estimated that bombs could be I'eady in three to

fOUI years, Coste were difficult to estimate" but the most expensive part of the

precess the separation of the Isotopes, could cost $50 to $100 million and the

production of bombs could cost as much as $30 million. The report was just

what Bush wanted and could have been the impetus to push America

headlong into the uranium research project except that Bush had received

approval to proceed a full month before this report. It did verffy, after the fact,

what Bush had convinced Roosevelt of in the October 9 meeting: science could

word 'bomb" ve'y dearly. He solicited assistaIlCl! from the Unitoo States because Britain,
according to him, did net have the resources, an estimated $25 million, to build a bomb. Since
he was not immediately effective with the Umnium committee, he decided 10 attempt 10
oonviru:e the most enthuslastlc sdentist he knew in America, Ernest 0. Lawrence. And
convince him he did. Lawrence conlacted Arthur Compton at Chicago Shortly af!<!l'
Ollphant's visit and repeated his conversation with Oliphant. A special meeting was set in
Chicago on September 25.1941, because lawrence was to be in town to speak on the O<TIISion of
an honorary degree to be bestowed upon James Conant, the chairman of the NDRC. 'The three
men met and after a heated discussion agreed to push uranium research in the United States.
Conant went back to report the meeting to Bush. and shmtly thereafter the third report was
commissioned. Compton described that meeting as the start of the wartime atomic research
program. Conant, in his secret history of the Manhattan Project.. indicated that men like
Oliphant helped turned the tide in the American uranlum research enlerp';se.

SSRhodes, 386,
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be used in a practical, military way to protect the country's security.. Roosevelt

returned his copy to Bush two months later on January 19, 1942, with a note

attached that said:

v. B.. OK-retumed-I think you had best keep this in you!' safe.
FDR,,56

Bush took action long before that returned note" Lyman Briggs, at

Bush's request, called members of the Uranium Committee to come to

Washington on December 6, 1941" to talk about reorganization of the uranium

work. Bush sent more detailed letters dated December 13,. 1941, to each of the

primary administrative men to be involved in the expanded government

supported project. A planning board with Eger V" Murphree, a young chemical

engineer as head, would oversee engineering planning studies and supervise

any pilot plant efforts. Bush appointed three program chiefs in charge of

physics and chemistry research: HamId Urey to handle separation by diffusion

and centrifuge methods as well as heavy water studies; Ernest lawrence in

charge of small-sample preparation. electromagnetic separations, and

plutonium (element 94); and Arthur Compton with responsibility for the

chain reaction to produce plutonium and oversee weapons theory. Two weeks

after Pearl Harbor, the first large contract was awarded to lawrence for $400,.000

10 study electromagnetic separation teclmiques,S7 Arthur Compton went back

to the University of Chicago to create the Metallw'gical Laboratory.. 'lhe

uranium research project had begun in earnest..

56Rhodes. 388,

S?Hewlctt and Anderson" 49-52,
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Ihe Metallw:gical Preject and Laboratory

Ihe period nom December 1941 to February 1942 revealed mille effort

devoted to the admlnistratkm of uranium research than to research itself. as

evidenced by the creation and organization of the Metallurgical Project under

Arthur Compton at the University of Chicago" Compton, author of the three

National Academy of Science reports. was already a committed and

distinguished physicist in the field of atomic research when called upon to

head a program coordinating theoretical studies on plutonium and building a

reactor to confirm a sustaining chain reaction,58 In 1939, he heard about the

discovery of uranlurn fission but thought his research was far afield from

nuclear physics, When he became active in the field of cancer research though,

his friend at the University of Cali£omia in Berkeley. Emest 0, lawrence,

convinced him to take another look at atomic l'esean::h59 That involvement

began when Jewett called upon him to head a review of recent atomic research

and its military applications, a task Compton took enthusiastically..

On the aftemoon of December' 6,1941, Arthur' Compton first had lunch

with his new bosses Bush and Conant and then proceeded to his hotel room to

make arrangements fOl his new assignment. According to his recollections, he

spent that whole afternoon and evening on the telephone making contacts to

5SRiedman.188-]90. Compton, the son ofa Presbyterian minister, was bam on
September 10, 1892. He re<:eived his doclOJale from Princeton in 1916 and studied under J.J..
ThOJI\S{Jn, the famous English physicist, at Cambridge where he also attended lectures by
Ernesl RUlherford, a Nobel-winning physicist. Upon hig relurn to the United States in 1920,
he became a professor at Washington Universily in St. Louis where he conoenlraled his
research on ".rays. Three years later, the University of Chicago appoinled him professor of
physics, In 1927, he received the Nobel Prize for work on waves and light.

59Riedman" 190.
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coordinate his new enterprise. He called Fermi at New York and Gemge G"

Pegram, a physicist friend at Princeton, to get advice and talk of plans fur the

future" On December "1, 1941, he remembered going to New York to talk to

Fermi and his colleagues about the direction of research and to get their

assurances that the group would work with him" Out of great respect for

Compton as scientist, they readily agreed to support the project,60

Ihe 5-1 Committee met in Washington on December 18,. 1941, and Bush

announced the official revamped uranium research organization. Compton

sent Bush a memorandum on December 20, 1941" detailing his plans and

proposing a prellrrunary budget for the project. 1'01' the time being. the project

research would be centered in Columbia, Chicago" Princeton, and Berkeley.. His

budget of several million was approved when it would have been

unfathomable only a short time ago.et

From December to Pebnrary, Compton was Immersed in organizational

plans and problems, In january, he began a series of meetings to discuss

centralizing the effol'ts at one site rather than have research sites at Columbia,

Princeton, Berkeley, and Chicago.62 Ihe venous discussions, often heated"

60Compton,72_73. Lauta Fennl, 185, laura Fermi summed up the respect forCompton
in the following way' NCompton was a thoughlfu/ and ronsiderate person, who took n<> step
without weighing its effects upon others. Perhaps because of this, whenever he expressed an
opinion, it was interpreted as an order and ~pledwithout much comment!'

61Rhodes, 398; Hewiett and AnderS<ln, 53-54. At Columbia and Princeton the building
of a pile and corresponding physical measuremenls would require 80 men and $:340,000 for six
months; Chicago needed 150 people and $278,000; and Berkeley wanted 150 men and $650,000
t" prepare U235 and plut"nlum" C"mptonasked for another $500,000 for pile materials.

62Hewletl and Anderson, 53-55"Ihe first meeting occurred at Chicago on January 3,
1942,and thl! best hI! could accomplish was a promise to continue existing work at the various
sites. The second meeting at Columbia on fanuary 18 at least developed a preliminary
pr<>gram timetable: by July 1, 1942 to detennine whether a chain reaction was possible, by
January 1943 to achieve lhe first chain reaction, by January 1944 to extract plutonium (element
94) from uranium, and by January 1945 to have a bomb. In the afternoon of that meeting" the
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culminated in the now-famous and often repeated sickroom episode..

Compton called his main scientists to Chicago and when they arrived on

January 24, 1942, they were ushered into the bedroom where Compton was

battling the flu and a fever, He argued to move the site to Chicago to

concentrate all the research from the various labcratories. He tried to convince

the others at the meeting-Leo Szilard hom Coltunbia, Ernest Lawrence fmm

Berkeley, Luis Alvarez fmm the M" I" 1'" Radiation Laboratory. Richard Doan

nom Phillips Petroleum Research laboratory" and Norman Hilberry hom

New York University-the merits of a Chicago location. Compton had already

received enthusiastic support born the president and vice president of the

University of Chicago; there were more men to draw {10m in the central par!

of the country since there were fewer involved in war-related work" and

Chicago was centrally located between the east and west coasts, After endless

discussion" the physically and mentally exhausted Compton, the noted

consensus builder, made an arbitrary decision: the site would be Chicago and

those at the meeting should join him in the research effort there,,63 The only

objection came from lawrence, and Compton later recounted that objection:

"You'll never' get the chain reaction going here. The whole
tempo of the University of Chicago is too slow."
'We'll have the chain reaction going here by the end of the year,'

---------

topic turned agaln to centralizing the research at one site. Compton and Lawrence dominated
the discussion and both agreed lhat al least the chain reacllon resca.",h should be in Ihe same
place, if nol the whole project. They had agreed that the large cyclotrons at Berkeley could
nOI be moved elsewhere, and Law....nce woold remain in Berkeley to oversee that part of the
researd!" However, Columbia and Princeton scientists did not want 10 move theil' operation,
either.

63Compton" 80-81; Rhodes" 399,
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I predicted.
"I'Il bet you a thousand dollars you won't," he challenged"
"I'll take you on that," I answered, "and these men are the
witnesses!'
"I'Il cut the stakes to a five-cent cigar,' countered Lawrence.
"Agreed,"
I won the bet but I haven't yet received the cigar.. Maybe the five
cent variety is no longer made,64

After the meeting. Compton called Fermi who somewhat reluctantly

agreed to come to Chicago as soon as possible. and sent his assistant. Herbert

Andelson, ahead to pzepare for Ferml's arrival. Eugene WigrteI, at Princeton

was also called and agreed to come, Leo Szilard.. who had immediately lelt

Chicago after the meeting" was telegraphed in New York to join Ferrnj,,65

Compton had previously discussed the wartime research project with

President Rebert M. Hutchins and Vice President E, 1'. Filbey. Ihey had already

talked about the location of a nuclear reactor and what adjustments might

need to be made on campus to accommodate the research. On the morning of

january 25" Compton went to see Vice President Filbey to get clearance for the

moves of the scientists to Chicago and to discuss their locations on campus,

Shortly, thereafter; the mathematics department" which shared quarters with

the physicists in Bckhart Hall" was contacted and volunteered to move its

entire operation to the Hbrary in Older to make mom fur the expanded research

project and the anticipated new personnel ee

64(:ompton,81.

6%hodes.4OI),

66complon, 80,. 82,
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By Febrmuy" the centralized project had taken its code name as the

Metallurgical Project, so called, according to Compton, because

we had been considering for some lime setting up at the
University an institute of metals, which indeed became a reality
after the war was over. Thus QUI' Chicago colleagues saw nothing
surprising in a wartime metals research program.ev

Compton was dlrector of the Me!allwgkal Project and Norman Hilberry

was appointed Associate Director, But now the project needed a centralized

research facility or laboratory.. Called the Metallutgtcal Laboratcry. it was also

organized and staffed during this period. Richard Dcen, because of his

experience in industrial organizations, was made director and scientists from

around the country were brought to Chicago" induding one &:001 Iowa Slate

College.68

The Ames Pl'Oject

Frank H, Spedding: Chemistry division lendet and Ames Pl'ojett head

Sometime between December 1941 and February 1942,69 Frank H,

Spedding a professor in charge of physical chemistry at Iowa State College in

67Crnnpton,,82,

68Compton,83,

691n several intervl"Ws later in his life, Spedding claimed he was contacted by
Compton on December 6, 1941,and asked to take over the Chemistry division. Though that is
possible. it is somewhat unlikely if Compton needed to contact others to get Spedding's name.
Also, the Metallurgical Laboratory was not organized untit sometime in January and this
would have been a mote logical time to contact Spedding. There is also evidence that
Spedding was in Chicago in January (or sevfl'a1 weelcsaccordlng to some of his laler
interviews and interviews with Wilhelm making this a more likely time to be asked to head
up chemistry research. In other accounts, partiClllarly from the early Ames Lalmratory
pUblications, Spedding claimed he was contaded sometime in Febroary. In any event,
Sl"'dding was officially hired on the project on Febroary 21, 1942. Referenced in J. C. Stems.
"Letter to Frank H. Spedding on HJrlng..~ March 19, 1942, the Frank H. Spedding Papers,
Record Group 17/1111, the Robert W" Parks and Ellen Sorge Parks Library, Ames, Iowa
(hereafler cited as Spedding Papers), A memorandum was sent to President Charles Friley on
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Ames, Iowa. was asked to take over the Chemistry Division of the

Metallurgical Laboratory in Chicago.. How a young professor of cherrdsny, who

had not been directly involved in uranium research before 1942, could be asked

to direct some of the most famous atomic chemists is puzzling at best, unless

considerable information is provided about Speddings background and the

situation at Iowa Slate College in 1942.

Frank Howard Spedding was actually uniquely qualified to take over the

Chemistry Division. His academic preparation had boon meticulous, and his

breadth of chemical knowledge in late earth chemistry exemplary. SpOOding

was born October 22,1902,. in Hamilton. Ontario. Canada to American parents.

The family moved to .Ann Arbor; Michigan shortly after'Spedding's birth

where his father became a well-known, successful photographer. Spedding

graduated from the University of Michigan in 1925 with a B,S, in Chemical

Engineering and an M.S. in analytical chemistry the following yeal. Sperlding

worked under H.. H" Willard and though he liked the man, he did not like the

scientific area. Early in his studies.. he received a taste of the hard work of

experimentation" Given a 5O'pound rock of pollucite or cesium OI'e by

Professor WillaId" Spedding was told to extract cesium from it and prepare it,

preferably as a pure salt or chloride, By 1926" he gave his professor several

kilograms of the salt.?o Spedding almost had his moment of glory when he

February 24.. asldng for the half-tlme release of Spedding to work on the MeroUurgi",,1 Project
(Referern:ed in Charles E. Flilcy, "'Letter!" Arthur H. Compton on Frank Speddlng's
Appointment:' Februa,y 28, 194.2" Spedding Papers)"

70Frank H. Spedding, intruview 1 with Elizabeth. Calciano, Ames, Iowa, April 21,
1971, revised October, 1979 by Flank Speckling, transcript in possession of Edith Landin, Ames"
Iowa,. 5-6 (hereafler dted as Spedding, Interview 1 with. Calciano). This series of interviews
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thought he had discovered 11 new element, He was set to call it Michiganium,

but discovered that what he thought was 11 new element were actually

impurity traces in the materials with which he was working,,71 As he was

about to finish his Mastel's degree, Spedding met one day with a professor he

had in his undergraduate days, Moses Gomberg. who suggested that he go on

to Berkeley and 'work uncle! G. N. Lewis, head of physical chemistry at the best

school in that area in the country,,7:/: Gomberg WI'Ote a recommendation and

despite the fact that Spedding applied late, he was offered 11 teaching

assistantship and placed in Lewis' prestigious research glOUp.?3

lhe advantages to a young scientist coming to Berkeley were obvious,

Almost every nationally known and internationally known figure in

chemistry and physics found his/her way to lecture or present seminars at

Berkeley Equipment was readily available to conduct theoretical Ol'

experimental studies, G, N" Lewis was also the consummate scientist, and

Spedding late!' estimated that clearly one-third of ail physical chemistry

department heads in the country had studied under this master chemist.

was conducted in the late seventies and early eighties by the daughte, "f Frank H. Spedding,
The autlmr was givcn pcrmissj<J11; to view the tranSCl'ip15 "f interviews that were revised by
SpEdd1ng, those in possession of Edith Landin who served as Spedding's assiSlant at the Ames
laboratOlY·

71Spedding, interview 1 with caldan", 7"8,

72Harry J, svec, '''Prologue: F. H. Spedding (Oct. 22,. 1902-Dec.15, 1984)" in Handbook
on the Physi<:s and Chemistry ofRu.re Etlrlks, edited oy K. A. Gschneidner, Jr. and L. Eyring, Vol.
2 (London: Elsevier Science Publishers, 1988), 1-2. Some of the materlal fo, this book waa
taken from a svec interview with Spedding in 1984, that was reprinted in various forms (O!'
several Ames Laboralol)' publiClllions for Spedding's eightieth birthday and for a narrative
10 nominate Spedding fO!' the I. B. P:deslly medal.

73Spedding, interview 1 with Cakiano" 1. 14"
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Lewis encouraged discovery and experimentation in any field of interest

When asked to define physical chemistry once, G, N. Lewis was reported to

have said it was anything that interested him.74

Frank Spedding was put to work proving and disproving several of

Lewis" far out theories 15 In addition 1;0 learning about experimentation,

Spedding also developed an approach to science that would be used later in the

organization of the Ames Project. Lewis did not teach chemical theory.

Instead, his students were taught that scientists had to experiment and stand

up to scrutiny by theiI peels through an ongoing examination that look place

under the seminal' system. Spedding later described that seminal' experience

vividly.. It generally met on Tuesday night from 7:30 to 9:00 aI' 10:00 P' m. in a

special mom with one long table in the center where faculty sal and a elght

inch platform surrounding the table where the students sat two l'OWS deep" All

senior faculty attended" Professor lewis with. his smoky cigars continuously

filling the room often made the main speech, or a student would sometimes

have to present a paper and stand for criticism, Aftez about an how" the

moment atrtved that the graduate students dreaded, lewis would calion

some unsuspecting student and ask him 01" her to present to the group a

summaIy of his research in progress. Once Lewis called upon a student and

she froze and ran from the room" Because that event somewhat disturbed

him.. Lewis began to stop students on Tuesday afternoon and tell them to be

ready. later, he called major professors and told them to have their students

74"Frank Harold Spedding Turns aD,," Ames Lab C1umg"ng &me 8" 10 (October 1982): 2"

75spedding, intetvlew 1 with Caldano, 24,
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ready for that night?6 Spedding, cigar and aU, would repeat those very scenes

in his own organization during the war and long after the war with his

infamous Sunday and later Ihursday Speddinals (as they came to be known)"

Spedding Inherited from lewis another scientific approach that would

be crucial to the development of the Ames Project good scientists tackled

tough problems whether 01' not they knew anything about them. Once a

question could be formulated OJ' what the scientists were looking £ot' could be

identified" the problem was practically solved" Ihat philosophy was sorely

tested during the war years at Ames.77

Flank Spedding spent two years in research for lewis without finding a

problem. to publish as a thesis topic. Finally, Simon Freed, another graduate

student, just finishing his Ph,D, in the band spectra of rare earths.dnvited

Spedding to work with him evaluating the magnetic properties of the rare

earths at low temperatures, Lewis encouraged the experimentation but did not

place his name on any of the publications since he was not dizectly involved in

the research wOIk}8 Spedding finished his Ph.D" in May 1929, after writing his

dissertation" There were numerous jobs for young Ph.D..s at that time, but

Lewis offered Spedding an instructorship to remain at Berkeley" a common

way for obtaining a long-term academic job at this particular institulion,,79

76Spedding, interview 1 with Caldano, 3941 In that Interview Spedding admitted
to model1ng his OWJ1 semina'" after those of Lewis,

"Frank H. Spedding, interview 2 with Ellzabeth Caldano,. transcllpt in possession of
Edith Landin, Ames, IOWiI,. n.d" 76,

78Spedding, intClview 1 with Caldano" 30,

79Caldano interview 1, 3D-33. Q,mmally. a blight student would be offered an
instructorship whereupon he would work one year at a time under the instructorship. If
reappointment occurred four times" usually an assistant professorship with a thl'C<!-year
contract was offered. After one or two terms of those assistant professorships,. the department
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Spedding took the offer and, of course, expected to remain at Berkeley

permanently. Unfortunately. the Depression intervened in October 1929, and

Spedding had to settle for a series of one and two year temporary

appointments, each adding to his knowledge about his specialties-c

spectroscopy and rare earths-c-but none adding to his job security OJ' to his

finandal situation. In 1931, he received the prestigious but not lucrative

National Research Fellowship, awarded by the Rockefeller' Foundation, for two

yeats of lull-time research at Berkeley In 1932, he received his old job back

from G"N" Lewis far two more years at the salary of $1,000pet year.so By this

time.. it had become common for the younger men to lake associateships for

about one-half of an Instructors pay,,81

The year 1933 was an auspicious yeal' for the young chemis~.even

though he still had no permanent academic appointment, Early that year',

Spedding had obtained some samples of rare earths from a professor in Illinois

and set about to prove a theory: the fine structures of the rare earth bands

depended upon the adjacent atoms in the crystal in which the rare ear ths were

placed, FOI this work he was awarded the Langmuir Prize fol' Chemistry in

1933,82 Spedding was invited to receive the award and make a speech at the

e~amined the person"s credentlals and if il wan!Cd thai person as a permanent faeully
member, an associate professorship with Ienure was offered.

8OSvec, '''Prologue;'' 1988" 4.

81Speddlng" inll!lvlcw 1 wilh Caldano" 35"

82"Frank Harold Speddingl'urns Sll:' 3; Svec, 1988, 4-5. $podding was only the third
cltemisllo win the award, following Oscar K. Rice and Unus Paufing. He WilS the last under
31 to win it. The next year the award name was ehanged to the Award in Fure Otemistry of
the American Chemical Society and aWilrded to young chemisls nuder 35.
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Chicago Wolld"s Fair. When he finished his speech and received his award, he

noticed an older man approaching the podium" In his later years, Spedding

remembered the old man:

[He] was short, had a long white beard and was bald.... He
blurted out "How would you like to have a pound of europium
and two or three pounds of samatium?"ss

Of course, Spedding thought the man was C1azy, A:i; far as he knew,

those rare earths were available only in milligram quantities" He answered the

man politely and told him that would be fine; it would certainly help his work

to receive europium and samarium, After' he arrived back in California, a box

containing huit jars of europium and samar.ium oxides arrived from this odd

man in Chicago, As it turned out, his patron was Herbert McCoy. a professor of

chemlsny from the University of Chicago. Spedding started a correspondence

with the man that lasted until McCoy"s death in 1945, McCoy befriended young

chemists like Spedding and provided them with quantities of rare earths for

their- research, only charging them cost or nothing at all in some cases, !l4

In 1934-35., Spedding won the Guggenheim to work abroad in Germany

with two physicists, James Franck" a Nobel Prize winner', and Frands srmon.

an expert in low temperature physics, Unfortunately, before Spedding could

finalize his trip plans" Hitler' came to power and both men fled the country,

83sve<:" "Prologue," 1988,5,

84 Sve<:, "Prologue," 1988, 5-.6. It was probably Herbert McCoy who later got Spodding
the job as Chemisny Division chief and even Compton in Alum;c Quest confirmed that it was
McCoy who recommended Spedding to him (p. 93). See also Nonnan Hi1berry, interview with
George Tressel, 1967, TranSCIlptof Reel 2, In possession of autho1', Ames, lA, 4. Hilbcrry also
indicated that i\ was McCoy who suggested Spedding to the physicists when they met tn
early February 1942.
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Spedding went instead to England to work at the famous Cavendish Laboratory

with Ralph Fowler,. a noted theoretical physicist.. He also traveled to other

laboratories in Prance and Germany and spoke in Leningrad. The Speddlngs,

Frank and Ethel, also went to Copenhagen for a month where he worked with

the eminent Niels Bohr. After this time abroad, Spedding and his wife

returned to the United States, Still with no permanent job, Spedding took

another tempmaIy two year posltlcn, the George Fishel' Bakel' Assistant

Professorship at Cornell University rcr 1935-37,85

gpeddjng, working with Hans Bethe a colleague at Cornell, resumed his

previous rare earth research and continued to depend upon Helbert McCoy fOI

a supply of rare earihs-,86 When the two year stint was over, Spedding was in

the same situation, with no promise of a permanent job. He decided to try his

luck again in Berkeley, so he and Ethel packed their old Chevrolet and turned

west, Spedding had heard of an opening at Ohio State, but when he arrived,

William lloyd Evans, the chairman of the department, had just hired a

chemist the day before, Evans told Spedding that his friend Buck Coover had

an opening at Iowa State College for a physical chemist, and Evans even

llSsvcc, "Prologue," 1988,5-7; Frank H. Speckling, interview with Harry A. seec,
Arnes" Iowa, September 1984, lranscript in Spedding Papers, 3-4. For a very detailed account
of the trip abroad see one of the chapters in Edith Landin's possession ""lled 'Year in
Europe-19*"35." This manusrnpt of several chaplers was dictated 10Ms. Lmdln, Spedding's
assistant, hired 10 help hlm prepare a boole he wanted 10 publish on his life. Unfortunately"
Spedding died before he tould publish the WOlle. Dr. Spedding's daughter has given this
author permission to use material from this book in this dissertation. It was dictated in the
lale 70s end early 80s and muth of the material is duplicated in the Calciano interviews.
The ''book'' Is a oollCClion of chapte'" with some paged, but none arranged in a definite order
(hereafter cited as Spedding Manuscript).

86Spedding. LeUeIato Harold McCoy,June 28, 1936and January 20, 1937;Letter from
Han,ld MtCoy February 8, 1937,Spedding Papers. McCoy's only demand for giving Speddlng
rare earths WaS that he continue in the field of low temperature roswrch, a research field of
nOne of the other eight 10 len receivors of McCoy's largess.
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offered to write a letter of reference. Spedding traveled on to Ames" Iowa and

talked to Coover who offered him the job on the spot" Spedding tells the lest

of the story:

[Coover] was a horse trade and he said, "Now I can give you an
appoinbnent if you take assistant professorship!'
And I had guts enough to say, "No, I've been seven years on
temporary appointments and I'm looking for a job with tenure, so
I won't takeanything less.than associate professor,"
So he said, "I'll have to go to the Board of Regents."
I said, "Fine" I'll go on West and you can wire me,,"87

Spedding traveled to Yellowstone National Park and after a week of not

heating" he decided to move on to Berkeley. They started to leave, but fitst

Ethel stopped at the bathroom. Spedding remembered:

While she was in there, I was over looking at the bulletin board.
There were a lot of telegraph messages on it. 1here was a note on
there to Dr. Splnolza, and I read it. And it said: Regents granted
you an appointment, And I thought it sounds just like what I'm
looking for, but the wrong name. Anyway, I got on the phone
and called Coover, and it was his message; they just got the name
all wrong, It was just a minute's difference of whether I'd got it 01
not.... I wouldn't normaIly have chosen the place. I was
desperate; I hadn't been able to get a job except fellowships fOJ
seven years, and I thought, "WeIl I can go there and build up
Physical Chemistry and when things really open up, I can go to
another school,"SS

So Spedding, the nationally known chemist hom Berkeley, found his

way to Iowa State College in 1937 to take over the physical chemistry section,

In early 1942,. Arthur Compton invited Frank Spedding to participate in the

87Spedding.lntcrview with svee 1984" 6.

8I!speddlng. interview withSvm: 1984, 6. At the lill\{!, when Spedding corresponded
with his friendS or colleagues" he presented Iowa Stale in much better light. In a letter to
McCoy on November to, 1937 (Spedding Papers), he said: "So far, I have liked my new
position very muchas I am able10 run things just to suitmyself and the research. opportunities
are very good."
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atomic bomb project, According to Spedding, Arthur Compton decided that he

needed expertise in chemistry and metallurgy to complete his project

satlsfactcnlly. At this time very little about the chemical qualities of uranium

and its byproducts was known" Spedding was chosen as head of the Chemistry

Division, but because there was little mom icr the number of scientists needed,

Spedding volunteered to stalt chemical and metallurgical research on the

Ames campus.. Spedding later related:

They had vastly underestimated the amount of chemistry that
had to be done. So that when I arrived at Chicago, they were
allowing two rooms for the chemists to do all the chemical work
and I informed [Compton] that two IOOms would be woefully
inadequate.... So I told Dr. Compton that they had to have a lot
of chemical and metallurgical work done immediately, and we
couldn't do it at Chicago until we built a building and till we got
some staff together.. ,. But it takes time for people to pIck up and
move, and I told him that we had a metallograph and we had a
furnace here at Ames and that we could get some of this work
going. And so after he deliberated a week or two they decided •..
that I would spend half a week in Ames '" testing out various
things that might be used in a reactor,,89

The only other professor in the section was Harley A. wtthelm, an

Instructor who had graduated from Iowa State in 1931. Wilhelm had held the

area together and was the College's only spectrochemist. When Spedding came

in, that was his area too, so he took an old spectrograph that had been ordered

in the 1920s by Anson Hayes" a physical chemist of some renown that Iowa

State had lost to industry. Spedding gave Wilhelm the area of metaIlUI'gy,90

Spedding soon found his teaching load heavy; he served on a laIge number of

891nterview with Frank H, Spedding, Madey Wilhelm, and Adtlan Daane" May 1967,

9OWllhelm" inlelvlew with authol'" 1990.
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Ph D. oonunittees; and the equipment to do the type of research he wanted to

conduct could not be ordered because of the lack of funds,91 He even had to

temporarily change his emphasis from the tare earths to topics of an

agricultural emphasis, an area of research in which he could find College

rends.sa

Iowa State Unive,'sity: The location of the science labomtorg

It is aurprlsing that Iowa State College became the center [o:t this

uranium research. considering the state of research and science at the

institution at the time. Spedding recalled Iowa State as typical of many

midwestern schools. the student body numbered mound 5,.000 and was

dominated by agriculture engineering" home economics, and other applied

911n sevelallelters to McCoy" Spcdding tells of the deterJorating situation. On
February 27, 1939 he tells McCoy' ''I have been extremely busy gelting thIs division
organization and geWng my teaching under way so that my research has suffered. However"
I have finally assembled my equipment and exFect to be producing at the same old rate
shertly." On January 28, 1941, he again tens McCoy. "It has laken longer than I anticipated
10 get my research program functioning here at Ames but I expect 10 have it go full bias! from
now on," He tells McCoy about bulldlng a spectrograph and weod grating.. but he doss not tell
him the frustrations of writing over two hundred companies to get the pieces necessary to
build that equtpment (Spedding Papers IlOtatiOn on a miscellaneous file),

92"Jndustrial Science Research Institute J'rogress Reports on Projects/, Iowa State
College:, Division of Industrial Science, Of/ice of the Dean, May 8, 1939, Ames Laboratory
Papers, 5; Iowa State College of Agricutture' and Mechanic Arts, Announcement of lite Grtlduate
Divis/m, Ames, Iowa, H/4546" 126-130. Spedding's firat funded project Involved his aroa of
absorption spectra at low temperatures, but was for vitamins and or!l':nic materials rather
than rare earth metals. Spedding's department was part of the DiVIsion of Industrial
Science, a service division that inclnded moet of the non-cnginesring and agricultural
departments on campus. Thc fundS came from the Industriat Science Rcooarch Institute, the
admlnist<:ring unit that oversaw research for those same departments. Spedding also told
McCoy about this new approach in a leller as early as February 27, 1939 (Spedding Papers):
"1 have bocome interested in the possibility of quantitatively determining the amount of
vitamins, hormones, etc., present in complex organic mixtures by means of adsorption spscha at
low temperatures." In 1940 with R. M. Hixon another facalty member in ChemlShy. he
examined spectra of sugars and starches (F. H. Spedding and R. M. Hixon" "Ramen spectra of
sugars. dextrina and starches, Iowa Com ReseJlrcJi Inslitul~ RcpOft of Agriculturai Research 5
(1940): 62-63), Spedding also had five Ph.D. students before the war, all working with
adsorption speclra,
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subjects,93 In fad, every Graduate Catalog from 1920-21 until 1946-47 made the

following announcement about the purpose of graduate study at Iowa State:

Iowa State is a technical institution, Its Graduate College offers to
qualified students the opportunity to pursue advanced courses
and to undertake research in technology and those branches of
science that find their application in indUStry,,94

ill 1937 when Spedding was hired, some basic scientific research was

being conducted, although it tended to be primarily in agricultural areas" As

fllI' as equipment and research facilities were concerned, Spedding later

recounted his version of Iowa State's condition:

When I arrived in 1937, only a fraclion of the building was
reasonably and adequately equipped, and many rooms did not
have standard laboratory equipment. Instead they had sawhorses
with planks on top and a shelf underneath to hold glassware. The
glassware was protected by a chintz curtain hanging down from
the planks. These rooms were under-wired and the lighting was
one cord from the ceiling with a bare electric light bulb. There
was [sic] almost no 'wall plugs. As far as equipment was
concerned, there was little of it. As far as I could tell when I
arrived in 1937, the building had never been repainted since
1912,,95

93Frank H. Spedding, interview 3 with Elizabeth Calciano" Ames,. tcwa, July 1979,
transcript in possession of Edith Landin, 1,

94lowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Announc",,"ml of lhe Graduale
Division, Ames, Iowa. 1920-21, 11. Each year the bulletin explained that nc major advanced
degree offerings were made in the Ilberal arts areas. Acmrding to a genl:lemen's agreement,
the University of Iowa in Iowa City was to handle t!lose areas; Iowa Stale was suppo;ed to
offer only appli&! courses in Its chemIcal and physical sdenres also. The head of the Iowa
State chemistry department though ",sist&! that ruling and manag&! to attract men of the
caliber of Henry Gilman. an internationally known organic chemist. as well as Sp&!dlng by
dj,;regarding that gentlemens agreement.

95Spedding. interview 3 with Calciano, 3; Svec,. Interview with author" 1991. The
chemistry building had burned in 1912,. and Coover as ehair of the department had built a
beautiful new building, but he put all the funding Into the building; there was not enough
money to furnish it adequately.
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Organization. of the chemical division of the Metallurgical I.aborat01y

Speddinga expertise with the rare earths garnered him the division job

under Compton. Because there was not enough room at Chicago to conduct

the needed chemical and metallurgical research, Spedding volunteered Ames

as an additonal laboratory site" Ihus, he had two projects to begin-one in

Chicago and one in Ames. He spent Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday at the

University of Chicago and Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in Ames,

making an arrangement with the station master at the Ames depot to reserve a

sleeper CaI' every Sunday night into Chicago and one on its return on

Wednesday nlght.,96

At Chicago.. Spedding attempted to gather the best chemists he could

find from around the oountI'y. He and Arthur Compton visited Glenn Seaberg

at Berkeley and convinced him to head up plutonium studies at the UniveIsity

of Chicago, The young. ambitious chemist and some of his research group

arrived on ApIi119, 1942,,97 While in California on the same visit in late

96Frank H. Spedding, interView 5 with Elizabeth Calclano, May S" 198(}, transcript in
possession of Edith ~ndin, Ames, Iowa, 2. Train travel was tim preferred mode of travel
during the war years. There had been a regular daily uain to and from Chicago for several
years. Ames was a side station for Des Moines. and the Northwestern Railroad dropped off a
sleep<!!' car from Des Moines about g p.m. dally; it sat on the side track in Ames unUI the City
of San Frrmcisw came about midnight on it way t<> Chicago and picked it up. The same train
returned with a sleeper car the next morning leaving Chicago about 11 p,m" and arriving in
Ames around 5 a.m. It sat until S a.m, when it was tilken to Des Moines. Spedding always
reserved lower berth 5, in car 194 each week.

97Spedding, interview 5 with Calc/anD, 16-17; Glenn Seaborg. "Letter to Frank
Speclding," March 2, 1942.Spedding Papers; Frank Spedding. "Letter to Glenn Seaborg,"
March 11, 1942,Speddlng Papers; Glenn Seaborg, 'Letter to Frank Spedding," April 9, 1942"
Spedding Papal'S; Hewlelt and Anderson. 90. Seaborg, partly due to his youth and lack of
experleru:e in administration, had been one of the scientists overlooked when Spedding was
chosen as the head of the Chem/slly Div!slcm, and according to Spedding, he gave him
several headaches during his tenure as divislDn head. Spedd!ng had to deal with complaints
from those working under Seaborg thai he did not give due credit for work. When Speddlng
sleppcd down from the job eighteen mcmths laler, Seaborg was again overlooked and gave the
next director" Jamca Frauck. problems too. Eventually. his colleagues" including Spedding.
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March, Spedding met an Inorganic chemist at the University of Califomia, Los

Angeles" Charles Coryell, who specialized in radioactive fission products on

cyclotrons and offered him the division of fission products. Milton Burton,

from New York University took over the radiation damage section" The

fourth gt'Oup, analytical chemistry. was headed by George Hoyd who was

already at the University of Chicago.. later. Compton added John Chipman

from Ml'I to head up the metallurgical studies at Chicago,,98

Summary

From 1939 to February 1942,. slIides were made in scientific studies of

uranium, even though there had been no chain reaction, uranium in only

gram quantities was available for experimentation, and knowledge of the

chemistry of uranium and its byproducts was virtually nonexistent" But some

subtle changes in uranium research and funded research in general had

occurred. Scientists arguing from 1939until early 1941 could not convince the

government to fund scientific research, By the end of 1941 though, Vannevar

Bush, the engineeryscientist, had convinced President Roosevelt that it was

came to respect him a. a great sdentist. 'fhey felt that it was his youth and ambition that
caused the early problems of not crediting his a~ff with dis<:overies or not being the ne<:essalY
learn player (Hewlett and Anderson, 90; NJame. Fraru:k,N Spedding manuscript, 2-3),

98Prank H, Spedding, "Charles D. Cctyell:' Spwding Manuscrip~ It); Charles
Coryell, NLettcr to Frank H. Spedding on Employment,N April 7. 1942, Spedding Papers; Frank
H. Spedding, NLetlar to Charles Coryell on Employment," April 10, 1942, Spedding Papers;
Charles Coryell, NLetler to Frank H. Spedding on Employment,N April 24" 1942, Spwding
Papcr.; Spedding, intelView 8 with Caldeno, m..11; ~pedding.. intelVlew 5 with Celdena" 16;
Spedding. interview 8 with Cakiano, 11; Milton Burton, NLettcr from to Frank Speddlng.N
May 13" 1942, Spedding Papers; Spedding, interview 5 with Caldano, pp, 16-17; Milton
Burton, ""Letter to Frank Spedding on Employmentt May 30,1942" Spedding Papers; Spedding,
interview 8 with Caldano, 11.; Spedding. intelView 5 with Caldano, 16-17; Compton" 185.
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imperative to the survival of the free world to invest in building atomic:

bombs, The original requests by the immigrants were ignored, partly because

they were not US, citizens, but partly because the government was not ready to

accept the idea that scientific research was necessary to protect national security.

The turning point came partly because of the British who convinced many

AmeIican scientists that science could be used in the development of a

weapon, and" in tum, those American scientists convinced the American

government bureaucrats that science had a practical goal" in this instance at

least. However, in February 1942" many other problems awaited the scientists

at Chicago and the newly organized Ames Project. problems challenging both

scientific research and the administration of that scientific research,
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SOENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE AMES PROJECT, 1942-45

Organizing Research and Technology Development

When Frank Spedding indicated to Arthur Compton that he had

personnel in Ames who could examine chemical and metallurgical problems

for Chicago, he must have been thinking of the only other faculty member in

physical chemistry-c-Harley A. Wilhelm, Spedding's job as chemistry division

leader was dated February 21,99 and by February 24, 1942,. he had signed up his

colleague as the associate director on the Ames Pl'oject..lOO Wilhelm was not an

internationally known scholar like Spedding. and his academic credentials,

though sound. were not as impressive as those of his mole famous colleague.

Harley A. Wilhelm, whose parents were tenant farmers..was co-valedlctortan

of his small Iowa high school. but it was athletics that allowed him to

financially afford college at Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa A

basketball scholarship paid his tuition, but in order to eam enough money to

remain in school, in the summers he worked consrrucnon gangs and played

semi-pro baseball" another passion. He graduated from Drake in 1923 in

mathematics, having taken only two courses in chemistry. He applied ior a

99J. C. Sterns, "Letter to F. H. SpO!dding on OUcago Metallurgical Laboratory
Employment," March 19, 1942,. Ames LabGl'atory Papers. On Marm 19,1942, Speddlng
received this letter from the University of Chicago aclmow1edging that he had been On theil'
payroll since February 21, 1942.

l000ath of Secrecy signed by Hal'ley A Wilhelm" Spedding Papers; Spadding,
lntel'view with Svec. 19M,. 14.
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fellowship at Iowa State University but lacked the number of courses in

chemistry to enroll. ruming to his other love, athletics, and to support a new

wife, he took consecutive high school positions teaching science and coaching"

later, he held a less than successful college coaching position in Helena,

Montana. He returned to Drake in the summer of 1927 and took enough

chemistty courses to qualify for an assistantship at Iowa Stale, The family

stayed in Des Moines while he went to Ames alone, since the assistantship

could not support a wife and baby daughter" In 1928,. he was awarded an

instructorship that enabled the entire family to move to Ames,IOI

Wilhelm initially worked for Anson Hayes, the head of physical

chemistry and a well-known metallurgfst In iron and steel technologies" Hayes

left Iowa State College in january 1928, for Industry, leaving one of his former

graduate students, W. H. Jennings" in charge of physical chemistry. Because

Wilhelm showed an interest in spectrochemistry. he inherited the newly

ordered spectrograph that was to have gone to Hayes" He earned his PhD,

degree in December 1931, after writing his thesis on band spectra of magnesium

sulfide and lead sulfide..102 Wilhehn remained at Iowa State as an instructor'.

turning down a job in Nebraska because it left him no time for research.tea

Wilhelm remained as an lnstructcr for several years because as a graduate of

Iowa State, the president of the College refused to promote him 01' give him

lOl"Wi1hclm Rooills the Early Days.:" Am.,. L4lHJralory Changing Times (August
1980): 4-5.

I02Wilhelm" interview with author, 1990; R, M. Hughes, Graduates with Ihe Doctorale"
Studies of the Graduate College, No.1 (Ames. IA,,: Iowa Slate College, 1939)" 20.

103Wilhelrn.. intervlew with author, 1990,. 5; Harley A. Wilhelm, inte.view with
laura Kline. 1987, transcript in Robert W" Parks and Ellen Sorge P",ks Library, Ames, Iowa"
;,
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tenul'e,104 Finally,_ in 1940,. Wilhelm was offered a higher salaried job in

indUS(IY and to keep him, COOveI' obtained fOJ him an assistant professorship

and a salary of $3,200,105 In 1937, Spedcling, replacing Jennings as head of

physical chemistry. look the spectrograph for his own research work and left

the metallurgical area of the department completely to Wilhelm, a fortunate

circumstance in the long run fol' Wilhelm since he became Spedding's expert

in that area fot' the Ames Project,106

Aftel' hiring Wilhelm for metallurgical studies" Spedding attempted to

find other personnel to staff his Ames operation, He appointed I, B. Johns, a

researcher with a physical chemistry background, to oversee plutonium

research, even though at the time he was a faculty member in plant

chemtsny.tw Graduate students who were working with OJ' had previously

worked uncle! Speddlng Wilhelm, and Johns were the next most obvious

people to work into the project.. Spedding and Wilhelm contributed one

student each in Febnuuy-AdIian Daane fOI metallography and casting studies

104Wilheim and Spedding both recounted in various interviews that Hughes as
president of Iowa State wanted to bring in outside talent for positions rather than hire inbred.
faculty members. If Coover raised Wilhelm to an assistant professor, he would receive tenure
in three years and remain as a pennanent faculty member. So it seemed to be common that
people in Wilhelm's position would remain instructors 01' leave. (Wilhelm, interview with
Kline, 19S?:, 12; Wilhelm, interview with author, 1990, 5; Spedding. interview with Swc:"
1984, 7).

l0Swilhelm, interview with Kline, 1987" 12; Wilhelm,. interview with the author.
1990, 14; uWilhelm Recalls the Early Days," 6. According to Wilhelm, Fnley who had
replaced Hughes as president kept the same rule on inbreeding. so Wilhelm must have been
an important asset in the department fur Coover to get the professorship for him. He had
graduate students working under him, had taugbt all the motaUurgica1 courses for engineering
students as wen as a ceramic engineering course. He was also the only other faculty member
In physicat chemistry.

l06Wilhelm, interview with autho." 1990,,4-6; Spedding, inlelview with Svec. 1984.. 7,

l07Spedding. interview 5 with Calciano" 1-2: Spedding, interview with Svee" 1984" 15,
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because he was already WOI king with oxides and carbines and Ray Hoxeng for

uranium coatings studies,108 In Aplil" C F Gray finished his Ph.D" under

Wilhelm and joined the small group to work in castings" In June 1942" Wayne

Keller, a Immel: student of Spedding's at Cornell, joined the project to work

with uranium metal reducucn.tcs Rounding out the early group were Amos

Newton nom Eastman Kodak, W. H. Sullivan from the New England Zinc

Company in Pennsylvania" and Adolph Voigt of Smith College, all men

oliginally from a research group that had been using the cyclotron to produce

radioactive materials at the University of Michigan At Ames, they

contributed their expertise as group leaders in the various non-metalltngical

chemical research areas, particularly in studies of plutonium and l'adiation,110

In early February 1942, Spedding contacted President Charles FIlley at

Iowa State College for clearance to establish the Ames Project. He had

previously received permission [10m him to spend several weeks in Chicago

in January, In late February, FIlley released Speclding from half his duties at

l08Fulmer, APl"'ooix C: List of Sd""Uflc Personnel of the Ames Proje<:t undelthe
Manhattan District; Wilhelm,. interview with author. 1990,6-7.

109Pulmer, Appendix C; Wilhelm, interview with author, 1990,6-7; Spooding.
interview with Sv"", 1984, 15; Wilhelm, interview with Kline. 1987, 15.

110Thesc three men, all recent Ph.D.s, were students of Kasmk Fajans, a renown
radiatlen chemist at the University of Miclrlgan, whom Spooding was trying to get into the
project, either On a subcontract at Michigan or at Chicago wlmre he could set uf a group thele,
His students came to Ames only temporarily while Fajans was in the process 0 rgetting
security clearance. Unfortunately, becanse of his Pollsh descent, he was never cleared and
Sper!d[ng kept his students, incorporating them as group leaders at Ames. (Adolph Voigt,
interview willi author, July 1990, Ames, Iowa, 1; ''Adolph Voigt Looks Back," Ames
lAlmvltory Changing Scene December 19B1, 5; Conespondence betw<!l!n Kasmir Fajans and Frank
Spedding. May 11, 1942, May 12, 1942, May 14, 1942, May 23, 1942, May 2.9, 1942, June 24, 1942,
and August 10, 1942, Spe<lding Papers; Correspondence with Dr. Amos Newton, May 23, 1942,
June 3, 1942, and June 10, 1942, Spe<lding Papers; Correspondence with Dr. William H.
Sullivan, May 23, 1942" May 26, 1942, and June 3" 1942, Sl"'ddlng Papms). Also see Frank H"
Spedding.. H Auditing..' Spedding Manuscript, [5].
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Iowa State in order 10work on the secret project at the Chicago Metallurgical

Laboratory.ut 'The government gave Friley security clearance in late February

Ol early March so that Spedding could release information on the nature of the

research work at Chicago and Ames" The other top-level administrator

allowed access to classified information was Dean Harold V. Gaskill, dean of

the Industrial Sciences Division, under whose [urisdiction tested all war-time

research projects at Iowa State College.tts

'The original agreement with Compton guaranteed that any personnel

hired in Ames would work there for three months and move to Chicago when

space was available. Since it took longer than anticipated to hire men, find

space at Chicago. and build the buildings to house theAmes and Chicago

chemical staffs and bemuse the Ames group was progressing well at the end of

the three months, Compton agreed to allow the supporting laboratory to

continue at Ames under contract for six addilional mcnths.ue Spedding also

had difficulty convincing scientific staff to work on the pJOject at Chicago

because many of the chemical scientists were suspicious of atomic research.

Ihe project, locally called "Compton's Folly,:" did not immediately attract large

111Char\es E. Friley, ~Leller to ArthUJ Compton on Releasing Spedding 101' Duties
with the Metallurgical Laboratory." February 28, 1942,. Ames Laoofatory PapelS.

112Ffank H. Spedding. interview 6 with Elizabeth Calclano, May 7, 198(), transcript in
possession 01 Edllh Landin" Ames, lowa,3. Gaskill's tille ,vaS Directof of Speda! Resean:h
for Iowa State Colle!}.e. (H. V. Gaskin. LeUef to Majm A. V. Peterson Listing all Pel'Sonnel
who can Sign Fonns, August 7, 1943,MOO Files..Reco«l GfOUp 77" National Archives,
Washington, DC.)

113Speddlng..lntervlew 5 with Calciano, 13; A. H. Compton,. "'Letter to S. K. Allison on
ROOfganization of the Metallurgical Chemistry Se~tion.:· June 5, 1942. the Amcs1.aboratory
Papers" 1.
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numbers of chemists because they thought research on submarine detection

radar, and gas research were much more important to the WaJ:' effort..114

Metalhugkal work conducted at Ames began with three 1920-vintage

pieces of metallurgical equipment: a small induction furnace that needed a

few parts, a photc-mlcrograph that had been missing a mirror forseveral years..

and the old Hayes-purchased Belger E-l quartz spectrograph. Luckily, Ames

had good analytical equipment available. Eventually, the Manhattan Engineer

District replaced the reliable, but old, equipment with gcvamment purchased

instrumentation from funding especially allocated for the pIOject,115

Orgeruzatlonally, Spedding thought he needed the scientists ln Ames in

order to supplement the Chicago laboratory in case that larger group failed in

its primary tasks. rneerore, he instituted a parallel organization, assigning the

scientists at Ames the same problems as those given to scientists in Chicago,

but from different perspectives. Fer example, Johns and his group worked on

plutonium chemistry. and Amos Newton and William Sullivan had small

groups backing up the fission products research at Chicago .. Harley Wilhelm

and Wayne Keller each headed small groups dealing with metallurgical

problems, James Warf took charge of the group trying to find analytical

methods to detect trace elements in pile materials even though there was also

an analytical group in Chicago,116 According to Spedding, there was little

114Spedding" interview 5 with Calciano" 14,

115Spedding. lnlefview 5 with Calciano, 13; Wilhelm,. Inl:eIvlew with authol'" 1990:. 7_
8,; Spedding, Wilhelm, Daane interview, 1967, 1-2.

1l6Spedding. interview 5 with Caldano,. 15. This organizaliclIlal concept was used
repeatedly throughout the war. Success was so desperately needed lhat oilen there was this
parallel eUod. For example. four methods of producing a bomb (three separation techniques
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duplication since, after all, he was in charge of both groups and kept each

informed of the other's work..117

In late 1943, Spedding delivered a report on the organizational structure

of the Ames Project He acknowledged that the main chemical research group

resided in Chicago" Ames served as the "supplementing pioneer research

group to the main chemical pl'ogram.:"118 The men in group leader positions

even at this date-Spedding. Johns, Wilhelm, Rundle, Sullivan" Newton, and

Keller-were all young men, most barely in their thirties; the younger men

and the few women under them were equivalent to graduate students working

on their dcctorates.tt?

Because of the youth and scientific inexperience of the scientists at

Ames, Spedding indicated that most of the research needed to be completed -as

a result of glOUp discussions and teamwork between the various groupsvue

'Twice a week, his group leaders and section leaders met to discuss the previous

week's work and plan fO! the next week's tasks, In addition" each gl'OUp met

once a week with its own section chief or gt'Oup leader, Spedding later

remembered the organization:

wllh uranium and the plutonium pmcess)were maintained through<>ut the Wllt' because no lllle
knew which way was ultimately 1<> he successful.

117Speddiug. interview 5 with Calciano" 19,

118l'rank H. Spedding, ''Report of the Ames Chemical and MetaUutgical Groups from
Femuary 20" 1942 to Dec. 22, 1943:' the Ames LabOlatrny Papers, 1.

119Frank H. Spedding, "'Report of the Ames Chemical and MetaUUlgical Groups from
February 20" 1942 10 Dee. 23, ]943," the Ames Laboratmy Papers, 1.

120Frank H. Spedding, ''Report of the Ames Chemical and Melallulgical Groups from
Femua,y 211. ]94210 Dec. 23,. 1943," 1-2,
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At these meetings there is II flee-Em-all discussion and it is very
difficult to state Just who has the various ideas as one man
stimulates another. The net result is that most of our
contributions have been the result of teamwork and should not
be attributed to anyone group 01' anyone individuaI)21

This team approach seemed to be the key to the Ames organization.

Spedding often pointed to its role in pressing the research forward, He

believed in this approach so much that even the shop personnel gave advice

on how pieces of equipment could be modified 01' built)22 In this Instance,

Spedding was actually following the lead of the other academics at the national

level in charge of the entire project (as will be noted in a later chapter on the

academic organization) and his own experiences as a member of G, No lewis"

academic laboratory at Berkeley, Spedding's methods-the seminars, research

groups, and projact-crlented research-may have been novel at Iowa State, but

this academic style was already characteristic of research organization

throughout the atomic bomb project.

Many of the administrative problems for Spedding throughout the war

revolved around getting staff, both scientific and support personnel, To obtain

his personnel. Spedding relied on his academic network of contacts" potential

scientists and others who contacted him directly" and even the military to

provide him with workers, For example. after Leslie Groves and the

Manhattan Dlstrlct took over the project in late 1942 and early 1943, Spedding

121Frank H. Speddlng. "RePOI't af the Ames Chemical and Metallurgical Groups from
February 20, 1942 tG Dec. 23, 1943," 2. Also, several of the people this author interviewed
indicafl!d!her atlended and dlreofl!d these seminars and maellngs. S"" the author's
interviews WIth Voigt, 199{), 4; Carlson, 1990, 5; and Wilhelm, 199{),. 15.

122Frank H. Speddlng, lnfl!lview 6 with Elizabeth Calciano, Arne!!. Iowa" dictated
May 7,. 19BO, transcript in possession of Edith Landin, Ames, Iowa, 30.
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was allowed to pick out any military men and women who had bachelor's

degrees in chemislIy, as long as they did not have orders to leave for the war's

European £ront, At one dme, he went through miIi\:al:y records with Groves'

permtsston and chose forty chemists nom the wartime list-twenty to go to

Chicago and twenty for Ames)23

Spedding also recruited juniors and seniors, primarily at Iowa State,

who were chemistry majors and put them to work on production lines"

Sometimes these men were drafted. but Spedding often managed to get them

reassigned back at Iowa State or in Chicago124 Local area people were often

hired on the project at Ames, One of the chief jewelers in Ames at the time

made small instrumentation; a retired bank president became a store 100m

clerk and later a security guard at Little Ankeny; a gas station owner was head

of security; and a small tool shop along with its owner was moved to the

campus.us

Spedding's support steff was meager at the start of the war, A business

manager and two secretaries kept records, made out purchase orders and

handled whatever non-scientific duties were needed. As the led tape grew

throughout the war, so did the staff, At the end of the war, the Ames Project

was employing almost one non-scientist support person for every scientist"

The laboratory had its own janitolial staff. There was a large contingent of

security guards hired from the local Ames community that had replaced the

123SpeddinE\r intelView 6 with CalcianD" 6; Frank H Spedding, "'Security FDUI Up.,"
Spcdding Manuscripl, 1·2.

124Spedding, inte:lview 6 with CaldallD" 9·10.

12SSpedding, intel'view 6 with Caldano" 13; Svec, intelview with author, April1992,
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campus police who had handled security before the war, However" the College

still provided some services, particularly in the area of purchasing" Since the

guards and the support staff wen! not unionized at Iowa State during the Will

period, they also participated actively in Spedding's organizational team

concept" Cuards often doubled as chauffeurs to pick up visitors who came to

examine the Ames Project facilities and sometimes even turned off the

scientific equipment at night so the scientists did not have to go back to

campusize

The Raw Materials Ctisis in 1942

Introduction

Shortly after the organlzatlonal structure was in place, the Ames Project

became involved in both the metallurgical and chemical problems of initiating

a chain reaction. Metallwgically, Ames investigated producing sizable

amounts of uranium as well as casting it on a large-scale, particularly fO! the

upcoming Chicago experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of a chain

reaction Chemically. in the early yeazs, the project was concerned with the

basic chemistry of the relatively unknown uranium, its melting point,

viscosity, and its reaction with other compounds The laboratory also

experimented with pmtective coatings for uranium, preparation of special

compounds, and reactivity of uranium and its by-products, AileI' many of

these early problems were solved and a nuclear chain reaction had been

successfully demonsnared, Ames often engaged in consultant studies and

126spedding" interview 6 with Caldano, 27_28,
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services for other Iaboratorles, producing thorium, cerium, and other rare

elements. Ames discovered uses of and recast metallic uranium turnings from

scrap pieces shipped from mound the country. And probably the best known

contribution of the Ames Project-the establishment of a pilot plant to produce

metallic uranium, using two of its own methods to both reduce and cast the

metal in an old remodeled one-story house near the current-day joumalism

building-s-continued unl:illndustty could take over the process by late July

1943,127

Utaltium metal

In February 1942. several research objectives confronted the

Metallurgical Laboratory before it could produce a bomb-first. how to find a

way to produce a chain reaction using the U23B isotope of utamUm; second"

how to chemically separate plutonium flom the uranium isotope in order to

produce an explosive chain reaction; and, finally, how to establish a plant to

move the precesses to a large-scale production of materials necessary to create a

bomb.rae Spedding's chemical division was officially responsible for thesecond

127FuI"",r,12_13. See also various monthly and wm,>kly rep<>tlS produced from the
Ames Project from February 1942 to December 1945 for technical details of research activities,
A samp6ng of these include: CC·176, July 2, 1942 for a discussion of casting uranium In
gtaphile; CC·I77,July 9, 1942 for a report on reduction of oxides with aluminum and
magnesium as well as thl! production of crucibles of different materials; CC·238, August IS,
1942 when coallngs on uranium werestudied; CC-298, October 15, 1942 a repmt that Included
studies of recovery of metal from casting wastes; CI'-542,. March 27, 1943 for a study and
review of methods in casting of uranium ingots; CC-5S7, Aprl119, 1943 when a complete write
up of uranium hydride studies was included; CTc751,June 24, 1943 a stud~ of the moistute in
lime Uner materials; CC-1524, March 10, 1944 a report on the rare gases; CT·1784, August}Q,
1944 a report on the production of cerium; and CC-2398, March 17, 1945 a prelimlnaIy report on
thorium nitrate extraction from uranyl nitrate, all in the Ames Laboratory Papers, For a
complete Usliug of research projects, see Fulmer, Appendix I: Ust of Reports for the Ames
Project,

128Smyth, 89; Compton" Alomi" Quest, 86-87"



objective. but it soon became apparent that chemical concerns were imbedded

in every aspect of the project,

Materials procurement became one of the most critical concerns of the

Metallurgical Laboratory. Uranium in its metallic fmm or in a salt form of

great purity as well as graphite, beryllium. deuterium" and calcium were crucial

for the chain reacUon,l29 Purity of the uranium presented a particularly

difficult problem, Virtually no uranium metal in its most pw'e form, m even

a pure enough salt or oxide, was available in early 1942, In late 1941,leo

Szilard" reported to Arthur Compton that three processes existed to make

uranium metal, each producing only gram quantities: the photochemical

process developed at Westinghouse Lamp Division, the uranium-chloride

reduction method discovered by J. [, Rodden who was presently at the National

Bureau of gtandarda, and the calcium hydride method developed by P, P.

Alexander of Metal Hydrides at Beverly, Massachusetts,130 Most of these

methods had neithel scaled up their processes to make enough uranium at a

reasonable cost, not' had they eliminated the impurities that so plagued most

early production of uranium.

Harvey C Rentschler; director of the research laboratory, and John W,

Marden, a deputy researcher, of the lamp division of Westinghouse, located in

129Smylh, 91, Hewlett and Anderson. 65.

130J..eo Szilard, "Memorandtun for Professor A. H. Compton Summarizing My ContaclS
wilh Firms in Connection with lhe Supply of Uraninm Metal, Graphite, Calcium Melal,
Uraninm Oxide, Uranium Carbide and l.Icryllium," Report No, R-7 of the Chicago
Metallurgkal Reporls, [194]J. in Ames Laboralory Papers. For a summary of the technical
characteristics of these early processes, see also J. C. Warn~. "Early Methods for Producing
Uranium Metal," Chapll!r 6 in U",nium Technology: Gen.",/ Suroey, by 1. E. Verne and}. C.
Warner, National Nuclear Energy Series, DIvision VII, vol. 2A (Washington, DC: Atomic
Energy Commission; Elmsford,. NY: Microforms. Int<=ational, 1977, microfilm), 142-150.
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Bloomfield, New jersey as early as 1919 had experimented with using metallic

uranium as a substitute foI' tungsten in incandescent filaments. In 1927,. they

took out a patent on the process.tat Knowing that uranium was close to

tungsten on the periodic chart, it seemed natural that it could be used as

filament material. Since its melting point was lower than tungsten though, it

did not prove satisfactory.. Nevertheless, the laboratory continued research on

uranium and oilier rare earths and even produced very small quantities of the

metal tea college and university research expenmenrs.rea

In 1929,. two other researchers at Westinghouse" Frank Driggs and

William Lllllendahl, refined the process to obtain pun~ uranium metal by an

electrolysis of the fused salts. Essentially. the electrolytic process involved

producing a "green salt," potassium uranium fluoride, which had been

photochemically created on the rccr of one of the buildings at Bloomfield"

using sunlight to initiate the photochemical reaction, 'The resulting product,

Kills" was mixed with calcium chloride and sodium chloride and heated

When the salts melted, the uranium ions that had deposited on a

molybdenum electrode were removed and crushed into particles, After being

washed in barrels, the uranium was dried in vacuum ovens and pressed into

131"'WestinghouseLamp Division Marks 50 Years of Progress in BloomfiQld,''' Press
Release from Westinghouse in Harley A. WIlhelm Papers, Ames Laborato'Y, Ames, Iowa, 4
(hereafter Wilhelm Papers). For an in depth discussion of th"",, three processes, see Hadey
A. Wilhelm, "Development of Uranium. Metal Production in Amerka," JOl/.mJI1 of Chemical
Eaucation 37 (February 1960), 56-68. Most of the material the author has used in the
descriptions above and those to follow comes from the letters and other written material sent
to Wilhelm as he was preparing this article. Although the malarIal;s also summarized by
Wilhelm, the author ciles the background doCtlrnents since they are often in more detail than
WlIhelm's account.

132JohnWalsh. ""A Manhattan PUljcet Postscript," Science 212. (June 19,.1981): 1370.,
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small pieces called buttons. l3S Up until 1941, the process" according to

Lilllendahl, had produced only a few kilograms of pure metal, hardly enough

for commercial large-scale users" It was for sale in the open market fol' about

$1,.000 a pound. 134 In 1941,. both the British and u..s. govemments approached

the company about the possibility of scaling up the precess to produce ton

quantities of the metal.

In December 1941,. the Office of Sclentiflc Research and Development

(OSRD) signed a contract with Westinghouse to produce metallic urantum.iae

By the Spring of 1942, little metal had been produced, prlmarlly because of the

lack of sunshine in the New Jersey dlmate. Westinghouse Investigated, with

little success, the possibility of using ultraviolet lamps and even considered

moving the operation to Arizona where the sun would shine more often.

Ihough producing the requited quantities of uranium metal remained a

problem fo!' the duration of the contract, the Westinghouse PIOCSSS never

encountered an impurity problem because of the high purity of its raw

materials and because of its excellent analytical procedures to detect impurities

all along the process, Later after substituting uranium tetrafluoride, UFi$.

instead of KUF5, Westinghouse. found that this pmceas did not need the sun,

and by November 1942, jus! a month before the Stagg Field chain reaction

experiment, the company had sent 6,000 pounds of the metal to Chicago at a

133Palent No. 1,961,625 issued June 7, 1932; Walsh" 1370; W, C. Lilliendahl, "Leller to
Hal'ley A. Wilhelm on his ArtIcle on Uranium," August 5, 1958, Wllhelm PaperS; Smyth, 92.

134Srnyth,93; Compton" A/omic Quest, 91 say Ihe cost of producing uranium by lhis
method was around $1,000 per pound while Lilliendahlln his letter til Wilhelm on August 5,
1958 quoled the amClUnlal $SOo. This authl,ll'finds nil evldcince to refute the figure given by
Compton and Smyth whose accounts were much dose, 10 lhe!lme period,

135Ulliendahl to Wilhelm. 2-3,
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cost of approximately $22 a pcund.ree Its operations were mostly discontinued

in late 1943,. when the Ames Process supplanted all other methods because that

process produced enough metal of the required purity at a much cheaper cost

than othe:rs..t37

In 1932,. Peter p, Alexander, who was later president of Metal Hydrides,

wrote a PhD" thesis on his precess to reduce uranium, Assisted by L. W" Davis

and Frederick Archibald,he published information about the process in Metals

and Alloys in 1937, His method first reduced uranium oxide with calcium

hydride. Ihe resulting product was leached with a diluted acid, dried, pressed

into cubes and sintered in a vacuum, The National Buteau of Standards first

contracted with Metal Hydrides in 1941 for 7,000pounds of the Alexander

metal to be delivered to its headquarters.. However, the delivery was stopped

mid-stream when analytical analysis showed boron had contaminated the

uranium. The culprit was the calcium used by Metal Hydrides, so the Buteau

decided to establish a calcium distillation unit at Beverly, Massachusetts, where

Metal Hydrides was located, a fortuitous coincidence for Alexander's company

since it was essentially ready fOt large-scale production of uranium when three

men from the Metallwgicallaboratory came to visit in early 1942.138

On Januazy 14,. 1942,. lyman Briggs from the National Bureau of

Standards" Arthur Compton from the University of Chicago" and Ernest

136smyth.. 93; lillicndahl to Wilhelm, 3-4,

131Walsh, 1371; Wilhelm" hDeveiopmcnl of Uranium Metal,,· 67,

I3SPeter P. Alexand"" "LeU", to Harley A. Wilhelm on Uranium Production," January
28,1959, the Wilhelm Papers; Peter P. Alexander, ''The Hydrlde Process-N," Reprinted
from Metals andAlloys (Octob", 1938), [lj.!S]; S2ilard, "Memorandum for Professor A. H.
Complon ,n 1-2; Co J. Rodden, "leiter 10Hafley A. WIlhelm on Uraniwn Production,,· Januaty
21, 1959, Wilhelm l'apers.
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Lawrence from the University of California personally contacted Alexander at

his company" Sootily thereefter, they signed a contract and the company

reorganized to produce large quantities of metals foI' the Metallurgical Project,

Because the company had little equipment such as furnaces and also because its

metal was extremely pyrophorjc no appreciable amount of metallic uranium

was available from them until almost November 1942.139

c.. J. Rodden at the National Bureau of Standards experimented with

uranium reduction methods involving calcium, He had been working with

the "[ames Process,;'" a method reported in 1926 in a scientific [oumal whiclt

had been developed at the University of New Hampshire while he was there

It used calcium to reduce uranium oxide and uranium tetrachloride, late in

August 1942,. Rodden independently discovered the same process that the

Ames Project scientists had developed earlier that month)40

Utanium oxide

Uranium generally carne in the form of a oxide, and it was well known

that a purer oxide would produce, in turn, an end product of greater purity.

Uranium oxide had been difficult to obtain since 1939 when Alexander Sachs

warned President Roosevelt that the German occupalion of Belgium might

ruin chances to procure Belgian uranium oxide nom the Congo.. By the time

Sachs was authorized to approach Belgium by DI' Briggs Uranium Committee..

Germany had invaded Belgium and taken over 500 tons of uranium into its

lS9Smyth" 94; Peter P. Al""ander to Harley A. Wilhelm., August 2,. 1%8" Wilhelm.
Papers,

140Wilhelm., "Development of Uranium. Metal," 511-63,
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possession, The shipment of ore from the Congo by then had ceased because of

the war hoslilHies..t41

By January 1942,. the quantity of uranium oxide needed to produce a

chain reaction was no problem. DVe!' 1,200 tons of the oxide were stored in a

port in New York; additional tonnage quantities were available at the Eldorado

Gold:Mine in toronto and at a chemical plant in Colorado. A total of 2,,000

tons was actually available, and predictions estimated that only 150 tons of the

oxide would be necessary through 1944, Compton thought he needed only 45

tons £rn' his early experiments in Chicago,142

However, the National Bureau of Standards had earlier ordered several

tons of uranium oxide from Canada for experimental purposes and found that

though quantity was not a problem, purity certainly was, J. J, Hoffman had

earlier discovered an ether extraction method to remove all impurldes from

uranyl nitrate 143 The Metallurgical Labol'ato!y repeated those experiments

successfully" but found that companies in North Amerrca had neither the

necessary equipment no!' the desire to purify the uranium oxide using the

ether extraction method; ether was known to be very explosive and euatic..144

When Herbert McCoy and Herbert Anderson visited the Port Hope Refineries

of the Eldorado Mine in Canada in April 1942, they posed the question of ethel'

extraction to them, The company claimed they could extract the metal but only

141Szilard "Memorandum fol' ProfesSOI' A"H. Compton'" (6).

142Hewlett and AndelSOn" 65.

14SSmylh, 93,

144complon, Alomk QU<'3t" 93"
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if the proper equipment could be procured fOI' them to scale up their present

laboratory method)45

Compton" at this point, decided he would contact his old friend Edward

Mallinckrodt who ran a chemical plant in St.. louis that specialized in the

production of ether and other chemicals. In May 1942, Compton and Frank

Spedding in his capacity as head of chemistry traveled to St.. louis. Complon

explained the ether extraction project to Mallincloodt while Spedding worked

out the details with the engineers Henry Farr and John Ruho£f. Within two

hours Mallinckrodt agreed to tackle the job. At best. Compton had no real idea

how much the process would cost, so he approved a letter of intent from the

OSRD to Mallinckrodt with a promise to negotiate a contract later fo\' the actual

costs. The £Us!quantities wen" shipped in July 1942" and continued at the late

of 30 tons per'month, accomplishing the remarkable feat of producing on a

commercial scale PUH! manium oxide that was attainable only on a laboratory

scale mere months before, Ihe actual contract was not signed until the day

that the last of the 60 tons left the Mallinckrodt plant, an example of the

flexibility of the government policies toward contracting management on the

one hand and the remarkable faith in the project by the company on the other

hand,146 Making pure uranium oxide became crucial in seVeI'al processes

throughout the war, including adding to the pile at Chicago.. making uranium

145Herberl Anderson and Herbert McCoy, "M!!IIlOrandum to A. H. ComplOn on visill"
Port Hope Refineries of the Eldorado Gold Mines" Ltd,," April 16, 1942, Ames Laboratory
Papers, 4.

146Smyth,93; Compton.. A/umi~ Quest" 93-95; Spedding.. interview with Cakiano 5" 18;
F. H. Spedding, "Patent Letter 10 u. Colonel H. E, Metcalf Describing the Mallinckrodt
Pro<:c.s,u May 11, 1945" 1-2.
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compounds like uranium tetrafluoride, and using the material fOI research

experiments to produce a purer metal.

Ihe Disccvery and Development of the Ames Process

Ihe discovery of the Ames Process to develop metallic uranium gave

credence to both the administrative appazatus of the Ames Project and the

research and development expertise of the Ames scientists.. The laboratory

worked as a team on the many problems that Spedding brought from his

meetings in Chicago. One of the interesting things about uranium at the time

was the inCOI1'&t assumption that uranium could be reduced by the same

processes as those used for the elements around it on the periodic chaJ:t. Early

in 1942" the Ames Project as well as other laboratories though! that the oxides

of uranium would reduce to form a salt slag and clean metal Unfmtunately,

uranium did not behave in a predictable way. Filst. the Ames group

experimented with the oxide derivatives of uranium in Older to produce

metallic uranium through a hydrogen reduction, but without nemendcus

success.rc' The oxides presented temperature-melting problems, casting

difficulties,. and tended to corrode the normal crucibles made fmm beryllium,

magnesia, and graphite,H8 ByJune 1942, attempts to reduce the uranium oxide

with carbon in a hydrogen atmosphere also only partially succeeded.res Other

147.1'. H. Speddlng. "Repolt on Chemical Project at Ames, March 6-12, 1942;" Spedding
Papers; Adrian Daane, "Research Notebook,n March 31, 1942, Ames Laboratory Papers.

148.1'. H. Spedding" "'Repel! of the Chemical Work Done at Ames up 10 April 13" 1942,,"
Spedding Papers.

149oaane. "Research Notobook,;" June 2" 1942.
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reduction experiments with aluminum, magnesium" and calcium, resulted in

little succeSS,lSO Dilling the early weeks of July 1942, the problem of the

crucibles was finally solved when several successful uranium castings were

made with graphite crucibles, resulting in no uranium sticking to the

graphite..l 51 The biggest problem remaining then was the lack of uranium

metal to cast in the new crucibles. No process had been developed to supplant

the processes in existence, methods that were expensive, unptedlctable. and

still producing only gram quantities..

The situation was so bad that the idea began to ci:Ieulate around Chicago

that perhaps some pure metal could be used in the COle of the experimental

pile and compounds-oxides" chlorides or fluoIides-could be placed on the

perimeter, Coincidentally" in the summer of 1942,. someone working on the

calutron electromagnetic separation processes at Berkeley brought some

wanium tetlafluoIide (UFI{) to an administrative meeting at Chicago to

discuss the possibilities of using this fluoride or an oxide of uranium on the

outside of the pile core at Chicago. Spedding looked at the two-inch cube that

probably had been produced at Harshaw Chemical Company in Cleveland and

wondered if using a salt that produced no oxygen could produce metallic

uranium, In the normal reduction experiments oxygen had been the greatest

150Daane, "Research Notebook, "July 2, 1942" July 6, 1942, July 27 1942; Wayne xene.
'Research Notebook" July 8..1942,July to, 1942. July 12.18..1942, Ames Laboratory Pap<rrs, 4&
-re,

151F. H, Spedding, "Report of the Ames Chemical and MOliillurgical Group fo' the
Week of July 2, 1942," Ames Laboralmy Papers.
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barrier in reducing the uranium to large pieces of pure metal. He took the

block back to Ames in late Julyand gave it to the metallurgical group to rest.rsa

Wayne Keller. one of the men under wtlhelm, took the block and began

the historic experiments to IWUce the tetrafluoride with calcium OI some

other salt to manium metal. On August 3.< 1942, he recounted the first

reduction attempt in his research notebook:

Ihe fluoride and calcium were ground together in a mortar and
placed in an iron pipe as a crucible. 100 crucible and charge were
placed with propel' packing in a quartz tube and the whole
evacuated. A thermocouple was placed between the quartz tube
and the furnace coil. The furnace was heated by 110 volts at 12
ampe"

The temperature increased from 30"C at 4:00 p,m. to 370°C at
4:38 p.m. At that time the pressure rose to about one-half an
atmosphere suddenly, then began to drop again in a few
moments.... The temperature was read and was found to have
risen from 370"C to 540"C in four minutes, ." At 600"C heating
was discontinued,

When the furnace was almost at room tamparature argon was
introduced. the furnace opened, and the crucible removed.

The material in the crucible was found to have fused, and a
lump of quite compact, but low density metallic material was
found in the bottom of the crucible. . .. The large block on the
bottom was sawed in two, and inside was found one large button
of very pure looking metallic uranium, , " , This button weighed
about 20 grams.l53

152p, H. Spedding" "Intel'Vlew with BaIlon C. Haoker,'- October 21. 1980, Ame~. Iowa"
lransoript in possession of Edith Landin, Ames, Iowa, 10; Hewlett and Anderson, 87-88;
Spedd'ng. interview with Svee:, 19M, 15; Spedding to Me!<:alf, May 11, 1945, 2.

153Wayne Keller, 'Researcll Notebook,;" August 3, 1942" 58·60. On subsequent days
mOre experiments were mn aimlng al a greater yield and more compact single Ingot. By
August 7, with several adjustments" an ingot of 82 grams was discovered On the bollom of lhe
crucible,. the largesl single ingot t" dete. (Keller, "Researcll Notebook," August 7, 1942" 69).
See also A.H. C"mplon, RMetallurgical Projact Report fur the Month ending Augnsl1S, 1942,;"
Report No. CC-23S, in Ames Laboratory Papers, 5-8. Speddmg reviewed the work als<> in a
report called "Metal Produclion,.H MetallurgicaIlaboralory Report N". R-414, November 25"
1942 in Ames Laboratory Papers, For a review of the e><perimenls see Wilhelm, Keller,
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From the inilial success, it was a simple matter to IWl a series of

experiments to refine the process and produce even larger ingots of pure

uranium. Other compounds in combination with uranium tetrafluoride were

tried in the reduction method, including sodium and uranium chloride, but

the process £01' reduction with calcium improved so much that by the end of

August" most of the attention turned to producing a large cast of uranium

metal,154 In September 1942" large quantities of the uranium-calcium charge

were prepared in crucibles that were made of 4-inch black steel pipes 15-18

inches long. capped on one end and welded with a solid sheet on the other

end. A spark plug for ignition was also welded on the bottom or placed

internally. lime was generally used as a liner to prevent the charge coming in

contact with the steel sides,l55

Sevetal experiments with these new crucibles, or bombs as they became

known, continued using up to 2.000 grams of the uranium tetrafluoride. After'

several modifications, a few large ingots weighing over 1,500 grams (3-4

pounds) were produced, On September 21, 1942, several more reduction

experiments were tried, with close to 3,.000 grams of uranium tetrafluoride and

Buller. "Prcducncn of Uranium Metal by the Reduction of Uranium 'Ietra/luoride by Metallk
Calcium," Report for August S, 1942, in Report CC-238, "Report of the Metallurgical Project fOl'
the Month Ending August 15, 1942,~ in the Ames Laboratory Papers, 1-8. Aecordlng to Hany
A. Svec (interview,. April 1992), Richard Thompson, a former unde/graduate, actually
conducted the lll'Sl experiment under Kener's dIrection.

154KelI",:.' Research Notebook,.· enuies fOI' the rest of AuguSt.91-103,

155I<eller, ''Researeh. Notebook;'" September 2, 1942,. 106. See also "Comparison of
Refractoriesas Bomb Lining Materials in Production,~ and F. H. Spedding. "Summary of Wmk
at Ames," March lO-April 10, 1944, the Amcslaboratory Papers, 8·9 for a description of the
different materials uSlld for liners.
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calcium in each experiment, From these experiments, several ingots were cast

and recast by C F Gray" producing a final billet of pure metallic uranium

weighing approximately 4,980 gJams (eleven pounds)..1S6

On September 24,. 1942.. Harley Wilhelm took the 5-inch by 2-inch 11·

pound ingot from the casting furnace, placed it caIefuUy in a traveling bag

some students had given him hom his coaching stint in Helena, Montana, and

caught the night train that traveled to Chicago from the Ames Depot,157

Getting off the train in Chicago" Wilhelm had to catch the "I:' to the

University of Chicago campus.. In transit, the handle of his case broke, so by

the time he leached Spedding's office in Eckhart Hall" he was carrying the

precious cargo in Its case under his mill, Spedding and Wilhelm took the billet

to Compton who had never seen one piece of uranium this big before" His

immediate reaction was, "I bet there's a pipe [hole] Inside," Wilhelm took the

ingot to the basement of the biology building and instructed a shop man to cut

it open, After a small fire in the cutting process" a cropping from the ingot

finally appeared; there was no pipe..l58 Spedding evidently took a Clopping to

an administrative meeting soon thereafter.. R. 1, Doan the laboratory director

later recalled that momentous day:

lS6J(eUer, "Res""rch Notebook.," various September entries, including 9/21/42, 107-137,
A. H Compton. "Metallurgical Project Report for Month Ending October IS, 1942,N Report No..
CC·298, Ames Laboratory Papers. This latter' report gives a summary of the metallurgical
work IDl' August and September 1942,

157Harley Wilhelm, "Interview with Lama Kline" Iowa Stale Archivist" November
14, 1988, Incomplete transcript in Parks Library, Ames, Iowa, 1. Harley Wilhelm, "Telephone
Conversation with author," July 1989, Ames, Iowa; Wilhelm, interview with aulhol', 1990, 12.

158Wilhelm, telephone conversation wilh author, 1989; Wilhelm, interview willi
Kline" 1988, 2. Wilhelm, interview with author 199Cl, 12.
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I dorr't believe anyone took the work there [at AmesJ very seriously
until Spedding cameto a technical councilmeeting one fine
autumn day and smugly laid an "€gg."-an almost perfect cylinder
of uranium metal, on the table for inspection. Even then, while
admiring the accomplishment, everyoneI am sure felt that it would
be futile to look to a couple of college professorsfor the producnon
of any significantquantity of metal.159

The Building of a Pilot Plant

But futile it was not. Within a week, R. L. Doen, the Metallurgical

Laboratory director, had anived on the Iowa Slate Qlmpus to write an OSRD

contract for the AmesProject to produce 100 pounds ofuranium pel' day. using

its simple and cheap process.res The intention was that Iowa State would

demonstrate the process to companieslike Dul'ont, Blectromet, and Mallinckrodt

but-continue to make uranium until the companies could integrate the processes

into their own plants,161 The Ames Project at this point became two

complementary projects-c-one aimed at conducting chemistry studies on

uranium and plutonium and the other incorporating the Ames Process to

produce uranium in a pilot plant

Most of the research and chemical studies to date had occurred in the

Chemistry Building. but with the need to add a full-scale pilot plant more space

was needed. for furnaces and other machineryas well as for the increased staff to

scale up the uranium-producing.pmcesa.. Wilhelm and Spedding started a

159R. L. Doan, #Letter to Harley A. Wilhelm abau! Recollections fo!' Papel' on Uranium
Production.# August21,. 1958..in Wilhelm f'apers" 2,

160Doan 2,

161Spedding , interview wilh Barton C Hacker. 11.



search for an adequate site 01 building, On the east side of Ames, there was an

old gas generation plant made of brick" Though sturdy, that building would

take too much work to renovate" so it was discarded as a practical possibility for

the plant" After a lengthy search, Wilhelm and Spedding discovered an

appropriate building on campus, a small Wodd War' I temporary wooden

house behind the Dairy Industries building, neal the power' plant on the

southeastern edge of campus. It had been used years before as a women's

gymnasium" In 1942, it was used primarily for storage; there was evidently a

popcorn laboratory in one pal'! of the building, and in a kind of garage the

psychology department had stored some trucks with educational,

demonstration equfpment.tez The College gave the building to the project, and

immediately the chemists had the dirt floor in the garage area replaced with

concrete so that casting could take place in this area, The chemists set up the

reduction laboratory in the original part of the building where the popcorn lab

had been located. The building shortly began to expand in a most curious

pattern, The porch was used for the especially dirty work, the least secret of the

process, However, when it became too cold to WOI'k on the perch, a canvas

would be added followed by a crude set of walls and finally a new 1'00f, A new

porch appeared and the process repeated itself, The odd expansion of the

house took place as soon as more space became necessary to expand operations

1620riginally called the Home Economics Ann""" the building was built west of the
Home Etonomics Building in 1920. In 1926, when the new Home Bccnomics Bunding was
constructed, It was physkally moved to a new site south of the Press BlllIding where it served
as the girls' gymnasium, called the Field House. In 1941, it wasno longerUl!eded because the
new Women'sGymnasium was constructed. It was being used as a storage facility when
Spedding and Wilhelm discovered it. H. Summerfield Day, The 10Wll Slate Unilmrsity Olmpas
and Its Buil4ings 1859-1979 (Ames, IA: Iowa State University, 1981l),. 254.
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and continued much to the chagrin of the local university architect who had

been trying to get this old building tom down for' several ye<Us prior to Its

occupancy by the Ames Project people..t 63

After the building became available, a machine shop at the production

site became the second necessity. Wilhelm heard of a small machine shop,

owned and managed by Bill Maitland £01' sale in Ames west of Grand Avenue

near the railroad. Maitland made garden tools normally, but he could no

longer obtain the metal he needed because of war-time rssetcuone on material

pnortues. Wilhelm examined the shop contents and discovered that Maitland

would sell all his tools and equipment for $8"000,, Mter consulting with

Spedding.. both men contacted Maitland and bought the entire shop. moving

the equipment along with Bill Maitland to the campus production bulldlng,

officially called the Physical Chemistry Annex" later nicknamed by the local

workmen as 'Little Ankeny.' after a war' munitions plant in Ankeny, Iowa)64

Production equipment" unlike lathes, motors, and small tools from

Maitland, was much harder to procure, For example, reduction furnaces were

especially hard to obtain, 'The small reduction furnace in the Chemistry

Department' used to produce most of the metal mulier was not big enough fO! a

t63Wllhetm. interview with Kline 1988,4.; Spedding, Wilhelm. and Daane,.
interview, May 1%7, 10; Speddlng, interview with Barton C. Ha~ker, 1980. 12. For
photographs of the bullding and a floor plan or the operation see Appendix B, Figures 1·2,

164Wilhetm. interview with Kline, 1988, S. It is not known how the building received
its IlaIIID, but it was quite apt as a IlaIIID for the project (Hsllier PoUlo to Bert Merrill, LeUer
on the Name Little Ankeny, Soptember 21, 1945 in the AIIIDs Laboratory Papers). Adrian
Daane, one of the scientists in the project thought that it was nemed by some of the local
townspeople who worked on the project and the name just stuck. These people knew or the
munitions factory in Ankeny and just named It after that factory "in~e the work on the Ames
Project was somewhat dangerous, particularly wilh the number of cxplosions occurring on a
routino basiS (Daane, telephone intervlcw wilh author" March 18, 1992).
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large-scale production plant. Luckily foJ;' the Ames opetatlon, the Metallurgical

Laboratory had ordered two 40,000 watt reduction furnaces for what they called

"SHe B./' but when the Ames pilot plant needed to be established as a

production facility, those furnaces were diverted to Ames" Mixers and grinders

for processing metals like calcium and later magnesium and vacuum casting

apparatus were also purchased from various producers using contract money

nom the Manhattan Engineer' District, an Army COIPS of Engineers operation.

which took over this part of the Ames Project in late 1942,165

The Chicago Pile-! (cp..1)-December 2" 1942

While these arrangements were still being worked out in the fall of 1942,.

the Ames group continued to reduce metal in the Chemistry Bulldlng,

beginning a uranium shipping program to Chicago. The University of Chicago

received two tons of the metal hom Ames fur the Stagg Field experiment that

occurred on December 2,. 1942, Westinghouse and Metal Hydrides also each

shipped two tons to Chicago"

Most of the research and pmductlon work that Iowa State undertook to

this point supported the critical chain reaction 01' pile experiment at the

UniveIsity of Chicago. Spedding in his capacity as head of the chemistry

section, was present as one of the few invited guests to witness the historic

event, Enrico Fermi, a physicist at Chicago, designed the experiment

crfginally. making all the necessazy calculations including everything from

16SWllheim. Interview with Kline" 19B8, 7; Wilhelm. telephone convclsation with
author,. 1989.
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how much uranium and graphite was needed to how long it would take to

initiate and sustain the reaction. The event took place under' the West Stands

of Stagg Field in a loom in the squash court. Arthur Compton had chosen the

University of Chicago site in November without any prior notification of the

university president Robert Hutchins or without prior governmental

approvals from Vannevar Bush OI James Conant" He had concluded that the

site under construction outside Chicago in the Argonne Woods could not be

ready in time because of delays caused by construction strikes. After a lengthy

discussion session, the govemmental Jeaders finally acceded to his wishes

because the project was under 00 many deadlines to push ahead and

everything depended upon the feasibility of a chain reecuon.tee

Construction on the pile began in November 1942, Constructed in a

!hit'ty by sixty foot room" the large stack 01' pile of black graphite bricks and

wooden timbers dominated the IOom,167 DVe! the top of the stack was a

166 Actually, it was later revealed by Complon himself and Hewlett and Anderson a~
well as other authors that Complon was SO concerned about !he conlinuance of the bomb and
plutonium projects at Chicago that he wanled to impress a governmental review learn, the
Lewis Committee, thai jusl happened to be In Chlcage> in early Docember Investigating the
precesses used to obtain a bomb. There was still no decision as to which of lhe lhree methods
for separation of uranium-eleolromagnetic, centrifuge.. or gasoous diffusion--or the one
method for separation of plutonium from irradialed uranium would win out in the four-way
race fOl' a weapon. Since Compton counted on plutonium,. lhis chain reaction experiment was
crucial. But the experimenl did not take place unUl the learn was on its way bad< aoross the
counlry. As importanl as !he eVl!Ut was as a technological accomplishment, lhe Lewis learn
had already made its reconunendations in draft form lhat gaseous diffusion would have the
best possible chance of success. However, they recomm<!nded10"""linue to support lawrence's
work in electromagnetic separalion and to supporl pile production, The experiment was
another antlcllmax in the policy-making arena, but it did help confirm the commillee's
recommendalioDs, jusllike Compton's tbird review report a lime more than one year earlio"
Additionally, on December 1, 1942. Groves issued !he cormnand to DuPont to build production
plants using both plutonium and uranium (Compton, Atomic Quest, 139-145; Hewlett and
Anderson, 100-115; Groves, 5$.54; Conant,. My Seve",1 Lives" 289;Wyden" 51-52;Smylh, 90;
Hewlett and Anderson, 112-113; Gosling..15-16).

167Corbin Allardke and Edward R. h'apnell "The Firs! Pile;'" 1961 reprint of ARC
RepOlt 'TID-292, March 1955, loceted in Spedding PapCls" 2, This booklet was originally
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balloon cloth bag constructed by Goodyear. The bag had one side open

exposing a circular layer of graphite bricks with machined holes to insert

cadmium/wooden strips fol' absorbing neutrons. Uranium was placed in the

middle holes and uranium oxide in the holes on the outside of the pile, 'Ihe

pile contained over' 400 tons of graphite (over 40,,000 bricks), 6 tons of uranium

and 58 tons of uranium oxide (over 22;000slugs) and cost approximately $1

million to construct. Bachlayer was braced with a wooden frame. One hand

controlled red was used to stop the reaction if needed. A set of motor-driven

rods was controlled nom the balcony and one emergency rod ran through the

middle of the pile, a rod attached with a rope and heavy welght for the

unthinkable emergency. Ihe pile was completely uncccled, unshielded, and

constructed primarily by physics undergraduate students [10m the University

of Chicago16G

Emioo Fermi concluded from the constant tests he had been conducting

throughout the fall that the pile reamed its critical size on the afternoon of

December 1. On Wednesday morning, December 2, 1942, those invited, on this

cold wintry day, gathered on a balcony to watch the experiment (see the

written in 1946 and reproduced several times as the definitive history of the Chicago
experiment. Most 01 the material in the booklet had been prepared for a press release to be
issued from the War Department on the fourth anniversary of the Chicago ""poriment to 00
released Sunday December 1, 1946 (Reocrd No. 95 from the MED History, Book I" Vol. JV.
Chapter 8, Press Releases),

168Allardice and Trapnen. 9. Hewlett and Anderson,. 112-113. H. t .. Anderson, NIhe
First Chain Reaction,.N In The NudeJIr elwin. ReJlction-Forly Years Later, ed. by Robert Sachs,. A
Symp<lsium at the University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 1934 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1984),32-33. Rhodes"430-436. George W. Tressel, CP-l 25th Anniversary Film,.
'ITanscript of a film produced by the Argonne National Laboratory" August 11), 1967,Ames
Laboratory Pape.s" 13-14.
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photographic interpretation of the day of the experiment in Appendix B)"

Frank Spedding was on the balcony with men like Arthur Compton, Crawford

Greenewalt nom DuPont,. Eugene Wignez from the theoretical section of the

Metallurgical Laboratory" perhaps twenty more men, and one woman.

Spedding remembered the day:

Sitting on a stool .•• watching the galvanometer was Fermi, and
he had 11 slide rule in his hand. , .. What we saw was a beam of
light hitting 11 small mirror and reflecting ona scale on the
wall... " When they pulled the control rod, this beam went up
little ways and then went back as it was dying OUt.169

The room was tense and quiet as the preliminary testing and calculating

continued all morning. Then as his custom, Penni called for 11 lunch break at

about 11:30 a.m, After lunch. Fermi began the experiment itself" He called foI'

a cadmium ship to be pulled 11 certain distance. USUally one foot at a time.

Herber! Anderson, of the Metallurgical Laboratory and one of the observers,

later recalled:

The rod was pulled out a specific amount and you could hear the
counters clicking away-e-clickety-clack, cllckety-click They went
faster and faster and then at a certain point there was silence. The
late had become too great for the counters to follow..... Attention
turned to the chart recorder. It was silent but could record much
higher levels of intensity. You watched a pen moving across the
scale as the chart advanced

The intensity kept rising and soon the pen was off-scale. So
the scale was changed. . .. It was understandable that some of the
onlookers might become a little nervous. Ihey didn't hear
anything, they didn't feel anything, but they knew that a
dangerous activity was mounting rapidly, Everyone's eyes were
on Fermi. It was up to him to call a halt. But he was very
confident and very calm. He wanted the intensity to rise high

169Frank H. Speddlng, "'ll1lelView with George Tressel," July 12,. 1967" Ames, Iowa"
tlanscripl in Ames Laboratory Papers, 18-19,
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enough to remove all possible doubt that the pile was critical. He
kept it going until it seemed too much to bear. "Zip in," he called,
and Zinn released his rope. The control rod he held went in with
a bang and the intensity dropped abruptly to comfortable levels,
Everyone sighed with relief Then there was a small cheer,l1o

Speddlng reinforced some of the above feelings in his memories of the

moment. Quiet, intensity, tension, relief WeH! all words in the vocabulary of

those who were there, Leona Libby Marshall, another observer of the occasion,

and the only woman in attendance, summed up the mood as the famous bottle

of Chianti was passed around afterwatd:

There was absolute dead silence, Nobody said anything. Then
somewhat later, after the control rods were all put to bed and the
charts were pulled out and clipped off and so on, Eugene Wigner
showed up with the famous flask of Chianti, , . and he poured
into a paper cup and everyone drank it very quietly. There was no
toast ... nothing .. " no remarks ... very dramatic. The most
effective kind of drama at that point,171

This expcrtment had just demonstrated the hamessing of an awesome

power" though most of the people there were thinking of the immediate days

ahead-how to take this power and win a war, However, Leo Szilard, one of

the men who had originally pushed the United States into this research effort.

later remembered the doubts he had about the day:

Ihere was a crowd there and then Fermi and I stayed there alone"
I shook hands with Fermi and I said I thought this day would go
down as a black day in the history of rnankind. l72

11OH. 1. Anderson,. in Allardke and Trapnell. 35"36.

171'Tressel" "~'Cpo! 25th Anniversary,",' 18.

172szi.lard and Weall" 146,
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After the success of the experiment" more uranium was needed to create

a working pile, The Dew site £01 the.larger pile would be the Clinton Engineer

works in a small little community nestled in the hills of Eastern Tennessee.

The Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory thought it would be in charge of this site,

but they had to eventually tum over their expertise to an Industrial concern

that would run the actual pile-DuPont. The small Ames production gIOUp.

which was in the pmcess of moving to its new production facility, would

produce over ninety pel' cent of the uranium that went into that first reactor at

the Clinton Engineer WOI'ksP3

The Production Plojed at the Ames Laboratory 1943..4[;

Dw:ing the months of November and December, the Ames metal

manufacturing unit began to set up in its Dew building. the Physical Chemistry

Annex,114 The supporting chemical and metallurgical research continued, but

because of the critical need for the production of metallic uranium, Spedding

quit as head of the Chemistry Division in early 1943 and devoted his full efforts

to work in Ames, especially since there were really two projects on campus to

oversee"

Uranium produttion

Byjanuary 1943,. several changes had OCCUII'ed in the production area"

Most of the equipment like cutters and mills that had been ordered were in

173Frank H. Speddlng, lnte.vlew S witll Ellzaboth Calcian"" tl3nSClipt in possession of
&IlUt L.andin, Ames, Iowa, n.d" 13.

174FrankH. Spedding, ~Report for the M"n~h Ending Deoembel' 15. 1942, Ames Metal
Manufacturing Department,~ Ames [aberatory Papers, 1.
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place Also new experiments using magnesium as a reductant lather than

calcium proved successful, lowering the production costs considerably. By

early january, uranium tetrafluoride came to Ames from three SOUI'c;eS

Mallinckrodt, DUPont,. and Harshaw. Production in general was stepped up,

Jising from an average of 3,600 pounds a weekduring the early part of january

to about 5,600 pounds during the last week of the month, Ihere was a

tempol'lIIy reduction in early February because of the lack of tetrafluoride, but

overall production levels using magnesium had risen from about 100 pounds

a day in December to an average of 550 pounds in the middle of January with a

high of 971 pounds on January 24,175

Reduction of uranium tetrafluoride with magnesium became the choke

of the project by March since by then this more complicated method had been

successfully demonstrated. Magnesium was more attractive because it was

readily available, purer than calcium, could be used in smaller quantities than

calcium, and was much cheaper to obtain, It did present some more difficult

problema than calcium reduction though, which is Why it was not used in

earlier production runs. Magnesium needed a booster to initiate the reaction

with uranium tetrafluoride" unlike calcium which could fuse with uranium

tetrafluoride without additional ingredients. Additional heal 01 prehaaring

also had to be employed, which led to investigating new types of bomb liner'

materials. Casting presented problems, but most were solved by replacing the

175wayne Keller, "Production of Crude Uranium.. Pe.iod Ending fublUalY 15,.1943,.' the
Ames 1aboralory Papers. 12.
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old dIip casting method with a crucible and valve apparatus for pouring the

meeaj.rze

By March 1943,. the essential methods that industrial companies could

use were in place in the new production facility at the Annex. The steps in the

process were essentially the same as those earlier with a few modifications £01

the magnesium, The uranium tetrafluoride, also called green salt because of

its color, came in barrels from either Mallinckrodt, DuPont, or Harshaw and

needed to be ground into smaller pieces.. A metals preparation crew which

worked only in the daytime handled that job" 'Ihey also took samples fol'

analysis by scientists to make sure the quality was that required by project

leaders. They also ground or chopped the magnesium metal as it arrived. 'The

refractory or liner that was used to line the retort 01' bomb to prevent it from

coming into contact with the steel vessel came from various sources, At first;, a

very hardened lime called "dead butut" lime was used, but late in 1943

Blectromet produced an electrically.fused dolomilic oxide which became the

standard refractory material. It was pre-ground and needed no Further

preperetion. Ihereduction materials then moved to the reduction crew where

176Fulmer, 10-11. Wilhelm, ''A History of Uranium Metal Prodl1Clion in America," 43
44. Sec also C F Gray, "Early Methods far Casting Uranium at Iowa State College:' Report
CI-2958, Ames laborntory Papers for a discussion at casting methods. Also sec "Report of w,
H. Keller on Uranium Metal Productionu in Report CC-298, Report of the Metallurgical Projcct
for the Menth Ending October 15, 1942, lhe Anres lalmratery Papers, 2-4 for some preliminary
results with ma~sium; "Experimental Producllon efCrude Metal," Report CT·393, Report of
the Metallurgical Project for!h... Manth Ending December 15, 1942, the Ames laberatory
Papers,38-39, I'll Repart CNi86, May 22, 1943, Ihe magnesium method af metal producl1on is
described further (Infonnal1on from NAbstracts of RcpOl1S from the Ames Projec~ April 1942 to
November 1944:' from the National Archives Great Lakes Regional Center Records on the
Metallurgical Laboratory, Chicago, Illinois).
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the apparatus for reduction was put together with the charge and refractory

materials 177

Reduction of uranium tetrafluoride required a steel pipe.. usually 6

inches by 36 inches long (sometimes the pipes could measure Hl-inches by 3.5

feet in order to produce a 125-pound ingot), Production workers then welded a

bottom 10 this pipe to create a bomb or teductlon retort. The refractory liner

consisted of approximately one-half inches of lime 01' dolomitic oxide, which

was a granulated substance placed between a form, or mandrel" that was une

half inch smaller in diameter than the vessel, The vessel and mandrel were

placed on a pneumatic table and jolted to join the refractory to the sides. After

the jolting or shaking process" a worker removed the mandrel and carefully

placed a measured charge of uranium tetrafluorfde and magnesium in the

bomb" He placed more refractory liner material on top of the charge, and closed

the top of the container by bolting a flange on the outside, A hoist and transfer

system raised the pipe bomb and placed it in a heat soaking pit fol' preheating

10 the point where ignition would lake place" Later" a gas furnace replaced the

177David Peterson, ~lntel'Vlew with the authm:," July 10, 1990" Transcriptln the
possession of the author, 4, Peterson was an assistanl foreman at the Physical Chemistry
Annex from late December 1942 tm the end of the production part of the project. The author
asked him to descnoo the entire p"""",,ss from beginning to end and so much of the al"lll<! and
following material is attributed to him. Several other sources give portions of the process
induding Wilhelm" "'A History of Uranium Metal Production In America," Hewlett and
Anderson, 293-294, and several of the interviews various poople conducted with Frank H,
Speddiug. For a pictorial view of the Arne, Process see the photographs in Appendl" B. Fo!'
more technical information on the process, see Warner, ~Early Methods," 152-161; J. C
Warner, "Methods for Production of Uranium Metal;' Chapter 71n Uranium 1'et:hnology:
General Survey, by f. E. Verne and]. C. Warner, National Nudear Energy Series, Divislon VIr,
vol. 2A (Washington" DC: Atomic Energy Commission; Elmsford. NY: Microforms,
International. 1977, microfilm), 164-174; J. C. Warner, "Large-Scale Melting and Casting of
Uranium Metal}' Chapter 8 in Uranium 1IU:hrw/ogy: General Surwy, by J. E. Ve,ne aud}. C.
Warner, National Nuclear Energy Series, Division VII, vel. 2A (Washington, DC: Atomic
Energy Commission; Elmsford. NY: Microforms, Intern.tion.l, 1977,microfilm), 175-186 as
well as several rese.rch reporls produced by the Ames Projoct principals.,
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heat soaking pit" and the charge and bomb heated at about 650°C foI' 40-60

minutes, After a period of time, the reaction mixture inside spontaneously

reacted and ignited. 'Ihe Internal temperature would reach I,600oe to 2,OOO"C

and since steel melted all,.500°C, it was critical that the refractory liner did not

allow the heated charge to come into contact with the metal. A rod that was

placed in one of the holes of the flange with a microphone attached to a

speaker system detected the actual firing or ignition. A Jumbling noise

resulted when the reaction ignited and alerted the furnace worker.. As soon as

it fired, he pulled out I:he vessel and placed it in a spray chamber' (0 cool the

retort or' bomb" If a successful reaction occurred, the uranium teb:afluorIDe

reduced to wanium metal and a slag of magnesium fluoride" splitting into two

layers with the slag on top and the metal on the bottom. As the vessel cooled"

both layers hardened. When completely cooled" a worker opened the bomb,

turned it upside down, and hammered until the slag and metal separated, He

placed the slag and used liner in drums for recovery and the 42~pound (a

typical size) cleaned biscuit was stamped and sent to casting,178

In the casting P1PCeSS, a vacuum induction furnace heated the biscuit to

produce fuel elements. Casting produced a different shape nom the biscuit and

further' removed impurities flam the reduced uranium metal. A graphite

crucible machined from an electrode held the metal. 'Ihe crucible had a hole

in it that could be dosed with a stopper which held the metal until the liquid

needed to be poured into a collector bowl, At the point that the stopper was

178Peterson, interview with the author, 1990, 4-5. Wilhelm, ""A Histefy ef Uranium
Metal I'roduetien in America," 44; W. H" Keller, "PrOduction of Crude Uranium. Pedod Ending
February 15, 1943,," Ames Labaratory Papers, 1-9,
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dislodged by a short graphite rod. the molten metal poured into the graphite

mold to harden.. resulting most often in a 1.5 inch to 5··inch diameter rod, 20-30

inches long. An egg or Clopping was cut from one end of the rod foI' further

analysis; the rod was stamped with a numberr and it was placed in a small

wooden boxrzs

These boxes, made of three-fourth-inch wood.. with the ingot most often

weighed 100 pounds or more depending on the size of the rod. The boxes were

banded, nailed. and small cleats were placed beneath each box 50 a man's hands

could slip under to pick them up .. Ihey were usually shipped to Chicago when!

they were transferred on to Hanford 01 other sites like Clinron.J80

ByJuly 1, 1943,Iowa State College was producing 130,,000 pounds of

uranium pel' month, a peakin the program, When industrial plants began to

take over the PlUCf,!SS in late summer, Ames gradually cut its output of virgin

metal)8I ElectIomet began its reduction and casting operations in July 1943,

and Mallinckredt followed suit only a few days later. DuPont was the third

company to take over the commercial production of uranium. Westinghouse,

which had been producing metal by its electrolytic precess, also scaled down

and closed its operations in the fall of 1943 when the three other companies

took over the Ames Process,182

179petcl'5Oll, interview with author, 1990, 6.; Wilhelm, "A History of Uranium Metal
Production in Arnerica,N 44. Several reports for early 1943 also review the casting processes
for working with metal production. See for example: C F Gray 10F. H. Spedding, "Report on
CastingContnbutimtS from Febtuary 42 to Docembcr 1943," Ames laboratory Papers.,

180petmson. interview with author" 1990. 7"

IB1Wilhclm.. "'A HistDly of Uranium Metal Production in America....• 46; Fulmel" 11_12,

182Wilhclm., "'A History of Uranium Metal Production in AllIeIfca:" 46,
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After the virgin metal program diminished in 1943, Ames started

uranium recovery from sCI'ap metal turnings from Ames and other places.

Ames constructed a brick one-story building in 1944,. called the Physical

Chemistry Annex 2, for running this simple recovery Pl'ocess.l83 Turnings"

first dumped into barrels, were pulled apatt and examined by hand foI'

uranium.. Passing over a magnetic separator to remove bon and other

metallic Impurities, the tumings proceeded to a cutler where they were in tum

cut" washed, rinsed, dried, sorted and passed again over a magnetic separator.

Ihey were pressed into briquettes about f-inch by 4,25 inches in diameter and

sent to the casting 100m to be melted into regular sized ingots.. Ames

recovered and shipped OYeI 600,.000 pounds of scrap uranium using this

process. In December 1945, the method was taken OVeI by Metal Hydrides in

Massachusetts and by a recovery plant that had been recently constructed at the

Hanford Reactor in Washinglon.l84

Iowa State College discontinued most uranium operations on August 5,

1945, coinciding with the end of the war. In the later phases of the wax though"

the Iowa State group was already more actively involved in metal recovery

and research investigations with castings and IOd development than with the

actual production of virgin metal. Iowa State produced over one thousand

183nus building was construoted by contract from the federal governmentln 1943ami
completed in 1944. It was a U-shaped building oonstructed near the powCI'plant and generally
referred to as o,emistry Annex ~2. In 1953, the College purchased the building from the
Atomic Energy Commission. It became known as tbe Plumbing Shop and housed Iowa State's
Credit Union until that organization erected a new bullding. The Plumbing Shop was tom
down in 1972, Day, 1980" 384: Minutes of the Boord of Edllcalirm, March 23, 1944" 298.

184Fulmel.13-14, For treatment of tbis topic in more detail, see Warner, "large-Scale
Casting,U 183-186.
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tons of uranium {10m 1942 to 1945,. keeping the pilot plant in operation

twenty-four hOUlS a day, seven days a week during the peak months.. The

Blectromet and DuPont metal production facilities were terminated at the end

of the will also.. leaving only Mallinckrodt producing virgin metal and Metal

Hydrides overseeing the turnings recovery program.res

11totium production

The largest quantity of metal produced at Ames after uranium

production declined was thorium" Thelium had been considered an alternate

to plutonium in an earlier experiment in 1942, when Glenn Seaberg

successfully bombarded its nucleus, Ihorium decayed to U233, a highly

fissionable isotope of uranium. But it was not pursued In earnest at that time

because the scientists would have to modify Ute reactors at Hanford to handle

the separation. By 1944 though, the Chicago people believed that starting a pile

with uranium and adding only more thorium as a blanket would keep a chain

reaction sustained" That made thorium a most important metal for the lest of

the war yealS)86

Iowa State had started to wnrk on thorium production as early as 1943,

trying to reduce it using the uranium process. However, those early attempts

at reduction were unsuccessful, primarily because of the high melting point of

thorium.187 Finally in 1944" the scientists found that iI they used zinc chloride

185Wilhelm. NA Hlstmy of Umnium MeW Produdlon In Ametica,:" 48.

186Hewletl and Andelson" 2%-287,

187See, for example, the weekly reports of NormanCarlson for July5-12,July 19,luly
24.. July31, August7,and August14for resultsof his workon trying to produce pure thOrium
from thorlum ti!lI'afluoride and thorium oxide wilhnut much SUCCllS5. The high melting point
created a problem with each of his experiments. See also Spudding. Wilhelm" Daane
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as a booster they could get a zinc thorium alloy When the alloy was heated,

zinc was driven off and thorium remained. The success of this reduction

process depended in part upon the vastly-druprcved high-vacuum process

recently instituted by scientists on the project,ISB The metal was cast into up to

150 pound ingots with beryllia crucibles. By December 1946" Ames had

produced and shipped over 4,500 pounds of thorium metal to various sites"

Before the war, the price had been about $3 per gram" By 1946, Ames had made

a purer metal and reduced the cost to about 5t a pound.l89

Interview, 1967, 22-23. Other ""pOlts explalnlns; the extraction process include research
reports by Ward Lyon (Repmt No. CT-891, TeChnological Research-Metallography Part II of
RI!JXlII For lhe Month Ending August 23, 1943) who worked with Carlson and a review of
thorium successes and failures in "Thorium Studies," Report No. cr_l985, Technological
Research-Metallography Report fur the Period October lo-November to" 1944" 3-15,

188Fuhner, 17; Svec, 'Interview with the author,' 7. Svec was hired and placed in
the Physical Chemistry Anne>:bc<muse of his undergraduate experience with high vacuum and
gas flow technologies. He improved the vacuum systems so that thorium could be produced
more easily. For more technical studies on thorium reduction and production see H. A.
Wilhelm, A. S, Newton, A. H. Daane, and C. Neher, "Thorium Melallurgyt ChapterS in
Production and Sttparation of u23.l, Surrey, edited by Glen T. Seaberg and Leonard Katz,
National Nuclear Energy Series, Division IV, vol. 17A (Washin~ton, DC, Atomic Energy
Commission; Elmsford, NY, MiO'ofonns, International, 1977, nucrofl!m), 186-218; F. H.
Speclding, et al., "Production of Thorium Metal by Metallotharmic Reduction of'Ihorium
Fluoride," Paper 8.4 in ProduclWn and Separation ~ U233, Colleded Papers,. edited by Glen T.
Seaberg and Leonard Katz, Nudear Energy Series, Division IV, vel. 1711 (Washington, DC'
Atomic Energy Commission; Elmsford, NY, Microforms, lnklrnational, 1977, microiilm),42ll
445; W. H. Keller, Ward L. Lyon, Harry J. Svec, and Richard Thompson, "Casting of Thorium
Metal and Some Properties of the Cast Metal," Paper 8.5 in Produclitm and Separation of u2J3,
Cullecled Papets, edited by Glen T, Seaborg and Leonard Katz, Nuclear Energy Serles, DIvision
IV, vol. 178 (Washington, DC: Atomic Energy Commission; Etmsford, NY: Microforms,
International, 1977, mkrofilm), 42B-445; A. S. Newton et aL. "A Pilot Plant for Purification of
Thorium Nitrate by Countereu,rent Extraction,~ Papcrs 8.6 in Prodl/ctwn and Separalion of U233,
CoUccted Pgpe,,", edited by Clen T. Seaborg and umnard Katz, Nuclear Energy Series, Division
IV, vol. 178 (Washington, DC: Atomic Energy Commission; Elmsford, NY, Microforms.
International, 1977, mkroffim)" 486-507.

189Fulmm:.19. Several research reports were tumed in to Chicago on thorium melal
reduction and are today located in the Oak Ridge Laboratory under the Depsrlment of Energy"
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. fur a listing of the complete list of reports on thorium, see Fulmer,
Appendix LOne rep<:llt is located in the Ames Laboratory Papers: A. Newton, et al., "The
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Gthe,' matetials supplied by the Ames Project

The Ames scientists experimented with more than uranium, especially

as the demand EOJ' its production began to wane in late 1943, In 1944" several

sites working with plutonium, needed crucibles made from a cerous sulfide"

Ames discovered a way to reduce anhydrous cercus chloride with calcium to

get a ninety-nine pel' cent pUt'!;! metal. After problems with the casting

procedures were solved, the first pure metal was shipped hom Ames in

August 1944, Over 425 pounds of this product was produced at Ames until

August 1945, at which time that operation was also djscondnued.iw

Ames also received requests from several sites during the war to

produce small quantities of pure rare earth metals discovered in the reduction

processes Ames started a small program during the war" continuing to

produce pure quantities of these rare metals well after the war, In fact, this

!'tep,nalion of Anhydrous Thorium FluOlide [0, Me~l Production;" Repol't CC·2713., Physi<;al
and Inorganic Section Report for April 25., 1945.

190Fulrner, 15-16. see also C. Banks, ct al., "Notes an Miscellaneous Reactions and
Properties of Cerium, Thorium, and Uranium Compounds,~Report CC-2942, Analytical Section
Report, fitly 15.. 1945. For mme technical studies See W. H. Keller, Robert F. Ericsau. and
Oifford Hach, ,,'The l'roduction of Cerium in the Massive Metallic State:' Paper 4 in The
Chemistry and Metallurgy of Misallanoous Materi!l1s: Pap.rs, edited by LaW1etlCe L. Quill,
National Nuclear Energy Series, Division lV, vol. 19C, (Washington, DC: Atomic Energy
Commission; Elmsford, NY, Microfonns, Internatlanal, 1977, microfilm), 32-36; David
Peter""", Ward Lyon, and W. H. Keller, '11te Casting of Cerium and Some Propm'ties of the
Cast Metal," Fapm';; in Th8 Chemistry and MetaUurgy of Misallamous Materillls: Popers, edited
by lawt'<!nce L. Quill, National Nuclear Energy Series, Division lV, voL t9C, (Washington,
DC: Atomic Energy Commission; Elmsford, NY, Microfot'm3, International, t977, microfllm),
37-40; J. E. Powell, Cllfford Hath, and R. W. NOtlorf, nRecovery of Iodine hom Cerium Slag:'·
Paper 6io Th8 Chemistry md Metallurgy of Miscellimeous l'.fulerials: Papers, edited by Lawrence
L. Quill, National Nuclear Energy Series, Division IV, voL I9C, (Washington, DC: Atomic
Ellergy Commission; Etmsford..NY: Microforms, International, 1977" microfilm), 41-42.
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program, though small during the war, became the mainstay of the Ames

Laboratory after the war)91

Chemical and Metallurgical Research at Ames Project 1943-45

Chemical and metallurgical research, though completed in the

Chemistry Building, was tied very directly to the production process in the

Physical Chemlstty Annexes 1 and 2 When discoveries were made in the

laboratory, they were, in a sense, tested with the production line

jmprovemenrs that were made in production were based upon research

accomplishments, and failures with runs. in turn, gave the research teams

additional problems to study. As noted earlier, there were several research

groups established in Ames to complement the research studies at the

Metallurgical Laboratory in Chicago.

Ihe Ames scientists examined hundreds of problems, adding

significantly to the existing knowledge about the chemistry of materials used in

the atomic bomb project, 'These scientists at Ames discovered new melting

points of various compounds and rewrote the existing textbooks on other

physical properties like vtscosldes, reduction characteristics, and isotope

separation techniques. Diffusion studies of fission products became a new field

of science during the war, and studies undertaken at Ames greatly added to the

knowledge of what happened when uranium split into its various forms. The

191Pu!mer,16-17, For the ~nnings of rare earlh ~hemistty using the adsorption
column, see Spedding et at, "Prellmmary Report on a Rapid Me~hod for Separating Rare
Earlhs,N Report CC"2720, May 9,1945. For a laler more comprehensIve report seeSpcdding. et
al., "Progress Report on the Adsorption Process for Separating the Rare Earths," Report CC
3248" Febnlary 26. 1946.
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basic: studies of uranium Included in depth studies of its hydrides, chlorides

and other salts. Plutonium chemistry, a small research effol't at Ames, became

an important part of the project when research on the element as well as the

personnel involved were removed to los Alamos, Elements like thorium"

cerium, and beryllium were examined as their reduction methods were

worked out at Ames. Rare earth chemistry was studied in great detail, and the

begirmlngs of the separation of very pure materials began during the war.tsa

Summary

The development of the atomic: bomb depended upon the kind of

research and development work at the Ames Project. Even though production

became an important activity, the Ames Project functioned primarily as a

research and scremmc laboratory. Spedding created the organization as a

supplement 00 the Chicago research efforts with teams of scientists working on

and solving problems related to the chemical and metallurgical aspects of

producing an atomic weapon,

192see the various ~hemiml and melallographical reports produced from the Ames
Project 1942-1945. Some of them have already been discussed in a previous footnote. See also,
"Review of Metall0lraphy of Uranium and Some of its Bimny Alloys," Repart cr-1062,
November 15, 1943 or a review of uranium, including Its melting point. other physical
properties, and alloy systems with magnesium, aluminum, copper, etc. See also, for example"
Wayne Keller, ,''Research Studies on Uranium-Magnesium," cr·609, Technological Rcsearch
Metallurgy, Patt II of Report for the Month Ending April 24, 11143, 15-22 for research studies
on oonditions affecting the union of the two clements, sud\ as liner materials, the effects of
temperature, and pUlity of materials. For the entire list of research-related reports, see
Fulmer, Appendlx I. Also see F. H. Speddlng et ai., "The Production of Beryllium by the
Metallothermic Reduction of Beryllium Fluoride," Paper 7 in The Chumis/ry IItld Me/allurgy of
MisceilancoJJS Materials; PI1JWS, edited by Lawrence l. Quill, National Nudear Energy Series,
Division lV, vol. IIIC, (Washington, DC: Atomic Energy Commission; Elmsford, NY:
Microfonna, Intomational, 1977, microfilm), 4348.
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The Ames Project was addllionallya pilot plant, developing the bench

work on the assembly line. Though there were some factory and clerkal

workers with non-scientific backgrounds, the vast majorlty of those involved

at Ames were academics-c-professors, graduate students in chemistry, and

undergraduate students with backgrounds in the sciences. 'The assembly line

activity was a complement to the research just as the research problems often

occurred because of failures in the assembly line.
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PARI 2. ISSUES OF ADMINISTRATION
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INIRODUCIlON: IHE ACADEMIC VB. THE MIlrrARY SIYI,E OF
MANAGING RESEARCH

Background

Since scientific research and development were major parts of the

laboratory at Ames, the administration reflected that of a typical university

research laboratory in most respects, However. there were some new issues of

administration that greatly affected this essentially academic laboratory. and in

subtle ways changed it from a typlcal reseatch laboratory located on a college

campus, Ihls war introduced the scientist to the military and other

govemment agencies" In turn, the govemment.. and, particularly the military"

found it necessary to deal with the academic scientist in Older for the atomic

bomb to be built,

Ihe Academic Management Style

'The Ames Project was mse and foremost an academic laboratory,

developed partly out of the experiences and expertise of its founder and

director Frank H Spedding, Bpeddlng studied at Berkeley in the late 1920s

where many of the ideas about organizational structures that were eventually

incorporated into the Manhattan Project already existed, A typical graduate

student at Berkeley worked with a research director and a group of students

examining critical chemical problems as determined by that group leader,

Spedding's experience with the particular type of academic actlvlty at

Berkeley-cseminars, gtoup meetings and work with sophisticated

equlpment-cprobably inspired him to institute that mode in his Ames
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Iabcratory. Daniel J. Kevles, in his study of physicists.. labeled the Berkeley style

of academic management gf'OUp 7esea"h" Developed in part because of the ratio

of students and faculty, and, in pare. because of the sophisticated nature of

scientific apparatus like the cyclotron at Berkeley, physics, and to a great extent

some fields of chemistry" gradually grew into big project disciplines with a

complicated anay of technicians" students, theolists,. and experimentalists,193

By the time of the Manhattan Project, lUU scientifically in most part by the

physicists" group research was a well-established pert of the academic research

suucnsre at most larger institutions,

While it is true that Iowa State bejore World War IT had no sophisticated

equipment, and though Spedding and his small group of graduate students

could hardly be characterized as group research in the Berkeley tradition. he..

nevertheless, was familiar with the concepts of large academic research and

adopted that model fOI: his laboratory, following closely the one already in

existence at the Metallurgical Laboratory of the University of Chicago.

Spedding stated in 1943 that he organized his group at Ames with this team

approach because of the youth of his scientists, but it is just as likely that he saw

an oppmtunity to establish a research structure with which he had become

familiar at Berkeley"

In fact" the structural organization of the atomic bomb project rrom top

to bottom included the management apparatus of a typical large academic

organization, complete with committee meetings, ad-hoc review studies, and

countless group leaders who had wide latitude in choosing research problems
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to study. Vannevar Bush, who created the National Defense Research

Committee (NDRC), which was discussed in a previous chapter, used these

tools to set up the governmental unit that ol'iginally oversaw atomic research.

He chose good research directors and allowed them the flexibility to develop

their own laboratories with little interference from his office. He also used the

review committee approach to continually study the PIOgt'e5S of research on

the atomic bomb.t94

NDRC,. as an organization, oversaw weapons research that eventually

could be turned over to the military to develop into war devices.. NDRC took

as its organizational model the Council of National Defense, a WoIid WllI I

advisory unit under the Executive Branch that was constituted from the

cabinet members of war, Navy" Interior, Agriculture. Commerce and labor,

The Council of National Defense coordinated industries and other resources

for national secUIity,195 Since the law constituting that body had neVE'l' been

repealed, Bush hoped that his new agency could work directly under the

Executive Branch receiveing its funds. Roosevelt indeed approved that plan,

NDRC,. a loosely-based Hl-person committee outside the normal channels of

government. included only fOUI predetermined members (the President of the

National Academy of Sciences, the Commissioner of Patents, a representative

of the Navy, and an officer from the Army).l96

194FQr a more «)mplele discussion of the acadcmtc styles of Bush and Conant who ran
the projed at the national level, see Montgomery Cunllingham Meigs, uManaglng Uncertainty:
Vannevar, James a. Conant and the Development of the Atomic Bomb: 1940-1945' (Ph.D.
diss.,. University of Wisconsin, 1982).

195Vaonevar Bush.. Pieces of theAction (New York: William MallOW, 1970),36;
Dupree. 305,

196Bl1~,. Pieces of the A<tion" 36-37; Dupree. 370
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Even though Bush later called this crganizatlon pyramidal Ia military.

type according to his own definition of organizations)}97 he certainly described

a characteristically academic management style:

[an] organization, with broad delegation downward, and full
facility for programs to move up. Each [member] then built under
him a system of sections to deal with explicit problems, and each
recruited his personnel for the purpose,19&

The NDRC had not been as broad-based in its coverage as Bush wanted,

so the Office of ScientUic Research and Development took its place in 1941.

The NDRC became one of Its branches as did the uranium committee.

Abandoning the committee management structure at the top, OSRD placed

Bush directly responsible to the President, but sub-committees and research

directors still held independent control over their own Iabctatcrles.

The Establishment of the Manhattan Engineer Dislrict

In early 1942 under OSRD, the scientific program proceeded sporadically.

By summer, many of the problems in procuring raw materials were solved, but

no single uranium separation pIOCesS seemed to be the winner in what became

known as the four-horse atomic bomb race.t99 The Top Policy Group, which

consisted of Vice President wauace, Secretary of War Stimson, Army Chief of

Staff George C. Marshall, James Conant, and Vannevar Bush" began to consider

1971nPieces vi Ihe AcHon (27-31), Bush discussos the uaits of a military style and Oll<! of
them is pyramidal 01' hierarchical control.

198Bush" PiIXes of the Action" 37,

19\1For a complete description of the four sepalation processes (the gaseous diffusion,
electromagnetic, and centrifuge methods for uranium and the plutonium separation from
irradiated uranium method), see Smyth, 154-203.
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when to bring in the Army to build the full-scale construction plants, and by

June 13, 1942,. Bush and Conant racommended that the separation and power

plant consnuctlon be turned over to the Army, specifically to an officer

designated by the Army Chief of Engineers. by the end of the summer of

1942,200 The Top Policy Group sent the recommendation to the President who

signed it on June 17, 1942, On June 18, 1942. the Army chose Colonel James C.

Marshall to organize a new dlstdct within the Corps of Engineers to oversee

construction of the atomic bomb's full-scale separation and power plants.. 1ha!

distlict" called the Manhattan Disnict, because of its headquarters in New York

came into existence on August 13" 1942, Though it was offlcially designated the

DSM: Project (Development of Substitute Materials), the Manhattan Project

became its popularly known name.au

Marshall, as the new district engineer began to form his staff and open

his offices" His organization was by and huge pyramidal, more Iigid than the

OSRD structure, and certainly by Bush's definition a military organizatjon.au

Most district engineers were responsible to a geographically-placed division

engineer, but because of the special nature of the atomic bomb district,

Marshall was directly responsible to the Chief of Engineers, Major General

Eugene Reybold" More often though. Marshall's contacts were wtth Brigadier

General Thomas M. Robins, who was in charge of construction, and his

2OOJon",; 311-39; Smyth" 82.

201Jone. 43-44; Smyth. 83,

202Bush. PiI!C/iS of the Actirm, Zl. Bush defined a milltaty organization as "pyramidal"
with line. of authority explicitly dear and positively enforced The object Is to ensure that
every rrned for a decisIon promptly find. an indIvidual who can and must decide, but no
oommander shalllhus become burdened with mOre than he can handle,"
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assistant, Colonel leslie R Groves, Marshall opened a liaison office in

Washington, D.C" depending there on Colonel Kenneth Nichols, an officer

who had previously served under him. At the headquarters in New YOlk, he

received assistance nom the North Atlantic Division and also the New York

office of Stone and Webster, a large engineering firm that Marshall designated

as the main contractor for the new disttict,,203

In the late summer of 1942. this split administration of the atomic

energy program caused a great deal of confusion, 'The Army men, fox' example,

had little experience with atomic energy; they had few good personnel since

most military personnel 'Were in demand for more critical assignments; and

the new organization had little respect or power within the Army, despite the

promises of support from the War Department, Additionally, Marshall was

ineffective as a leader. displaying his lack of leadership in two areas that caused

particular concern-the selection of the site for a production plant in

Tennessee and the problem of obtaining a high priority fol' the raw materials

needed for the atomic bomb pIOjed,,2M

The selection of the Tennessee site dragged throughout the summer,

and in August, Marshall finally delayed the selection of a site altogether" The

OSRD and the Army came to a standstill with no organization to coordinate

the two groups 01' solve the site problems. Obtaining priority ratings also

affected the relationships between OSRD and Army negatively" It became an

impossible situation when both the OSRV and the Army fought 101' high

203Hewlett and Anderslln.74-76,

204Hewiett and Andeucm" 75-76,



priority ratings, Ihe rating system covered AA-l to AA-4 in descending order

for major programs with a special emergency prlorlty rating of AAA assigned

to projects that had short-term delivery demands in critical situations,

Unfortunately, Roosevelt had not been specific in determining what pitcrlty

levels he wanted fur the new program: he implied it should be given a

relatively high rating" though balancing its needs against other plojects,,:WS In

July, the atomic research project received a AA·3 rating from the Army and

Navy Munitions Boatd" the governing agencies, 'The rating came as a great

disappointment to OSRD and the Army, but the AA·,1 and AA-2 ratings were

reserved for very critical projects that needed materials, those like weapons,

airplanes, and tanks, Ihfs unproved project with its estimate of producing a

weapon as late as 1945 probably fared much better than could be expected.,:W6

By the end of August, Bush realized he needed to rethink his June

reorganization scheme; he began to doubt that the project could become a

reality under the present circumstances. The Army was also aware of the

ineffectiveness of the new organization and in September, lieutenant General

Brehon Sumervell, the chief of the Services of Supply (the construction wing

of the Army Corps), decided to meet with Colonel leslie GlOVes and offer him

command of the entire atomic bomb operation, though evidently without

Bush's knowledge" Bush and Sumervell had discussed the idea of a Military

Policy Committee to put some clear-cut authority into the Army's part of the

20:;-ones,,57,

206Jones, 58; Hewlett and Anderson, 79; K. D" Nichuls, "Memll on Preference Rallng fol'
DS,M" Project in MED Histury flock r, Vol. 9, A-3.
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project.. but Bush had assumed that this committee would select the person to

be in charge only after it had been organized,,207

On September 17. '1942, Colonel Leslie Groves thought he was going

overseas to direct a wartime unit, but his supervisor, Sumexvell, told him that

he had been assigned to a new position.. one that might. in fact, win the war"

Since he had been involved in the early organization with Marshall, Oroves

knew a bit about the work. He accepted the new post and even received a new

commission of Brigadier General just before the ofncial announcement was

made,20S

oroves me! with Bush, and even though an initial first meeting did not

go well at all, Groves was later given the blessing of the OSRD head" Gloves

proved to be a man of immediate action, On September 19, he called upon

Donald Nelson, head of the WID: Production Board. about the priority rating

situation. At first Nelson told him he would not mise the rating, but after

Gloves threatened to go to the President and abandon the entire project

because the War Pmduction BOaId would not cooperate, he quickly reversed

himself. Groves left with the following letter in his pocket:

I am in full accord with the prompt delegation of POWel' by the
Army and Navy Munitions Board, through you, to the District
Engineer, Manhattan District, to assign an AAA rating. or
whatever lesser rating will be sufficient .. "ZOg

207Hewleltand Anderson" 81.

208Groves. 3-5;Smyth, 83,

209Quoled in Groves, 22. The leIter was also quoted. in a September 26,. 1942 1IlI!ml>
from Theron D. Weaver to GlOves located in the MED Hi~lo,y.. Book1Genetal, Volume 9
Priorities Program, Appendix A-6.
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Groves also contacted Nichols on September 17. and commanded him to

procure the supply of wanium ore so desperately needed by the scientists,

Nichols luckily found a Belgian company ready to sell some 1.,250 tons of the

me valued at more than $2 million stored in a Staten Island warehouse, 'The

fast-acting General had won another victory,,21D

Ihe goveming group, the lop Military Polley Committee, finalized on

September 23,. 1942, consisted of Vannevar Bush as Chairmen, James Conant as

an alternate chair, l.t. Gen. William D, Styer from the Army, and Rem Admiral

William R. Purnell of the Navy.. Another example of the academic controlling

management style" the committee served as a governing board of directors for

Groves, It met frequently, but had no staff or support peraormelr it kept no

formal records, but followed and discussed every important event in the

atomic bomb development.an

On September 23" aftet hurriedly leaving that initial meeting of the

Military Policy Committee, Groves caught a najn to Knoxville, Tennessee,

hoping to plueme land for the Tennessee site, Ihe next morning after' an

inspection of the site, he telephoned the COIPS of Engineer's leal estate branch

requesting them to start the land acquisition, It was an auspicious begirming

foJ' the new commander, who had been in charge for only seven days.uz

However; Groves met his first real bottleneck when he left Washington,

his personal choke of headquarters. for a tour of the research facilities in

21OWydell,. 57·58,

211Bush. pj""esof Ihe Ad/on" 61-62"

212jones,.78,
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Chicago and California on october 5, At the Metallurgical Laboratory. he had

the fils! look at the insurmountable task before him when he, in engineering

fashion, asked the physicists tor an estimate on the amount of material needed

EOJ a bomb. The scientists replied that their estimates were accurate to at least a

factor of ten. Later, Groves recalled his reaction:

While I had known that we were proceeding in the dark, this
conversation brought it home to me with the impact of a pile
driver. There was simply no ready solution to the problem that
we faced, except to hope that the factor of error would prove 10be
not quite so fantastic,,213

Iowa State College and the Manhattan District

Although the Manhattan Engineer District was originally formed to

oversee engineering plant construction, by August 1943.. the enure project fell

under Groves' jurisdiction, Iowa State's production unit had initially come

under Disb:'ict control in late 1942" but by July 1943,. its research contract was

under District control also. Iowa State was a pa.!'t of the Madison Square

Disb:ict (see two organization charts in Appendix C) under the Feed Materials

Prograrn.zt't Essentially, the program was divided into seven areas as seen in

the chart to supply critical materials like uranium, uranium oxide, uranium

tetrafluoride, and thorium products to the lest of the atomic bomb project, all

under the direction of Captain John R" Ruho{f, the chemical engineer who had

earlier helped work out the ether separation of uranium at Mallinckrodt

21:Jcroves. 40,

214nte entire organization is described in MEV History, Bo<Jk 7, V<J1. 1 Feed Materials
and Special Procurement. I have uscdJ<Jnes' summary (307-318) because that portion of the
MEV Hisiory in the microfilm edition was still claSSified when the micmfilm was released,
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(visited by Compton and Spedding in early 1942) Two of the areas" Mwray

Hill and Colorado, controlled the procurement of materials while the other

five, including Iowa State" processed the ores into fuel elements" Three steps

in the processing stage included the conversion of black oxides into brown or

orange oxides, the conversion of brown OJ' orange oxides into gteen salts, and

the conversion of green salts into uranium compounds 01' metallic uranium.

Mallinckrodt, DuPont,. and Linde composed the brown and mange oxide parts

of the network while four chemical firms, Harshaw:. Mallinckrodt, Linde, and

DuPont formed the green salt link. Pour commercial firms, Mallfnckrcdr.

DuPont, Blectrc Metallurgical, Metal Hydrides, and Iowa State College

constituted the uranium metal portion of the network. By late 1943, the

delivery of nearly 3,500 tons of metal had come from the contractors.. 900 tons

hom Iowa State alone, second to the 1,.000 tons hom Electro Metallulgieal,215

Orgamzaucnally. the Iowa Area controlled the Manhattan District side

of the Ames Project. Ihough little contact existed between the Ames scientists

and the District employees, there was II group of men and women stationed at

Iowa State College to oversee securlty, financial concerns, and shipments of

utanlum in and out of the College, These Manhattan Dlstrlcr personnel were

housed in the Collegiate Press Building across the street from the Physical

Chemistry Annex I, Most of the personnel were lawyers, business persons" and

other non-scientists with little experience in academic management,,216

2lSJones" 309-316,

215There Is little direct documentation On what this organization actually
acrompllshed at Iowa State College. Most of the sdentists interviewed rememoored that
these poople were on campus, but they thought they were responsible fur activities like
obtaining hard-to-acquire equipm<!IIt, controlling the !min movement in and Olltof campus,. and
conducting periodic seourity Inspections.. {Carlson, interview with author, 1990; Peterson
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At Iowa State, as at other installations, the Manhattan Dlsttict set in

place a parallel military structure. The scientists still ran the site's scientific

research for the atomic bomb.. but the Manhattan District added staff in the

three areas it considered under military control-e-securlty finances, and worker

health and safety" Although the laboratory remained an academic laboratory

by and large, basic differences in the administration of the atomic bomb project

and the administration of a typical academic research project did arise. Those

differences are detailed in the next sections of the dissertation, including the

effect of compartmentallzatlon on academic research, how contracting changed

the financial management of research and, finally" how the attitude toward

the special hazard, radiation, contributed to the standardization of health and

safety regulations.

interview with author, 1990; Wilhelm, interview with autho" 1990; Frank Speddtng.. "Safety
InsJ'C"tions," Spedding Manuscrip(, 102;Frank Spedding. "My Personal Contacts with General
Groves," Speddlng Manuscript, 1-2.) Evidently, the Iowa Area at one llme encompassed St
Louis as wen as Iowa and even some of the Manhattan District personnel themselves were not
50 Sure of its status. Frank Huke,. Olll! of the earliest of the Manhattan District employees
located at Iowa State wrote in 1943, ''I would like a little clatlflcalion of the set up out hore.
We hear variously that Arne> is an Area, is not an Area; I'm being transferred to St. Louis and
then I'm not, etc." (Frank Huke, "Memo to Major G. W. Russell at Madison Square Area,"
September 15, 1943, U.s. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge Operations, Oak Ridge" 'IN,
Misoellaneous Papers on Iowa State College, hereafter known as the Oak Ridge Papers.) Ihe
District Office assured him. "Although formal notification to the effect that rowa has been
designated as a an area has not yet been received from the District Office, for allintenlll and
purposes Iowa Is considered by this office to be an Area. You are accordingly considered
assigned to the Iowa Area." G. W. Russell, "Letter to Frank Huke from the Madison Square
Office," September 22, 1943, in the Oak Ridge Papers.. Some of the fiuancial duties, at lea.t,
were detailed in J. King, "Letter to Frank Hoke from Madison Square Area on Purchase Orders
and Vouchers,," February 29" 1944, in the Oak Ridge Papers.
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SECURITY REGULAIIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

Introduct.ion

Security measures among scientists developed befoul either vannevar

Bush's OSRD 01 the Manhattan EngineeI Disnict, even though these agencies

contributed important security regulations that helped solidify govemmental

control of research during the war. As early as 1939" Leo Szilard" Enrico FermI,

and several other emigre scientists debated publishing the results of their

atomic research. Szilard" the most vociferous of the group, urged his fellow

scientists to withhold publication of any mention of a chain reaction OI the

development of atomIc weapons, He was particularly upset that Henri Toilet in

Prance who was working with radioactive fissionable elements, periodically

published his research findings. Spurred by his fear of a world war that might

conclude with domination by the Nazi regime Szilard had been a proponent

of restrictions on publication since he assigned his own chain reaction patent

to a secret British governmental agency in theearly 19305" Szilard also

admitted to influence hom authors like H, G, Wells, a popular science fiction

writer" who had predicted destruction of the world by atomic bomb as early as

1913,217 By 1939,. Szilard was a vocal proponent fOI' security and non-disclosure

of atomic research results.

217The book was H. C. Wells, The World Sel Free (New YOl'k: DuUon,. 1913), 40-149.
Szilard supposedly read the book iu 1932, before he was Involved In nudear physios. He
claims It was one of the things that influenced his beliefs about se\:urlty of this type for
alomi<: energy. Wells tells the tale, according to Szilard, that the waY was fought by an
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Szilard's initial efforts brought him no success, but at a meeting of the

National Research Council in 1940, Cregory Breit proposed controls on the

publication of articles on atomic energy in American scientific journals

through a censorship committee Ihe Reference Committee, established later

that year, controlled publications in all fields of milhary interest Gregory Breit

chaired a subcommittee on uranium fission publications, which reviewed

journal articles submitted to it from editors of scientific journals. Ihis

censorship process was voluntary and completely in control of the scientists

and journal editors, However, by the time I:he wax was well underway,

virtually no articles received review, since the Manhattan Project oversaw all

uranium work and security rules permitted no publications of any kind in

commercial jcumetsne

Ihe OSRD and NDRC Secudty Policies: A Summary

It was vannever Bush. however, who had more influence on the

polides of security for atomic research than Szilard or the Reference

Committee" Vannevar Bush, in setling up the NDRC and OSRD, added

security and the concept of camplll'tmentaliwlion 10 the agency, a policy that

even Szilard later argued against

alliance of England" France:. and America against Germany and Austria. !n this war sct in
1956 the major dties of the world are destroyed by atomic bombs. (Paraphrase by Szilard in
Weart and SzUard, 16.)

21BSmyth, 45-46; Spence' R. Wean" "Scientists with a Secret," Physu:s I'aday
(February 1976), SO.
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In June 1940,. when Bush established the National Defense Research

Committee, he placed the Committee on Uranium as one of its

subcommittees" By becoming a par! of that federal agency. NDRC became

subject to federal security regulations.. The Committee, knowing that its

projects would be involved in areas of interest to the Navy and Army, adopted

regulations that conformed with military ideas about secwity.219

Aitel' Bush began to reorganize research on the atomic bomb under the

aegis of his new agency, the OSRD, secrecy became one of the chief tenants of

management policy. In October 1941, the meeting at which Bush briefed the

President and the Vice President on the developments of atomic research,

Bush had asked for reorganization; the President, in turn, insisted upon the

utmost secrecy fur continuation of the project. Roosevelt and Bush established

a 'Top Policy Group headed by Vice President Henry A. Wallace, with Secretary

of War Hemy L. Stimson, Army Chief of Staff George C" Marshall, James

Conant and Vannevar Bush who would develop policies foI' the reorganized

research efforts in secl'et.220 That meeting actually secured the atomic bomb

project as a practical reality and officially brought the Atmy into the project.

The policy group also incorporated Bush's ideas tea secrecy and

compartmentalization. Since OSRD left so much of the security arrangements

to the individual sites, it actually instituted a modest security system that

219Jones, 254; Irvin Stewart, Organizing Scientific Resellrch for War: The AdminislralWc
Hislo,y of Ihe Office of Sdentific Rtsellrch and Dtroeiopmenl (Boston: lillie, Bl'own, 1948): 27-31;
James Conant, My Several Lives (New York: Harper and RoW" 1970): 245"

22OMeigs" 41;Jones,31,
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worked well enough until the expansion of the uranium production pzogram

began to tax OSRD's very existence as a secret organization,

The Manhattan Engineer District immediately remedied the somewhat

complacent attitude towards security under OSRD. Colonel James Marshall in

June 1942, installed the Protective Security Section for a personnel security

program.. a plant security system, and a program for protecting Infctmatinn of

military Importance.eat When the District headquarters moved from New

York to the Clinton Engineer' Works in August 1943, the Protective Security

Section combined with the Intelligence Section, and security became

centralized into one unit called the Intelligence and Security Division" At that

point, many of the security measures once administered by laboratories and

companies were standardized, and the Manhattan Dishiet eventually assigned

security officers to every installalion.=

Specific Seetulty Prcceduress An Ovenriew

The Ames Project came into existence in February 1942" so OSRD

originally directed its security" With the establishment of its production plant

though" that unit received a contract directly from the :Manhattan Engineer

District while scientific research continued under OSRD until mid-I943, when

those contracts as well were transferred to Groves" operation. Under the

Manhattan District, Iowa State's security was the responsibility of the Chicago

Branch Office of the Intelligence and Security Division with Captain J.Munay

221MED History, Book I General" Volume 14 Inlelligence and SeCllrity. 7-1.

mJones,,256-259,
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in cherge.aaa The Manhattan Engineer District did not dismantle the OSRD

scientific organtzation. although an extra layer of administration paralleled the

scientific structure" Security regulations covered personnel clearance

document protection, materials shipping security, plant security, and

compartmentelizadon of information, Although scientific research reporting

remained uncle! the command of the Chicago Metallutgtcal Laboratory, these

security procedures changed the nature of the academic administration. if not

the research itself.

Personnel and Security Clearances

Procedures at the feilerallevel

Under the NDRC rules, each member of the Committee as well as any

division 01 section worker. Including clerical staff appointed to work foI' the

committee, was required to take an oath of allegiance and secrecy not to release

any infmmatlon about the special work undertaken. To impress upon

academic Iabcratories the importance of secrecy, official investigators in charge

of projects with contracts from the committee were sworn to secrecy, never to

discuss the results of research with any persona but those in the contracting

research groups or with the NDRC Committee.224

Personnel clearance background checks of officlel Investigatora began to

present the Committee with problems almost immediately, since there was no

internal NDRC staff to conduct the background checks, Originally, a

223MED Hislm'y, Book 1GeMlal, Volume 14 Inlelligence and Securily, Appendix A-7
Organization Chart, Intelligence and Security Division.

224Stewalt, 27-28,
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biogIaphical sketch of an individual seeking clearance had to be sent to the

Army or Navy, The receiving agency sent bad: a clearance report, but as more

and more people were added to the project, the branches of the services became

overloaded" By late 1940, there were calls for special investigators to be

assigned to the work. and in early 1941, the Secret Service and some other

agencies were beginning to be brought into the security clearance process"

Delays in the process sometimes kept people nom attending Important

meetings or conducting research for several monthS,225

Under OSRD, the above rules and regulation continued" Each

contracting unit signed a standard contract which set forward the exact

personnel security previsions: no disclosure of information obtained as a

result of a contract with OSRD unless prior approval given; reporting 10 OSRD

any acts of espionage; prior permission nom OSRD for hiring aliens; reporting

citizenship of all employees on contract to OSRD; and hil:ing no one on the list

of undesirables retained by the agency.226

OSRD investigated the lead researcher but left the clearance of other'

employees up to the individual contractor. OSRD did admit that all classified

workers should be checked, bUI since it never developed consistent procedures

for implementation, clearance procedures varied widely from contractor to

contractor, Originally. OSRD used both the Army and Navy for its

investigations, but after' June 1942" when the Army came into the project, they

alone were in charge, By the next year, OSRD turned all atomic teseerch

225Srewarl 30-31,

226gtewmt, 247"
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connects, including sectnlty regulations, over to the Army's Manhattan

Engineer Distlict,227

The Manhattan Project security system £01' personnel differed in several

respects from the old OSRD system. Under' OSRD there were no agencies

outside the military involved in the clearance of personnel. Groves instituted

a program of clearance for all personnel. with the FBI and Office of Naval

Intelligence assisting in personnel backgrounds cjearances.zzs Starting in the

fall of 1942, all personnel were either classified or undassified workers. The

classified employee, underwent different procedures according to

modifications OVe!' time, but all had to undergo an identification process by

filling out a personnel security questionnaire 01 personal history statement;

each person was finger printed and had to provide proof of citizenship; each

employee had to read and sign a copy of the Espionage Act or a secret

agreement oath; and no one had access to any information until clearance was

received, Over 400,000 employees participated in this process from July 1942

until August 1945,229

Personnel clearance at Lotoa State College

Iowa State College followed these same procedures in the clearance of its

personnel. Workers on the project remember clearly that they signed oaths of

allegiance and later filled out personnel questionnaires, No man or woman

was allowed to work on the actual project until clearance was received,

227Slewart" 248-249
22BMED HIsWry,. Book1 Genel'al. Volume 14 In~lligencc and Security, S2,

229MED Hi~lory. Boc>k I General,. Volume14lnlelHgence and Seculity. 53-S4"
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sometimes taking as long as three to six months. In this limbo position" an

uncleared employee typically sat in the library reading literature on the

chemistry of certain alloys or elements that might become useful later: 01',.

sometimes he or she conducted simple measurements, cleaned appaIatus, OI'

ran miscellaneous errands. When clearance was received, the scientist was

brought before Spedding and told about the secret war 'related project. It did

not take much knowledge of chemistry, according 10 some of the young

scientists. to understand very early on that uranium was being worked with.

Each man or woman was told as much as needed to conduct experiments or

WOIk on the production line. Ihough there was not much interaction between

the production plant and the chemistry research areas, personnel had some

knowledge of each installation,23o

There were only a few instances in the written documentation when

potential employees for the Ames Project were rejected based on the clearance

pmcedares. garly in the project,. the most notable example was Kasmir Fajens

from the University of Michigan, who was supposed to come to either' Chicago

or Ames and head a research group along with three of his former graduate

students-Amos Newton, Adolf Voigt, and William Sullivan, Unfortunately,

because he had relatives in Poland under Nazi domination, he was never

cleated to become a prot of the pmJect,231 His former graduate students did

23°PetersGll, interview with author, 1990, 1-2; Frank H. Spedding, "Security,"
Speddlng Manuscrip~1-2; Flank II. Spedding, "Problems Encountemd with Setting and
Maintaining a Security System," Spedding Manuscript, 1-2,

231Corresponderu:e between KasmirFajans and Fmnk Spedding, May 11,1942, Mar 12.
1942, May 14, 1942. May 23,1942, May 29, 1942,june 24,. 1942,and August 10" 1942,Speddmg
Papers.
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come to Ames and each headed a scientific research group.. Although the

Investigators asked questions about any liberal leanings or Russian

connections of the individuals to be hired on projects, they were most

concerned with those who had German connections.. Occasicnally.Bpeddlng

had to go to bat £01' one OI more of the people he wanted to hire, but generally

they were cleared with few compltcanons.ze

Few security breaches occurred in the personnel area, but one incident

certainly proved embarrassing to the Army, Since chemists were desperately

needed on the Ames Pl:oject, it was sometimes faster to obtain military men

who had already received clearances and have them transferred to work on the

project, but in civilian clothes. In 1943,. Spedding traveled to Washington to

select twenty scientists [10m the Army pool, who were also military men, to

transfer to the Ames Project, The Army tnld the men to report to a Chicago

hotel whee they would receive their civilian clothes before secretly coming to

Ames to work on a classified, sensitive project.

Unfortunately, the Army personnel in Chicago forget to purchase

suitcases for the men, 50 the military men showed up in Ames in civilian

clothes, but cauying large blue bags with U S. ARMY in 4-inch white letters

232gp.edding tells the Stoly in his manusaipt history about one young man, who while
inleIHgenl and very necessary to the Proj~ct, waS ~lm05t kicked off the projecl because of his
considered liberal leanings. He and his wife,. fer example, had belonged to several left
winged 0Tg3n;:tations, and he had written letters to newspaper edllors about his own politlcal
OJpinions that were someone left of center. He had never professed that he was a communist,
but he often made light of the ser:iOJus questions of his investigetors and tended to take lhe
process of clearance llghtly. He also got into trouble when he purposely evaded the FBI on a
visit to a Chicago meeting before he was completely cleared. TIlO FBI did n()t 100Jk wllh
ldndness at the fact that they spent an entire aflernoon tryIng to find him and later found Dut
he had been at a classified meeting. Spedding did get to kaep the scientist, but warned hIm
at the end of the war nDt to gel into work that might require FBI clearance. (Frank H.
9pedding.. hExample of Wrong Way to Get Clearance: 1943," Speddlng Manuscript, 1-2),
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stamped on the side" Several Ames residents saw them and within two hOUlS

of their arrival, a general in charge of soldiers in Iowa was on the phone with

Spedding wanting to know why he had not been informed of soldiers in Ames.

Because Spedding had been instructed by Croves not to even admit there was a

Manhattan District project in Ames, he had to tell the general that he knew

nothing about soldiers; furthermore, the general could call Washington if he

really wanted to know why they were in Ames,233 Evidently; the general never

followed through

Document Protection Regulations

Pederal regulations for document protection

Classification of documents within NDRC followed the standard

military classification scheme: secrer, confidential" and resirlaed. Secret

documents were those where disclosure would endanger national security:

confidential documents contained no informatlcn that would damage

national security but could cause embarrassmene or be prejudicial to the

interests OJ' prestige of the goverrunent if released; restricted documents had no

secrets but were not fOl the general public to l'ead.234 'The resolution containing

these classifications went into effect on August 29, 1940.235

Maddng and distributing these documents also demanded strict

regulation. Restricted was clearly marked on documents, and these had to be

233Frank H Spedding, "Security Hml Up,N Spedding Manusclipt:, 1-2.

2Mstewart 29, 250-251" The Waf Department issued several regulations unde, No. sao
5 with the latest issued March 15, 1944. That document was induded in MEV His/rJry,. Book I
Ceneral, Volume 14 Intelligence and Secu,ity, Appendix CoS.

235Stewal't, 29.
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kept under' lock and key at night. Confidential and secret documents were

more protected and could only be transmitted to other destinations by cornier

or registered mail, two processes that actually created delays in getting the

critical information in areas that had no courier service"

Under OSRD, the above principles continued" and in 1944, the War'

Department added Top Secret and Secret Security to the document classification

scheme in Older to protect those secrets of the most profound nature as

America geared up its war machine. These documents could be transmitted

only by officer ooulieI',,236

'Ihe Manhattan Dlstrict continued the same scheme of docwnent

classification, and in 1943, in an Intelligence Bulletin, the District published

just what constituted each classification, FoI' example, materials and

documents that related to technical designs; letters and other material that

contained names, formulae and technical data; documents relating to

personnel and organizational matters of concern to the Manhattan Dlstrictj

maps.. photographs displaying features of the Pmjed; material and supplies

distinctly related to the project; and documents showing meanings of codes all

deserved a secret raring. Confidential matter included documents relating to

design where only code names were used; documents of a financial nature that

did not divulge secrets; drawings and photographs that showed parts of the

project; material less critical than those under the secret category; and

236Stewar t, 251-52. The information was also given to all the Manhaltan Engineering
District Offices through K. D. Nichols, #Dislrict Orcuiar Letter (l\.:l144-113),# May 6, 1944
included in MBD History, Book I General. Volume 14lntelligcnce ancl Security, Appendix A-6,
The letter detailed lhe classi/ieation, IransmiSBion and handling, processing, reproduction,
storage. and destruction requirements of th<!SC documcmls.
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meanings of code names of less critical nature Restricted was reserved fat'

documents relating to the design of non-technical building associated with the

project; documents of relatively unimportant admlnisllative matters;

drawings of sites prlor to construction and with no labels divulging what is to

be located there: documents that use code names in such a way that no one can

Interprer the scope of the project from them; documents teferrtng to shipment

of coded materials; personnel clearance investigation matters where no

adverse information was disciosed,,237

This bulletin also spelled out in great detail the Jules for marking,

receiving" transmitting, stmlng,. and destroying documents, Markings on all

documents, for axarnple. had to be in red color with letters not less than one

quarter inch in all capitals. Notations on the classified documents appeared

along with a statement about the Espionage Act" Dissemination, transmission,

and receipt of secret documents had to be handled with great cere by authorlzed

agents, Inventories of contents were to be clearly displayed and copies kept in

transmitting offices Numbering of separate parts and notations of copies of

each document were displayed in prominence, Secret material had to be

locked in a safe or lock files and was never to be left unattended on desks, I'op

secret documents had to be filed in a three-combination safe whose

combination was known by certain designated people, including at least

confidentially-rated secretaries. Combinations had to be changed at least twice

237Manhallan Engineer Dislrict, ''Safeguarding Military Information Regulalions/'
Manhattan Engineer District Intelligence Eullelm No.5" November 27, 1943, Revised
Seplemher 1, 1944. 2-4. Provided In MED His/Dry, Bo<)k I General, Volume 14 Intelligence and
Security, Appendix B-7" Also see MED His/Dry, Book I General, Volume 14 Intelligence and
Security, Appendix e-8 for lhe March 15, 1944 Arm.y Regulation No. 3BQ-5" called
"Safeguarding Military Infonnalion"Y
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a year .. Destruction of material was also handled by level of classification,

Secret documents could be only burned and in the presence of a disinterested

person who served as a signatory to the Certificate of Destruction Restricted

documents could be shredded at' burned by an authorized person, but not a

custodian. Waste (drafts,wOIksheets,. carbon paper; etc.) could be sluedded and

burned under the supervision of an employee cleated to handle classified

information. Classified material destroyed in any form required a report to be

sent to the Dlsnlct Intelligence Officer explaining the type of material

destroyed" its value. and the name of the person supervising the destl'uction,238

'Ihis Js probably why very little material was destroyed on the ploject and why

so many copies of what was written down survive today..

pross restrictions and censorship were also a part of the control of

military Information during the Manhattan Project days under the Censorship

Review Program, Shortly after the District came into being, the Army

surveyed several daily newspapers and periodicals tOI' release of information.

Starting with only the major serials, a list of approximately 370 newspapers and

70 magazines began to receive scrutiny, prlmarlly from members of the

women's Army COIPS hired in the District Bngineer's Office, By 1944,. Branch

Intelligence Officers reviewed periodicals in their own area offices, Bush had

suggested voluntary compliance for the nation's newspapers, and at first the

Army and Groves resisted, but with the insistence of men like Nathaniel

Howard formerly of the Cleveland News and then an assistant director in the

Office of Censorship, Gloves finally agreed to voluntary censorship.. On June

23SMED Hiswry, "Safeguardlng Milita,y Informalion,:" 6.16,
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28, 1943, Byn:m Price the Director of Censorship sent a confidential note to the

nation's editors and broadcasters asking them to voluntarily refrain from

mentioning anything about new and secret military weapons in general, but

especially to exclude mention of terms and concepts involving atom smashing,

atomic energy, atomic splitting, radium, radioactive materials, and any

references to elements like uranium, thorium, and others Although Groves

wanted any references to los Alamos excluded completely, he allowed local

newspapers around Clinton and Hanford to publish limited articles in order' to

avoid drawing attention to their work by trying to suppress all information.

The program, by and large, worked, and, though there were some small

breaches of security, they caused no known detrimental effects" The process

continued even after the war, with most newspapers using District-prepared

press releases ener the bombing of Japan rather than reporting their own

Injcrmarlon.zas

Information protection at Iowa State College

All materials were handled in the ways described above by the

govemment throughout the period (see Appendix D for a typical document

with markings). All classified documents were also placed under lode and key

at Iowa State College, Ihese included letters, reports from Ames and from

other projects, and research notebooks that every scientist kept" There were

some incidents of slack handling of security, especially early in the project, but

problems were generally worked out quickly, In 1942,. for example, one of the

239MED History, Book I General,. Volume14lnrelligl'nce and SeClllily. 6,14-6.16; Jones"
277_278; Groves" 146-148.
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scientists reported to Spedding that on at least one-half dozen instances" he had

seen notebooks lying open in full view of the custodial staff, Spedding

immediately addressed a note flom his Chicago Office to Wilhelm:

I am still very much worried about the matter of secrecy. I have
had one complaint about Ames from an indirect source so I think
we should take double precautions to see that notebooks am not
left around, that secret letters are not opened in front of other
people, and that reports are not lying around where people
coming into the office can see them, either in the typewriter or on
the table. Please pass this information on to the stenographers
and the other boys..240

The conditions Improved considerably after the warning, and there were no

other instances or reports in the files indicating problems with documents,

Code names also protected documents from the public at Iowa State and

othersites. The Manhattan Dlstrict parucularly encouraged this practice, lists

would periodically appear from the District Office with new code names added,

Uranium was generally called ""tube alloy' throughout the project, for

example, although at nsse it was designated "copper" until studies of copper

and uranium alloys system began to appeal', Until the code name for uranium

changed to tube alloy, the metal copper was sometimes called "Honest to God

Copper," rube alloy was an official code name for the British uranium project

throughout the war, Ihe Metallurgical Laboratory developed several of its

own codes too, Ihey preferred "the metal" fOl uranium, "sensitivity" fol'

radioactivity, "green salt' for uranium tetrafluoride, and "black powder" or

'brown powder" for the types of uranium oxides, Codes were also developed

240C F Gray" Nlel!er to R H, Spedding on Security Breach, 'August6, 1942; Frank H,
Spedding, NLetler to H. Wilhelm on Securlty,N August 8, 1942; C F Gray. "Imter to F.
Spedding on Security Follow-up/" August1l, 1942,Spedding Papers"
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for use on the telephone .. Spedding recalled several farm terms developed by

the Ames group" "Eggs" were 2" diameters of uranium and often the caller

would indicate -z-dozen eggs shipped," Later, when Clinton wanted a 1''' x 4'"

length of uranium shipped. these were called frankfurters or hot dogs; billets

4'" in diameter and 2·3·feet long weighing 250 pounds were called "cheeses,"

Iowa State shipped uranium scrap turnings as "hay," Boron, a dangerous

poison and contaminant, was called VitamIn B. Reports referring to a percent

of Vitamin B content contained in the metal OI' tube alloy meant that the

uranium contained a certain percent of boron 2,11

Code names were also used for the heads of laboratories and other

prominent scientists, Dr. Enrico Fermi, for example. was called MI.. Farmer,

Dr.. Eugene Wigner was known as MI', werner, and Dr" Arthur Compton

answered to Mr.. ccmes.ae Sometimes, though the code name system

backfired. In his manuscript history, Spedding explained well what could

happen to even a Manhattan District person who made a mistake in I'ealizing

the importance of security as fal' as codes were concerned .. As noted earlier,

documents of specified classifications were delivered in certain ways.. By 1943

and 1944,. secret documents were usually sent by registered mail., and top secret

241R., S. Apple, "Leltel' to c. M. Cooper On f'roposoo Codes at the Metallurglcal
Laboratory,N October 3lJ, 1942 Spooding Papers; Spedding. inlervlew S with Caldano, 10-11;
Frank H. Spedding, "A Securily Scare-Bo)' Saying Uranium." 1..2. Humorous nam"" also
appeared. At some point later in the proJect, when Iowa State began shipping thorium
billet5, some people in Ihe OIkago Metallurgical lab callod thorium Nmernalloy" after the
actr<!5S, Myrna Loy. (Spedding, "A Socurily Scare/' 2.) See also Frank H, Spedding..
"Interview with George Tressel for film on annivclsary of CP-t;' July 12. 1967, Tranl>Clipt in
Ames LaboratoIy Papers, 10-n,

242Frank n, Spetiding, "Top Secret Inclden!"N Spedding Manuscript" 1; Compton" A/omic
Quost,.141
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ones W€1'e sent to Ames by a courier. For delivery of top secret documents,

usually the courler was a lieutenant who would come to Ames by train or

plane. He would contact the director, Spedding. personally and get his

signature on the document before he left. r0 protect the identity of the

directors" each courier used code names to hide their trua identity One ttme, a

man carrying a British lop seem! document on turning rhodium into platinum

arrived in Ames looking for Bpedding. Spedding related the lest of the tale in

his history:

[He] went to the telephone booth at the Sheldon Munn Hotel and
got out his little black book which informed what my true name
was instead of my code name, and what my telephone number
was. He called me and I made arrangements to meet him at my
office. When he arrived, he suddenly became very concerned,
because he had left his little black book with the code names fol'
all prominent scientists in the phone booth. We immediately
sent him down with a car" but the little black book was gone. He
was a very concerned young lieutenant, with some justification,
because he had to report the loss! I never saw the young
lieutenant again, but I did hear from Washington gossip that he
had been transferred to a company which was stationed on the
outermost Aleutian Islands,24

Whether' or not all of the story is hue is probably not 50 Important. but it does

point to the fact that the Manhattan Engineer District considered adherence to

its security policies a serious matter indeed

Sometimes secrecy and protection of documents led to unusual

applications, At Iowa State" all books on atomic energy and related topics were

removed from the College library and placed in a room behind a barricade that

was built across the east and north halls of the fillstand ground ncces in the

243Prank H, Spedding. "Top Secret Incident,;" Spedding Manuscript. 2"
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Chemistry Building. According to one scientist on the project, since Spedding

had been given almost carte blanche fmm President Friley to obtain whatever

he needed, when several scientists needed access to books on radio-chemistry,

the Ilbrary was instructed to let him have any books he wished on indefinite

loan, 10 explain the loan to the Ames Project, the entry in the check-out

records in the library told users the books were at the bindery.. Scientists thus

had their own private library behind the wall of secrecy, probably a peal:

convenience as well as a security measure to let no one know what was being

used" but any student who wanted information on a field of atomic energy

found books that had once appeared in the library SUddenly and inexplicably

missing.244

Evidently, newspapers in Ames and the surrounding towns obeyed the

censorship orders prohibiting any news about the secret pl'oje<:t.. prom january

1942 until August 5" 1945" there were only passing references to the project in

the Iowa State Daily Student, the College newspaper, It was not because the

pmjecr was so secret that no one knew about it" In fact, there was no attempt to

hide the fact that war research was being conducted on campus; no one though

questioned just what kind of research was undertaken In the student

244svec, interview with authOl, 1991, 3. See also Daane, telephone interview with
the author. The books were still behind the bartkade in 1946, when an auditor from the
Project noted that: "LibraI)' books are numb~dwith yellow paint and charged out by a
librarian on a loan basis," (E. Stimpson, Auditor's Report, November 12., 1946, OSRD Files,
Finanee" Nallonal Archives, Washington. DC). Thesc.- same books after the war became the
nudeus of the Physical Sciences Reading Room which Spedding had built from funds left from
overhead recovel)'. (Margaret Mae Gross, "Interview with the Author," January, tm. Ames,
Iowa; Charles H. Brown to Charles Friley, "Memorandum on the Future Organizatlon of the
Cellege Library.~ Nevembar 10, 1944,Libraty Daan's Offioo SUbject File, Record Group 25/1/1,
William Robert Parks and Ellen Sorge Parks Library, rowe State University, Ames Iowa, 1-2
thereefter called Library Papers); uPhysical sdences Reading Room,· The Library id IoWil Siale
2, no, 3 (November 19, 1947): 33.
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newspaper, censorship JUles were first referred to even before the Manhattan

Project took over, In an editorial on May 22,.1942, the newspaper editor hinted

that tough measures would rome to those who were caught either

intentionally 01' unintentionally revealing secret Ingormarton.ass

Direct references to the project during the time period totaled four

articles and one editorial. A blaze that damaged the chemistry reef was

reported in July 1942, The Ames Hre Department was called, but about thirty

members of the chemistry staff had almost extinguished the fire before the fire

trucks arrived. The explanation for the file, given by W F" Coover, was: "an

experiment using highly inflammable materials and a continuously running

motor was being conducted for defense work,,'·'246 Ihis article was the only

time the project, even in all. indirect way. made the front page of a paper before

the official announcement in August 1945 about the role of the College in war

work. Later that year" Coover reported in the paper that "'26 members of the

Chemistry Department are engaged in vital war' projects of a confidential

nature, ','247 His reference was never explained in any follow-up article. Barlter

that same month, B, H" Platt. the head of the building and grounds department

at the College" indicated "considerable remodeling on the inside of the

[Chemistry Building! where storerooms and classrooms were rearranged. '248

3
245Lyle Abbolt, ~Be Pal,;otically Quiet;'" The Iowa State DaiJy Student,. May 22. 1942,

246"ChemiSlry Roof Blaze B,ings Out Fl,emen/' Tbe rowa Siale DIlily Student" July 7,
1942,.1,

24?"Chemists Needed £0,' Wa, Work,:" The Iowa Siale DaiJy Sla<1enl" SeplembCl' 23"
1942.4,

248"Bailding and Grounds Men KepiBusy:" The Iowa Siale DaUy Siudenl" 6.
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No mention was made that this extensive remcdeltng included electing

barricades across thehalls of the building. A more direct reference to secret

research was made in january 1943 when a report appeaI'ed about thebuilding

of a gas main iOJ: the new research laboratory east of the Dairy Industry

Building, ''What the gas will be used for was not revealed since the activities

within the laboratory ate defense secl'ets:"24~ This article was the last to appeal'

and only a smallletler to the editor in 1943 complaining about the lack of fire

exits in the Chemistry Building followed. In that letter, a reference was made

by the student to new construction that ,',' closed off the hallway..'·250 The

voluntary censorship plan must have worked because no more mention was

made of the project at all. This search of the papers probably proved that

cscves' method to allow casual references in evezy day matters did work at

least at Iowa State College, The secret was never that there was secret WOI'k

going on; it was just that the details of the involvement with atomic research

and any mention of the Manhattan Project was prohibited.251

249"New Research laborattlry Connected ttl Gas Main," The IDWil Siale Daily Siudenl, '1,

25l>t.ouise Jaw,s, ~Belie""" Chemistry Building Need More Fire Exits;" 1he Iowa Siale
Daily SII/denl" Marcb 30, 1943,3.

251 Tbere is some evidern:e that even town's people knew tbat secret work was on
ampus. For example, Margaret Mae Grtlss, a young ,.,cretary in the library at the time
remembered taking her fatber's farm milk to tile Dairy Industries Building for testing and
knowing that secret work was going on next door (Gross, interview with author, January 1992).
Also Bess Ferguson, a longtime Ames resident remembered walking by on the cinder path that
ran near the present day Physical Plant and knowing that secret work was progressing in
what later became known as Little Ankeny (Mrs. Fred Ferguson. "Interview with author,"
April 21" 1986,Ames., IA, 10). The altitude in beth cases seemed to be that even if you knew.
yo" just did not talk about it; aftar all a war was in progress.
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Materials Shipping Secwily Regulations

Federal rules and regulations for shipping mateJ'ials

The OSRD and NDRC developed no specific requirements for shipping

hazardous materials, so the general regulations of the War Department

regarding all military information served as the guide,,252 Bowever; by the

time the Manhattan District took over, shipments were becoming more

numerous, so the District instituted a survey in November 1943, followed by

specific regulations on handling shipments Guard pools were created at

specified sites around the country, including over twenty guards who were

stationed at Chicago to guard rail and truck shipments of critical materials to

Hanford from sites in the East and shipments of recovery materials from

Hanford to sites in the Midwest and East (including Iowa State College), lhe

courier system was also enlarged with pools established at various sites"

including Chicago, especially after the institution of the lop secret

classification scheme, to cany small items, often radioactive. in personal

luggage flQm site to site, Finally, a scheme of eight forms of transportation

methods ranging from Railway Express to Conde! in descending order was

standardized to prescribe shipment of the critical matetlals by the most

appropriate and secure maans.zsa

Mate7'ials shipping security at Iowa State College

Harley A Wilhelm received the honor of taking the first "shipment' of

uranium to Chicago when he made the historic trip with an n·pound ingot

252MED History,. Book r General" Volume 14 Intelligence and Security, 5,1.

253MED History.llook I Genmat" Volume 14 InteUlgence and Secluity. 5,1-5,9.
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carried in the old suitcase some students had earlier given him,,25~ Frank

Spedding continued that tradition for a short while when he transported metal

on his weekly hips into Chicago, Soon the quantify and weight of shipments

grew too great to hand carry.. so the project began to use railway express and

then freight, Shortly before moving to the Physical Chemistry Annex, the

smal14" x 4;',· x 3" boxes would be trucked down to the depot to catch a Railway

Express CaI', but when the production plant was set up at the Annex. 11 train box

Cal' would be called to come 10 the railroad sidetrack that Ian by the power plant

close to the Annex. Men from the plant would load the train-lock it, and give

instructions fer shipping the materials. On the other encl. quite often Chicago,

someone from the laboratory would meet the train and unload it. The railroad

personnel had no reason to suspect what was in the little wooden boxes" The

traim; appeared to come into Ames empty and leave empty because usually

one layer of 4" by 4" boxes was all that was necessary to come close to exceeding

the weight limits. Most freight cars at that time held apprccdmately 40,000

pounds, so quite often less than 400 boxes would meet the weight limits, Most

trains left Ames with what looked like a higher floor:, but if anyone had

examined the train closely, they would have seen axles straining OJ even

bending under the extreme weight,,2SS

Early under the jurisdiction of the Manhatlan District. there were no

special guard details" Aftel the Manhattan District required shipments of this

type to carry guards from the Chicago pool, two men in civilian clothes,

2S4Wllhelm, intl!l"view with authOl:. 11-12,

2S5Pete'son. inletview wiL.'" authOl', 7.,
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usually overalls and sweaters, came and left with the shipments.. Spedding

recalled that people in town soon spread stories that emply train CilIS were

coming into the College with two hobos in the car and were leaving empty

with those same two hobos aboard, Ihose who saw the trains probably

thought that the scientists or the College had so much power that they could

order and send out empty trains when farmers throughout the state could not

get a train to ship out their COJn,,256 But se<'llI'ity remained intact and no one

reported in the newspapers the incidents of the empty tIains,257

Plant Security

Govemmental pltmt setmlty 1egulations

In the case of academic institutions, the NDRC and OSRD required no

special Integrity checks 01 loyalty signatures fOJ' the Institution as it did for

individuals within the organization" Unlike the educational institutions"

companies and other private contractors were checked for violations of laws"

baud, and any poor performance with government contracts. OSRD and

NDRC made no physical inspections of the majority of plant operations since

it did not have a separate staff from the committee or organization to perform

256Spedding, lntervl~w 5 with Caldano, 10; Peterson, inlGrview with autool, 1990, 6
7; Wilhelm, jntervi~w wllhauthor, 1990, 16-17; Spedding, Wilhelm, Daane, interview" 1967"
12; Frank H. Spl!dding, "Freight On' iklondoggle." SpOOdlng Manusclipl, 1"

257There was only One small breach, or what was initially belleved to be a breach, in
security durinll the altipping days. A young boy of about twelve, watching some of the men
loading the Railway Express car, noticed that they were having trouble lifting the boxes. He
shouted., "What are you loading there, uranium? When military security got wind of the
incident, they were sure a breach of security had occurred, Upon investillStion thoullh, it
seemed that the boy had been studying chemistry and the elements on the p~riodic table" He
had made the assumption that the hlghest numbered element (uranium) was also the
heaviest. He Just used that as a ref~en"" to the heaviness of th~ boxes. No one from the
Proj~ct had talked. (F,ank H. SpOOding, "A Security Scare-Boy Saying Uranium," SpOOding
Manuscript,1-2.)
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them. All of that activity was left to individual contractors" There were

twenty-five plants, however; plants that were conhibuting a major portion of

research expertise" whose operations were checked tcr any violations of

govemment security measures. The violations though were reported only 10

OSRD and it was left to the committee to bring about compliance with the

recommendations. The national headquarters adopted minimal security

measures: staff WOIe photographic badges like those used by the Alroy and

Navy., the Federal Works Agency provided guards for duty mound the

building, and OSRD installed electrical burglar alarms in sensitive areas to be

turned on after the offices dosed,,25B

The Manhattan Di;;tIict instituted a much more thorough program of

plant security when it launched its Plant Protection program in August 1943,

The J'Iogram required a survey of all installations engaged in important work

to discover if conditions existed to delay and hamper production or to violate

security, particularly checking to see if a loss or comprise of sensitive

information occurred, Reports and recommendations were forwarded to the

Area Engineer or an cfflcer assigned to that facillty as security officer, The

Distl'ict compiled a list of Important facilities and revised it bi-monthly stalling

in June 1944" Each. facility was rated A (where interruptions would seriously

delay the project work), B (infractions would cause minor delay), and C (where

violations would cause no delay). Each. report contained a composite rating of

ExulIent,. Good" Fai1~ or POOl', All A and B facilities had to maintain at least

25SStewart. 253-254,
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Good and Fail' ratings respectively, and it was up to the area engineers to bring

them into compltancazss

Protection against sabotage was another concern of plants, so erecting

banders like fences and screens as well as locking entrances and providing

guard details was common practice. Usually workers wore an identification

badge to gain entrance to restricted areas that were normally set aside or

protected in some way. The Manhattan District also instituted a rigorous

program of visitor access in order to protect the plant from the unwanted, the

undesirable, 01' the curious. FoI' a visitor to gain access, mitten permission had

to be obtained nom the District Engineer Office. Since most visits were

personnel employed elsewhere on the project, background checks had already

been completed" Ihose completely outside the jurisdiction of the Manhattan

Project facilities at fil's! had to undergo a background check before gaining

admittance to a site facility.. Later, the Area Bnglneer's Office initiated a

standard pass and completed checks" which speeded up the process of visitor

access, When visits were considered urgent by the contractor" as was quite

often the case later in the war. teletype and telephone clearances substituted fOJ'

written requests.see

259MED History" Book I Gene.a(, Volume 14 Intelligence and &lcu.ity. 54-55" 4.14,9.

260MED History, Book I General, Volume 14 Intelligence and Security, 4.9-4.11. See
also lhe War Depar!ment, "Plant Proteotion for Manufaotumrs," Pamphlet No. 32-1, May 1,.
1943, revised from the February 1942 pamphlet of !he same name for more infonnation on
every a"pe<:t of plant S1!curity flom sabotage to file p101e<:lion.
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Plant security at Iowa State College

At the start of the project, Iowa Stale developed its own security system"

After clearances were received, all employees were informed that the Ames

Project's purpose was to obtain pure materials used in the construction of an

atomic bomb and that the work was highly classified, No one was to discuss

the work with another pl!Ison except others on the project. Papers and

notebooks were always to be locked up and no non-project person who was in

the area at the time should see handwriting on paper 01' on the blackboard By

summer. the Chemistry Building had two wooden partitions or barricades

erected, one at each end of the area in which the project people were working"

and a guard was posted at each barricade at all times to check identification

badges of workers and passes from visitors. That guard kept a log of visitors

with names, time of arrival, and time of departure, There were no special

barriers erected at the production plant, but it was guarded at all times and

spotlights were placed outside and fluorescent lighting inside for extra

protection. Since three shifts Ian 24-hoUIS per day, it was probably thought that

guards and the spotlights were sufficient. Ihe Manhattan District added some

guards to the local force and also requited extensive logs to be kept, Ww'k was

compartmentalized and only the top men in each project were briefed on work

alsewherazer

John W" Moore, personnel director of the Ames Project, in an Interview

with a local Ames paper in 1945, explained a bit more about the local personnel

261Frank H. Spedding, "Problems Encounteted with Setting and Maintaining a Security
System," Speddlng Manuscript, 1-2; Frank H. Spedding, ''Security,N Spedding Manuscript. 1-2;
NBuilding and Grounds Men Kept Busy,"6; "'LUne Ankeny' Plays Part in Viclory/ I&lM Siale
Student, August 15" 1945,6.
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situation at Ames, especially the hiring and maintaining of guards. Moore

conducted the personnel checks tea many of the Ames workers hired on the

project. He was also responsible for hiring guards. These men, usually local

residents, WElle equipped with revolvers and controlled passage in and out of

buildings. Moore went on to explain the tight security:

A system of pass identification (if you didn't have one, you didn''t
get in period, and if you had left it home you went home after it
period) was worked out for employees. The guards were tough,
lao, On one occasion, even Moore was refused admittance
because he had left his pass at horne. although he remedied that
situation by writing one out,262

Several scientists found out that the guards were just as strict about notebooks

or research materials left about. If someone leit a notebook unlocked, he 01' she

was telephoned at home and told to come back immediately to put it in the

safe, Needless to say. coming back late at night to put away secret materials

soon cured the forgetful scientists about caretessness.ae

Few documents remain recording the results of plant inspections,264 but

in one recorded Instance, the security inspection team proposed some unusual

measures to correct a perceived security problem, Iowa State disposed of the

slag material from the reduction experiments at the College dump. Ihe

material included calcium fluoride,. lime.. and probably a little uranium that

might be left in the slag. The calcium chloride, according to Spedding, served

262Bemie Kooser. ~lnlricalo System of Passes for Bomb Project at College,;" Ames Dtlily
Tribun~. August 10, 1945, B,

263Pme,son, Intelvlew with autho" 2,

264see, ror example, John L., Ferry, "'letlei' to F. H. Spadding about Visit to P,oJecllo
lake Radioactivity Tesl5," AugustlB, 1943" Ames Laboratory Papers
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as a good rat poison, but the security officials for the Manhattan District were

concerned about the uranium pieces as a security risk, The project employees

were instructed to dig up material that had been deposited in the dump and

ship it to New jersey for storage as well as any future waste, Security Inspectors

also noticed that small amounts of the uranium tetrafluoride were sometimes

deposited in the soil at the Chemistry Annex building" The Ames Project

personnel dug up six inches of soil in a strip twenty inches wide all mound the

Annex to ship to New jersey also, Filters were installed on the exhaust fans to

eliminate the deposition of uranium outside the annex,

The project adrrdnisnazion searched in vain for containers to ship this

material in until Wayne Keller suggested that in his Kentucky hometown,

whiskey barrels were quite often left over from the distillation process and

could make suitable containers" Spedding approved the suggestion and asked

him to order 1,.000 whiskey barrels. By mistake, Keller's secretary typed on the

purchase order, "one thousand barrels Hiram Walker Whiskey:" The

purchasing agent of the college, Mr, Potts" had been told early in theproject

that for security reasons he was to approve anything Dr, Spedding ordered, and

the government would pay for it. Despite the security requirements. Potts

called Spedding at 6 o'clock one moming and questioned why he was ordering

whiskey through the College in Iowa" a dry state" Needless to say, Spedding

straightened out the agent and assured him that it was just a typcgraphlcal

error; he only needed the bal1els,,265

26SSpedding,interview with Hacker, 37-$8; Frank H SpO!dding, 'Secwity Involving
Scrap;" Spedding Manuscript, 1-3. Uus story also appeared in varylng fonns in several
publications including many Ames laboratory publications after the war.
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That was not the only trouble the pl'oject had with those whiskey

barrels. When the barrels anived, a gl'Oup of men who did the heavy lifting

around the project called the "Bull Gang," were instructed to dig up the dump

material, Suddenly, Dr, Wilhelm had too many men volunteering fur this

dirty and strenuous duty. He suspected something was emfss, and when he

went to the dump, he found that the men were propping the whiskey barrels

on the edge of a hill and draining about a cup of whiskey from each bane!

before filling them with the dump material. Despite the happy workers, the

slag was eventually crated and shipped to New Jersey as the instructions

provided, What New Jersey fmally did with the fine Iowa black dill' and slag is

not mentioned in any records, and evidently no one to this day kncws.zee

Occasionally, more than plant security was threatened by secrecy..

Because the chemicals were volatile" frequent fires errupted. Since the Ames

fire department could not come into the buildings that housed the production

plant 01' the research activities because of secrecy requirements, the College

allowed the firemen and equipment to come, but remain outside in the event

a fire went out of control. Luckily, the workman were always able to use the

lime and powdered graphite around the production building to squelch any

flames" Some days that was quite a chore; there were at least six explosions in

one day because some wet raw lime being mixed in the bomb retort containers

adversely affected the reduction expenment.zez

266Frank H. Spedding, "Seculity Involving Scrap," Speddlng Manuscript, 1; Frank H.
Spedding "Interview with Dorothy Kehlenbeck;' July 5, 1%1, Transcript in Speddlng Papers"
5-6; Tressel, 10-11; Daane, Speddinl;r Wilhelm Interview, 1967, 13-14.

267Koosel',8; Frank H. Spedding,·'Explosions." Speddlng Man1lSClip(. 4-5;Daane,
Speddlng. Wilhelm Interview, 1%7, 25.
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Jncldentally, that was the day that several secretaries threatened. to resign

and one Army officer received a rather suspicious wound" Secretaries, who

were at an office attached to the pmducrlon plant, had to pass through the

firing pit area in older to get outside the building" AfteI' that series of

explosions, they were wary of staying any longer in a potentially dangerous

WOI'k environment, Spedding, however, convinced all but two of them to stay

after he promised to strengthen the wall between the office and the operations

area and to cut a door to the outside directly nom theiI office. Ihat same day

Majol H A Savigny, an Anny officer who also happened to be the Area

Engineer" came to investigate the problem after the third explosion, While he

was there, another explosion occurred, and, of OOUI~e, he immediately ran tea

the door, As he was talking to someone a few moments later, he suddenly

grabbed his leg, and a small piece of metal fell from a burned hole in the seat of

his pants Since he sustained a minor bum" he was kidded that he was

probably entitled to a pwple heart that could be used as a patch to cover that

hole in his pants" Others, however, thought it might be somewhat hard to

justify his "bravery' since it was apparent what he was doing when he was

injured,268

When there were bleaches of plant securhy. Spedding could often

depend upon his own personnel to let him know about potential problems..

Only one letter' existed in the documentaIy files about a potential lack of

security. and that was fmm a night shift manager at the Physical Chemistry

268Frank H. Spedding, "Explosions,," Spedding Manuscdpt" 5--6; Daane.Spedcling
Wilhelm Interview" 1967, 11-12. 25-26.
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Annex 1. During a blackout one night that foreman, testing the project

security, found that he could move freely around the building without being

challenged since only one roving guard was posted" He noticed that there was

no guard in theback room where locked files were located, so he suggested that

guards be posted in each room, The three regular guards then could be placed

at the front door; the back door, and l'oving,269

Compartmentalization of Information

Federal rules for' compaltmentalizatiolt

Compartmentalization of information as conceptualized by the NDRC

and OSRD meant that no person contracting a project from the government

needed more information than what was necessary to complete a contract. As

a result, no one except the members of the committee 01' some central staff

members knew the entire operation of NDRC or OSRD, The Pwpcee of this

restrictive policy was to minimize the amount of damage if any individual,

either intentionally 01" inadvertently, divulged secrets,VO The policy was

highly criticized by the scientists throughout the war as a detriment to

efficiency. The principle, as it operated under NDRC and OSRD, was probably

as much a concession to the armed forces to allow them to entrust the agency

with classified infonnation as it was to protect indiscretion since there wen.' no

known cases of the latter,

2~9Jack Boyt. ~letter to Frank H Spcddiog" on Secutlly;" July 30, 1943,. Spedding
Paper,
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Ihe guiding principle fOI the Manhattan Bnglneer DislIict was also

compartmentalization, Interpreted in the most stringent of terms, Groves took

his rules hom an intelligence bulletin that stated:

Two cardinal rules govern the light to possess classified
information:

(1) The person must be authorized to have the infcrmatlon
(i.e", known to require the information in connection with
official duties and in performance of his work)

(2) U the person is authorized to have the information, then
he is entitled to only so much as is necessary for him to
execute his function..271

Groves applied this policy much mere literally than the guidelines used

under the NDRC 01' OSRD" For example, blueprints for plant construction

project had to be broken into parts to conceal total project designs; orders for

raw materials were supposed to come from a number of suppliers because a

large quantity coming from one supplier could betray the project's putpose;

and functions like assembly of certain equipment and its manufacture were to

take place in separate locations, The Army look a much stricter view of

Information and personnel exchange between laboratories and even within

each laboratory. As a result, wtitlen agreements such as one developed

between los Alamos and Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory were spelled out in

such minute detail that the only practical channel open for exchange of

information was for Oppenheimer' 01 his representative from los Alamos to

visit the Chicago laboratory in person when Information was needed,,272 lhe

271MED Hiswry, "Safeguarding Mililaly Information;" 4,

Tl2,vrED His/ory. BookI General,Volume14lnlelligence and Se<:Ulity. 6.3~A; Jones"
268-270; Hewlett and Andersen, 238-239.
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case of holding a colloquium at Los Alamos, for example, created such a stir

within the project that the Military Policy Committee sent Bush to Roosevelt

foI' a letter that could be sent to Oppenheimer and project directors

emphasizing the need for strict compartmentalization" Finally" a compromise

was reached with los Alamos where they were allowed to continue weekly

colloquiums fo!' exchange of Information; these meetings were restricted as to

who was given access, a concession to Groves' extreme interpretation of

compar nnemallzauon.aza

Compartmentalization trl: Iowa State College

There was some compartmentalization at Iowa Stale, especially after the

Manhattan District took over, Only the top research directors had access 10

what transpired at other sites and travel between sites became more restrictive.

But the semimus started under Spedding in 1942 continued throughout the

W:U'. The Manhattan Distlict seemed to be much more Interested in the

products that came out of the Ames Project itself, and since production was not

interrupted, the Manhattan DistTict did little to Interfere with the Internal

workings of the scientific side of the laboratory.

Just like at other institutions" the Manhattan DistIict did provide its own

separate staff to Iowa State College An area manager. security agents, safety

engineers and auditors were placed on campus to run the project

admlnistratlvely, Ihese agents could not Interfere with the scientific plOgress,

273Franklin Roosevel~, "Leiter 10 Leslie R. Groves, tin Security in Manhattan Project,"
June 29, 1943 In MEV His/Dry, Book 1 General, Volume 14 Intelligonce and Security, Appendix
A-I; Hewlett and Anderson, 238-239; Wyden, 99-100.
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but they reported production progress" checked security measures" and audited

travel and other expense accounts, Spedding revealed in his manuscript

history that these people were rarely scientists, or were they even security

agents by training" They well'! often businessmen QI lawyers. so they had little

experience with either how science worked or how to make a plant secure.

They used compartmentalization teclmiques that wete handed down from

headquarters, but often they did not understand what they were

implementing,274 So often this level of organization seemed to the scientists

mere of a nuisance than actually facilitating the projecr's goals"

The tuserce Area Manager himself was Spedding's counterpart on the

Alroy side. Usually" he was a major in training for a higher management

position in the Army and because Ames was such a small Installation, the area

manegera changed as often as every six months, It became almost a joke that

Ames was breaking in so many new managers constantly. Spedding said the

Army told him (in jest he assumed) that they would send someone to Ames,

and, if he could get along with Speddlng, he was ready foI' a larger assignment,

such as a project that employed 5,000.30,,000.275

Compartmentalization affected many sites much more than Iowa State,

Because Iowa State, by the time the Manhattan Dislikt arrived, had already

completed much of its original research under freer conditions, it was not as

hampered" From 1943 onward, Iowa State was prlmartly serving as a

274Frank H, Spedding, "Security of Sdenlilic InfOlmallon,. 1941-1954," Spedding
Manuscript, 3.

275Frnnk H" Spedding, ''My Personal Contacts with Gen<rrai Groves,;" Spedding
Manuscript, 2-3.
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production facility and also doing specific research at the request of other

contractors, Its purification program may have benefited from access 10others'

files.. but most of that was done on demand from another contractor with

whom conversation was allowed, Ihe Manhattan District's strict rules and

regulations were more a nuisance than probably anything else.

Effect of Security on the Academic laboratory, 1942-1945

Despite the requirements and regulations imposed by added security

when the Manhattan District acquired the atomic bomb project, the Ames

Project remained an academically-managed unit.. 'The security requirements

were added along side the academic structure, and even the military employed

academic management techniques when time and expediency required it.. For

example, compaztmentalization often broke down when a laboratory wanted

information to continue its project. los Alamos was a perfect example when

Groves allowed the weekly seminars to continue" Groves never set foot on the

Iowa State College campus during the war, and Spedding recounted several

instances when security was compromised to accommodate other concerns.

For example. once a security officer asked that bars be placed on the windows in

the ChemistIy Building to prohibit entry by some saboteur" There were no bars

placed on the windows because the design of the building required that

ventilation go through those windows when experiments were in pIOceSS,

Another time, a Manhattan District officer told Spedding to darken some

windows in the Chemistry Building, They were never darkened because

Spedding thought that would make the working area for the scientists too

dark It was also a well-known fact that the Manhattan District officers were
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required 10 go through channels, but if a research director had an urgent

problem. he could even directly approach Groves if he wished 276

Security did prevent publication of the results of research, and on the

surface that was a mldtary victory.. But that requirement was imposed long

before the military took over. and the scientists round a substitute for

publication that served the project just as well in secrecy-the report. In the

beginning of the project, weekly reports were required, then bi-weekly, and

eventually monthly reports of progress in each laboratory. Each project leader

was responsible £01 his own group's report and those Well'! summarized by

Spedding and submitted to the Meralfurgfcaj Laborarory.z" An elaborate

process of coding, numbering, and distributing these reports was instituted,

and the only way added security from the military affected this system was to

require that only laboratory 01' project directors request reports [10m another

facility.. W!itten agreements had to be formulated with each facility as to what

it could provide to others.. But by the time this took effect in 1943 and 1944,

most scientists already knew, in a general way, who was working on the project

and what each laboratory might discover.. It was a matter of getting around the

paperwork to obtain information.

276Spedding., interview wilh Hacker:, 1980" 25-26,

277Numerous memos and leIlers abound in the fJIes relating to lhe receipl of rcpOlls,
weekly, hi-monthly. and Ihen montbty. For a sampling, see A. H. Campion. "Letler 10S. K.
All1soo, Encouraging Widespread Use of the Reports for Dissemlnalioo of Information," June 5,.
1942; f. A. Wheeler, ''Memo 10 Research Associales on lhe Olange in Plans for Weekly
Reports 10a Monlhly System,N August 13, 1942;Warren c.Jones, "Memo 10Boyd, Burlon.
COl)'ell, Seaborg, Spedding, Eastman, and Lalimer Discussing the Receipt of Reports 10
Provide Sununaries for Dr. Campion," August 4,. 1943;"Request fo, Asslslanoo in Indexing Your
Reports," n.d.; A. H. Complon, NLeller to F. H. Spedding Requesting a Report for the Transfer
of OSRD Contracls 10 Manhattan Distrkt:," April 19, 1943; and Canfield Hadlock, ''Leller to
F. H. Speddlng On the Consolidation of Monthly RepOlls and Leiters Into Semi-monlhly
Reporls," Seplember 6,. 1943, all located in the Ames Laboralory Papers.
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Visits to other facilities were still allowed under the Manhattan

Engineer Disltict though more paperwork accompanied each visit. There is

some discrepancy in how much time the military security requirements

actually delayed the project. In a Senate Healing after the war. leo Szilard

complained that he thought compartmentalization delayed the atomic bomb

deployment by up to eighteen monrhs.aze When one considers that in the

National Academy Report in 1941" Compton predicted a device by january

1945, compartmemalizadon and other security measures delayed the

achievement of the final goal only until August" Other problems were just as

important in the delay as the nuisance of security measures: innovative

procedures had to be developed; shortage of raw materials delayed the

development of processes; and the expe:timentation and calculation and

recalculation in a new field certainly caused as much delay as security. Groves

even hinted in his book that perhaps the Manhattan Project speeded up the

process because scientists were not allowed to discuss every alternative and

spend a great amount of detail in the discussion process, When a method

worked, it was immediately used and usually became the preferred method;

action on all others was stopped.zw Perhaps, in some strange way, that was the

case, Ihe military did not change the existing academic structure set in place by

Bush; it merely added procedures and requirements along side the other

27&-Hearings Before the Senate Commit!ee on Atomk Enargy, U.s. Senate Resolution
179; A Resolution Creating a Special Committee to Investigate Problems Relating to the
Development, Use, and Control of Atomic Energy;' Novcrnbcr27" 1945-Februal)' 15, 1946,294,

279Croves, 140; Hewlett and Anderson, 239. See also Richard G, Hewlett, "Beginnings
of Development In Nuclear Technology." Tec.hnelogy amI Culture 1;0:, n(l"3 (July 1976), 469,
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structure In most cases when security was lifted, what was left was an

academically-styled unit 01' laboratory,

However, there was one area in which security continued to exert a

detrimental influence and that was in the declassifying process of documents

used in the creation of the atomic bomb and the many processes developed for

atomic energy applications" As early as 1944" them was a movement under way

to discuss ways to notify the public about atomic energy, Hemy Smyth was

hired to begin the history of the project and release certain kinds of

information at the end of the war. The process of declassification of

Information though became ensnared in procedure after procedure. Ihe

Iolman Committee (Spedding served on the committee) was commissioned

in early 1946 to implement a declassification scheme, designating which

information could be released to the public and when it could be released,

Information to be released immediately included that of "a broad scientific ox

general technical nature,.""280 Information to be held secret included the

"design and availability of atomic weapons, On these we believe that release of

information must be made a matter of general policy to be determined by the

Congress and the President.. "281

The malo!" complication after' World War II was the developing Cold

War" with the Soviet Union as the target of continued secrecy- The Tolman

Committee recommendations were not implemented quickly by the new

civilian agency overseeing atomic research. By 1948, three of foul' research

280uSlal1lment of Recommendations on Release of Atom Bomb Project Information,;"
Speddlng Papers, 2.

281· Statementof Recommendations On Release of Atom Bomb Pmjecl,," 3.
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papelS fmm the laboratories of that civilian body, the Atomic Energy

Cornmlsstcn, were still classified "Secret,' Also aflel' the war, academic theses

on atomic energy remained classified until information could be law' released,

and academic journals could publish nothing about atomic processes. It was

not until 1955 after the Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic

Energy that many of the previously held secrets were released 'Ihis conference

was also coupled with a directive from President Eisenhower that all atomic

energy Information be released so that Industry could use the information to

build nuclear I'eaCIOIs,282

282Kevles, 378; Greenburg, 216. Also SC<! Richard G. Hewlett and Francls Duncan,
Atomic Shield, 1947f1552 (A History of the United States Atomic Energy Commission. Vol. II;
College Park, Pennsylvania Slate University Press, 1969). At Iowa State theses also
remained classlfied. By 1951, Robert Orr, the Director of the Library, reported that at that
point a total of 26 theses were still dassifiad and 5 were restricted. Of the 31 total, 11 were
from Physical Chemistry (Robert Orr, "Record of Classified Theses Written at ISC,· library
Papers).
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CONIRACIING-FINANClAl, CONIROl, OF 'IHE AMES PROJECr

Introduction

Just as security challenged the administration of research, financial

control also became an important issue in research adminlstratinn. Financial

controls were placed on the Ames Project by the NDRC,. the 05RD,. and the

Manhattan Engineer District, Each of those wartime national organizations

adopted a financial management device known as a conttact,_ a mechanism that

essentially redefined the relationship between government and the academic

world. Unlike security, which was by and large a temporary measure that

affected primarily the administration of a wartime laboratory, contract

administration actually changed the nature of research administration forever.

EaIly University/Gove:mmental Research Relationships

Contractual arrangements actually developed out of a long-time and

somewhat ambivalent relationship between scientists and the federal

govel'nment,283 The academic scientist" particularly In the non-agrfcultural

disciplines, generally taught courses while completing research and

283fur detailed reparls on early goverIlIIl<!ntal and academic relalionshlps, see A
Hunt",' Dupree, Sdena in the Federal Government, who traces what he calls a split betwoon
the govermmmt that values primarily applied research and the universities that conduct
what he calls bask researeh. Thoul;h this argument doesn't take into consideration all of the
complexities governing the developing relations, it does portray the fact that the two enlitills
did In many ways f",,1 suspicious of each other. Also see Daniel S. Greenburg, The Politics of
Pure Science (New York: New American Library, 1967),51-67 for a dlscussion of pre-World
War attitudes in academia and government towards scientific research.
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scholarship at his/het, own expense as a part of the teaching appointment

Little governmental support of academic science developed before Wodd War

II,. except some attempts at supporting application-oriented research that would

have short-term benefits to a particular' segment of society (Le, that provided

by agricultural support or public health research), A report commissioned by

Franklin Roosevelt in 1938, fol' example, reported that universities spent $50

million on research in 1935·36; of that $6 million came £tom the federal

government, mostly supporting agricultural Ieseal'ch,284

By the 19305, some of the barriers to government funding changed by a

complicated set of circumstances. The financial situation, caused in large par!

by the Depression, eroded many university endowments as well as those of

private foundations that had supported scientific research through the 1920s,

By the beginning of Wodd Wax II" coupled with the advent of more

sophisticated and expensive research equipment, the transition to large group

research" and the need for large infusions of money to make new scientific

discoveries in fields like nuclear physics, scientists had begun to make

overtures to interest the govemmenr in funding scientific resealch,285

However, the eroding world situation was probably as much a

contributor to the changing attitude as anything" Most documentary sources

do not give enough credit to this dangerous condition, but physicists and other

scientists were most often, as the majority of professionals and non

professionals alike, patriotic people, Ihis situation more than anything else

284Res"",,,,h A NalionJil Resource: I. Rell.tlon of tlu: Federal Gove,nment to Research,.
National Resources Committee, December 1938, 189,

285Greenburg, 65-66; Dupn'e. 367"
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probably made the difference in the relationship between government and

science-they needed each ether to win a Will which was to be fought with

advancing technology as well as human Ie50rnC€S,286 The split between

academic scientists, if indeed there was an actual split, and the government

establishment dissolved when scientists and federal money were both needed

to win the war against Germany,

Cementing the Relatienshlp-e-Bush's NDRC and OSRD

When the National Defense Research Council (NDRe) and the Office of

Scientific Research and Development (05RD) were established, they did not

create thair own Iaboratories to support scientific efforts, but they decided to

support research through existing laboratories, mostly in educational

institutions. The idea was certainly novel, since during the last war' scientists

had most often worked in uniform at makeshift Iaboratorles away from their

home institutions, This new approach though necessitated some way to

register the government/academic relationship, thus the NDRC looked at the

contract as a device to cement that relationship with academic laboratories.

Interpreted in its broadest sense as an agreement between two or more

parties to conduct work fol' the benefit of those involved, the contract had long

existed as a device to control relations between the government and others,

For example, the government had been known to contract fm' surveys of

coastal or geographic areas of impm ranee, to fund expeditions across the

2S6Arnoid Frutkill, InlemRliolUl1 CDopemlion in Space (New YOlk: Prolllice Hal!, 1965)"
to-l7, argues that scientists in war time have generally rnacled to the national needs of the
connlly.
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country, OJ:' to support some project of national importance throughout its

history" but these were not by and large scientific venuues.aev By the early

twentieth century, the primary support for science funding was still located

within the university structure, Govemrnent support of scientific research

efforts in WOlId Will I became temporarily necessary fOI national defense,

Scientists were recruited into the military forces and given problems, especially

those of a chemical nature" to solve" The National Research Council was set

up as an agency to oversee this cooperative research, but after' the WaI' when

the emergency was lifted. most scientists returned to their individual

institutional effOIts,288

The agticultutall'eseul',h movement

That is not to say there were no cooperative ventures between the

government and the academics. Federal money provided through semi

independent research institutes called experiment stations had supported

agricultural research at land grant colleges since the passage of the Hatch Act in

1887, Ihe Adams Act in 1906, the Pumell Act of 1925, and the Bankhead-fones

Act in 1935further codified and structured the rules for agricultural research,

The experiment station was organized as essentially a separate. but cooperating

organized research unit (ORU) OJ' research institute, or center within a

287For the most definitive .work on government and science relations see Dupree. Sciaru:e
in /he Fat/eral Govern"",nt. Sec also books tlke Alice M. Rivlin, The Role of the FedeTIIl
GOl>eJ'n",ent in Financing Higher Educalion (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 1961).
Chapters 2 and 3; and Homer D. Babbldge and Rolmrt M. Rosenzweig, 1'he Federalrnb:rest in
Higher Education (New York McGraw-HiI~ 1962).Chapter 1 for general historical surveys on
governmental and academic relations.

288John C Burnham, ed" Sdl1llce in America: His/orieal 5eleelwns (New York: Hol(,
Rinehalt and Winston, 1971),. 257.
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university OJ' college. Ihe Hatch Act was not explicit about the particular

structure to be employed in the organization of experiment stations, except that

the stations act somewhat like departments in colleges or universities:

in order to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the people of the
United States useful and practical information on subjects
connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific
investigation and experiment respecting the principles and
applications of agricultural science, there shall be established,
under direction of the college or colleges or agricultural
departments of colleges in each State or Tenitory ... a department
to be known and designated as an "agricultural experiment
station" .. ,289

Since the research crossed several departments, fOI' all practical purposes

most stations were separately administered by their own staff, quite often tun

by governing boards hum various disciplines in universities or colleges Early

on, some university presidents even served as station directors" but by 1905

only four states remained in this situation" A more common practice saw the

dean of agriculture serving as the station dlrectot',,290 This administrative

structure, akin to a quasi-departmental structure, surfaced again in the

twentieth century as a standard model fOI lnterdiscipllnary research in physics

and chemistry during and after Wol'1d War n..291 The passage of the Hatch Act

289#Act of 1887 Establishing Agricultural Experiment Statlons,." in H. C. Knoblauch ct
aI., Siale Agricultural E"I"'rimml Siallons: A History of Research Policy and Pror:erl.un, U. S.
Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication No. 904 (WashIngton, D. c., U. S,
Government Printing Office, 1962), 219.

290Alfred Charles TJue, A Histc:ry of AgricuUuml F.xpclimenfalkm and Research ;n Ihe
United SlatliS 1607-1925, u.s. Department of Agrkullure Miscl!llanoous Publication, No. 251
(Washington,. DC, U.s. Government Printing Office, 1937). 134-136

291Several works have been wrlUen d~tailing th~ passagc and c/fcels of th~ Hatch
Act and subsequent legislation. Sec H. C. Knoblauch et aI" 1%2 for a summary discussion of
the Hatch Actand its subsequent implementation; Alfred O1arles 1me, 1937 for oneof the
first surveys of agricultural research and its relationship with thl! government; and Alan I
Marcus, Agricultul'lll Science and Ike Quesl fol' Legitimacy: Farmers, Agriou/lural Colleges. and
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and its subsequent legislation affecting agricultural research, certainly set the

stage for certain notions of contract research to be implemented later in the

twentieth century,

The National Advisory Committee fot AeumauUcs

However, the National Advisory Committee fot Aeronautics (NACA)

came closest to the actual model for contract research as interpreted and put

into place by Bush" NACA employed a contract type arrangement to fund

research in both its own laboratory and in those instances it went outside to the

university, Created in 1915" NACA consisted of a committee of twelve unpaid

people" including two hom the War' Department, two from the Navy

Department, one each hom the Smlthscnian, the Weather Bureau, the Bureau

of Standards, and five more at-Ierge members commissioned to solve

problems in the aeronautics field,292 After splitting into thirty-two

subcommittees during World war I.. the Committee reorganized after the war

Expetiment Stations. 1870-1890 <Ames" IA.: Iowa State Unlvel~ityPress, 1985) for an
e"amlnatlon of the complicated relationships botweon the various peoples and associations
involved in establishing and maintaining the experiment stations in the late nineteenth
centu'}'. Robert S. Friedman and Renee C. Friedman, TheRnle of Univar5ity Orgrmizad Resea"'h
Units m AClldemic SdenCll, National Science Foundation Report, NTlS PB S2-253394
<Washingtou, DC: NaUonal Sdence Foundation, 19l1ll, 35-36 point 10 theS<! agricullural units
being separate from academic departments and foreshadowlng a !tend for research institutes
in the IwenUeth centuries as separate, sponsored-driven and funded, task'oriented, and
problem-focused. entities. Agricultural research received the !lon's share of federal funding
from the federal government up until World War II. FOI' example, from the lime of the
enactment of the"Hatch Act through 1933-34, e"periment stations had received almost $74
million. (Malcolm M. Willey, Depression, Rl!C(Jve'Y and Higher Edllcatwn' A Report by
O:mrmilli!/! Yof the American Association of University Professors <New York: McGraw-Hill,
1937),360.

292RogeJ' Hilsltin, Orders af Mllgnftudc: A History of the NACA and NASA. 1915-1990
(Washington, O. Co: National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1989), 4.
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into six technical committees and a research director who handled most

administrative matters.

By the late 19205,. the committee was enlarged to fifteen members with

its own national laboratory conducting most of the research work, The

committee received suggestions for research from three sources: the

government (most often the military). the NACA staff, and outside BOUI'C€S

like aircraft manufacturers. The projects from outside sources were assigned to

a subcommittee in the area for evaluation on technical merit and then sent to

the executive committee Em final approval. The suggestions from the military

services and other govemment bureaus were sent directly to the executive

committee and approved unless they duplicated wmk already in process" Once

a pmject was approved it generally ended up at the langley Laboratory where a

research authorization was written with a scientist who was allowed great

latitude in the conduct of the research Review of the research was guaranteed

at thebeginning of the project and at intervals along the way, but researchers

were essentially left to conduct the research by their own devlcas.ssa Pncrto

building the laboratory at Langley, NACA had also contracted research on

aeronautics to individuals within universities, The earliest contracts were for

studies on propellers with William F.. Durand at Stanfold., who coincidentally

was a member of the main committee.ass Even after establishing the

laboratory, NACA continued to connect with universities foI' scientific

293Alex, Roland,. Model Research' The Nllti=1 Advisory Committee for AeroJ1llutics,
1915-1958 (Washington, O. C.: National Aeronautics and Spaco Administration,. 1985), 103
W.

2\14R"land,,33
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research work. By 1939" NACA had contracts for twelve investigations at ten

universHies.295 Ihis flexible contract style of teseerch management attracted

Vannevaz Bush when he became the committee's chairman in 1938.

Ihe Contract As Developed By NDRe and OSRD

When Bush looked around for a structure to administer NDRe

research, contracts ware fairly common, However, those developed outside

the USDA and NACA were most often military procurement devices so

fraught with requirements and special safeguards that they would not work

with universities that already suspected government control. When Bush

originally developed the plan for the NDRC organizational Sl:IUctUH~, he made

a decision to split the actual reseetch areas Imm the business side of the agency

under' the assumplion that once work started" the scientist need not WOllY

about financial regulations with the Buteau of the Budget or' the Patent Office

or the other bureaucratic agencies that-were concerned with the administration

of research. He chose Irvin stewart, a lawyer who had been a member of the

Federal Communications Commtsstcn, to oversee the business side, or the

administration of connacis.ass

In Stewart's mind as well as Bush's, the development of a special

contract with universities must "combine a maximum of freedom for the

exercise of scientific imagination on NDRC problems with those safeguards

2950upree,.366.

2%Stewatt" 1!}1; Bush, Pieces of the Action" 37-3B" Conant" My Senrnl Ii1Je$. 241.
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necessary forthe expenditure of public funds:"297 Upon fils! hearing of this

new way of mobilizing science, James Conant, Bush's colleague" remembered

I recall saying something to the effect that:. of course, we would
have to build laboratories and staff them with government
employees. "Not at all," Bush replied. "We will write contracts
with untverstttes, research institutes and Induatrlal Iaboratoriee.'
He pointed out that such a procedure had already been used by the
National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics of which. he was
then chairman.... Scientists were to be mobilized for the defense
effort in their own laboratories. A man who we of the committee
thought could do a job was going to be asked to be the chief
investigator; he would assemble a staff in his own laboratory if
possible; he would make progress reports to our committee
throuzh a small organization of part-time advisors and full-time
sta£f.~s

The actual contract form adopted on August 29, 2940, contained two

characteristics: work at the home laboratory and complete flexibility in the

research plan of attack. The performance clause, the key to the new contract,

was an exercise in simplicity: the contractor would conduct studies on a given

topic and make a final repmt on a specified date; no details were provided as to

how the work must be performed.ass

Another' departure from past contracting procedures required contract

negotiation with the lnvestlgatcr's institution, not the individual. Ihis legal

precedent need the researcher to do the work but did not leave the institution

holding the bag if additional costs were Incurred. 10 provide further

safeguards" the contract was written on a no-cost basis to the msutuuon. plus

an overhead recovery, Ol administrative charge, of fifty percent of the wages

297Slewart, 191,

2gBconan~, My Sweral Lives" 236.,

299Slewa1t. 191,
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and salaries to covel' the institution's cost in providing research facilities,300 As

Bush later reported:

We proposed to contract with the university itself, thus placing
on it the responsibility for all such matters, and also giving it the
authority necessary for proper performance. In return we
proposed to pay its overhead costs, the portion of its general
expenses properly attributable to the added opeI'ation.301

OSRD also adopted the contract device as developed by NDRC,. and by

January 1943, it created what became known as Standard FOlIn 1001 to use fOI

all contracts (See Appendix E for a copy of this form) .. When procurement

became a necessary part of the project as it scaled into its engineering stage,

another contract {mID" the Standard Form 1002" was created allowing foI' work

on a fixed price;. plus a reasonable proflt for the contractor, Educational

institutions, however, never benefited from this form since by chatter they

could not make a PJ'Ofit. 302

Establishing research administration at the institutional level also

involved splitting the functions of business and research. NDRC and then

OSRD assigned each institution receiving a contract both a research officer and

a business OI' contracting officer', Likewise, the institution receivlng a contract

was expected to assign someone to handle business affair'S for the lnstitutlon,

in addil:ion to the principal investigator' already chosen by OSRD to handle

research, Ihis important division into two functions became a cnarectetsuc of

900Stewart, 191; Irvin Stewart, "Memo on Explanation of Overhead and Sulvey Ref"llt
OIl Possible Changes,N August 5, 1942, in OSRD Papers, Record GroupNo 227, National
Archives, Washington,. D. C.

~OlBush. Pieces cf lhe A.c/ilm" 38.

302stewalt, 19192-198.
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the wartime research, but it also continued as government relations with

universities continued to grow after the war, It is still a common characteristic

of academic research administl'ation.3D3

Ihis type of research organization succeeded then, partly because of the

novel form of the contract. and partly because scientists were more than

willing to support the defense efforts. By 1942, work on between 400 and 5:00

contracts with about seventy-Five educational institutions had commenced.ace

The Manhattan District followed the policies of OSRD and NDRC in the

contracting area, It used the cost plus overhead basis for all its academic

research program contracts. Payment for work completed continued by a

reimbursement system just as it had under aSRD However, the Manhattan

Engineer Disltict required each contractor to submit a voucher to its assigned

area office first where a preliminary audit would be conducted before the

request for reimbursement would be forwarded to lhe District headquaners.aes

ContIacting at Iowa State College

Ihe University of Chicago's Metallurgical Laboratory negotiated the fust

contract with Iowa State College. actually a subcontract from its own OSRD

Contract No. OEMsr-410 in Feblualy 1942 for $30,000,. to last until July 1942 to

conduct experimental studies on the chemical and metallurgical aspects of

303Mi!ton Lomask, A Mi/Wi Miracle: AnlnformJl1 History Df theNationd Sciem:e
Foundation (Washinglon, D, c.: National Sdence Foundallon, 1975), 38-39.

304Karl Compton, "'Sden.llsts Face the World of 1942,'" in Scientists Face Ihe World af
1942: E~ by Karl T. Compton, Robert W. Trullinger, and VanllllVJU Bush (New Bronswick. N
J,: Rutgers Un/verstly Pmss, 1942), 21)..21,

305MED History, lIook IV Pile PI(.jec(. Volume 2 Research. PaIl 1 MctalluIgical
Laboratory, Appen.di;< D-l.
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uranium and related matelials,~06 Most early contracts were actually letters-of

intent with specific details to be: worked out later in a formal written

document, In the summer of 1942, the OSRD negotiated directly a separate

contract (No"OEMsl~33) with Iowa State College for experimental studies of

lube alloy and fOI experimental chemical and metallurgical studies in building

a power plant.307 (For examples of versions of these two contracts, see

Appendix E) In late November 1942, the Manhattan Engineer District took

over OEMsl'-410" changing its status to a production 01' supply contract and

continuing it as Contract No, W-7405-eng-7 until termination on December 31"

1945,308 OEMsr-433 transferred to the Manhattan Disnict as Contract No, W

7405-eng-82 on May 1, 1943,when most other OSRD contracts were placed

under district control. Ihat coneact with some modifications is the present

contract with which the Ames Laboratory continues its work tlll'ough the u.. S,

Department of Enelgy,,3il9 (See Appendix E f01: extracts of those under' the

Manhattan District, and the full connect with the U. S, Atomic Energy

Commission is included for 1948,,)

3lJ6MED History, Book IV Pile Project. Volume 2 Research" Palt 1 Metallurgical
Laboratory,2,,1. E. 1. Fulmer, 'Hlslory of the Ames ProjGctunder the Manhattan District to
December 31, 1946, 7 also published asMED History, Book I General. Chapter 11 Ames Project
(Iowa Stale O,llege),

307Vannevar Bush. "lettc!' to F, H. Spedding Appointing Him as Official Investigator
for Contract OEMsI-433,' July 20, 1942. 'Contract OEMsr-433,Supplement No, 2:' Oe<:embc, 26,.
1942, 1, both located in Ames Laboratory Pap","s, Parks Library.

308Manhallan EngineeI District. nHisto,y of Account,' attached to an Audit by E. J.
Stimpson, May 6, 1947, in Manhattan Engineer Dislricl Files, Record Group No. 77, National
Archives, Washington, DC. Also see MEn Hl'sloty.llook IV Pile Projeot, Volume 2 Research,
Pari 1 Metallurgical Lalmratory, 2.9

309Manhattan Engineer District, "'Listing of Accounts,,' attached to an Audit by E. r.
Slimpson, May 6, 1947, in Manhaltan Engineer Dislrict Files, Record Group No, 7:':. Nalional
Archives, Washinglon, DC.
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As seen in the appendix. the eatly contracts with the University of

Chicago and aERO were quite flexible" When the Manhattan Dlstrlcr look

charge. the production contract underwent several modifications. Because all

contracts were on a cost plus overhead basis" there could be no profit to an

educational institution like Iowa State, Particular problems arose when the

Manhattan Engineering Disb:ict wanted to negotiate the contracts on a price

per-pound delivery of uranium and also on certain purity and quantities

produced" However,. there was no adequate way to predict the costs of these

requiIements" Price per pound started at about $22 when the district took

control, but Spedding thought that he could make uranium foI' around $8,50

pel' pound. It was actually produced at a cost less than that, so with each

contract supplement, the price was negotiated downward as quantity and

purity scaled upward, Renegotiating supplements demanded by the no proftt

clause created a constant problem, and dwing the war it was never solved

because Iowa State" an educational Institution, was the only full-fledged

industrial plant operating under no-profit requhements. Eventually, the

Manhattan Project had to reimburse Iowa State fOI' actual costs because the

project could not get extra money from the College or anywhere else if the costs

of materials suddenly changed or delays were encountered in the processing..310

By December 31., 1946,. the face value of the Ames contracts amounted to

approximately $7 million" However', the work, including research, production,

and service had been carried out for $4 million with the lahor atory producing

310FrankH. Spedding, "Contracts," Speddlng Manuscript, 1-2; Manhattan Engineer
District. ''listing of Accounts," See the appendix for the history of coste reductions.
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over two million tons of uranium billets with smaller amounts of thorium

and other rare earths. Uranium production costs fell from around $22 per

pound to $1 per pound before the end of the WaI, in most part, because of the

Ames pIUceSS of uranium production. All in all, the government received

quite a bargain working on a no profit basis with theCollege..3n

Jhe issue of overhead cost recovery was a particular thorny issue foI'

Iowa State because of the difference in the fare value of the contracts and the

actual costs Incurred. After the war, that charge was negotiated and

renegotiated until Iowa State finally received approximately $I..2 million in

administrative charges for research and development work for the war

work.eta Some of the federal overhead money paid for a new building that

linked the chemistry and physics departments physically as well as

symbolically. President Friley, as controller of the overhead money, spent

$10,000 fw' journals and books to start a Physical Sciences Reading Room on

the second floor of the new administration building; some of the funds even

went to assist the new commercial television station on the campus.ata These

311Fulmer.7.,

31210wa State lloard of Education, Minules Df Ihe 10Wli Siale Board of EducaliDn,
December 9, 1947,97. To understand the ermrmous value ofthatftgureone needs only note
that the entire o~ratin!'l budget of the College for 1944-45 was $4.5 minion (Biennial Report of
the S/Q.le Board 0t Edumtron Ending June 30, 1946, 476). The total value of business transacted
by Iowa State during the 1944-45 ftscal year was $B mOHon, a 50 percent Increase over the
last peace lime yea, 1941-42. Most of that Increase was due io increased activity In military
training and war-related research (Biennial Rq>wI of Ihe SI1J.I" BrJilI'd of Education Ending TlIn"
30,1946,3W)"

$13Frank H. Speddlng, "1946-55;" Speddlng Manuscript, $; Speddlng.. Wilhelm, Daane
Interview" 1967, 35-36. Actually Gaskill and Friley could sign for Iowa State according to a
resolul1on adopted at the February 8, 1944 Board of Education m"Cting: "WHEREAS,
President Friley has reported the negotiation of contracts with governmental agencies €o!' wa!'
research, BE iT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the President of Iowa State College, the
Business Manager of Iowa State College, and Harold V. Gasklll, Dean of the DivIsion of
Selenee be autbarized to sign, eithe!' separately or jointly,. contracts with US, Governmental
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funds were spent essentially at the discretion of the President, and it Wa5 no!

until 1950 that a policy was created to handle this administrative money

differently (see Appendix F). ThaI: policy again established the two tier system:

both a science officer and a business officer for the College needed to negotiate

contracts The policy fO! handling adminislIative costs was also established:

that all overhead funds should go into the General Fund instead of the

President's Office to compensate the College for the costs of doing research.are

Shortly after the war's end, Speddfng approached the state of Iowa to

take some of the overhead money and invest in the initiation of an Institute

fOJ' Atomic Research at Iowa State College to run atomic research projects of

interest to the state. 'The Ames Laboratory was also established in 1947 funded

florn the federal government, and continued under the newly formed U.s"

Atomic gnargy Commission the same research and development contract held

by the old Manhattan Engineer District. Ihe contract declared that Iowa State

as a national Iaboratoty should continue atomic research, particularly

specializing in materials preparation research, Ihe newly-formed Institute for

-------

Agl!IIcies fOI WarRe.search, and to accept grants for such research programs,. subjC<:t to tim
approval of the Building and Business Committ",,'" (Minulesof 11Ie Briard of Educa/ion,
February 8, 1944, 273). A separate ac<:ount was created to recc;ve the funds from the
government for war research, but Friley reported each of the payments to the Board of
Education during the war. {See Mlnules of IheBoard of Educatlrm, June 22, 1943, 181 for a report
of the receipt of $300,000; Mlnules of the Board of Eduoatlon. March 28, 1944, 298 fOI a report of
a $500,000 amount on a research supplement as well as the l~ort of the inspection of an
addition to the Physical Chemistry Annexon February 14 paid for by government funding;
Mlnules of lhe Board of Educalirm, September 19, 1944 for receipt of $1.314.000 for continued
research. Subsequent reports follow in June 1945.}

31410wa Slate Board of Education, ·'Statement of P1lnciples Relating to the
Negotiation and Acceplance of Research Contracts:' Minutes Of Ihe Iowa Sir/ie Beard of
Edllaltlon" 1949/50, March 15-16,. 1950, 269-272.
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Atomic Research would contractually administer' the federallaboratory foX' the

College,315

Patents and the Contracting PIOCesS

The use of the contracting mechanism by universities had one

requirement that greatly affected research administration during the WlII' as

well as set a precedent after the war: all patents belonged to the United Slates

govenunent when research work was completed on federal contracts. Ihis

policy developed out of lengthy discussions during the time both NDRC and

OSRD controlled atomic research As can be seen in the Standard Contract 1001

there are two forms for patents. The first palent arrangements worked our

with companies, essentially stated lhat the government received a royalty' free

license hom any invention developed from WaJ:' research. 'Ihls policy helped

break the bottleneck that developed when companies refused to sign contracts

that did not give them title to patents" However, all atomic research

eventually came under jmisdiction of the short form which stated that the

government had the sole right to determine who had title to the patents. In

the beginning, the long form patent policy was used" but as the project grew" in

the summer of 1942, President Roosevelt instructed Bush to make sure that the

government obtain assignment of the patent titles for all research done under

31SNate the similarities between this unit and the agricultul'al research units
described abnve. Spedding wenl to the state legislature also hoping to receive state funding
for his research unit, much like an experiment Slation. It Was separately administered by a
research institute outside anyone department; it was fooused upon research in both chemistry
and physics as they related to atomic research; and it was sponsored by the federal
government throngh a contract-like appwpdalion.
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the government-sponsored programs.ate Bush succeeded in convincing all

OSRD contractors to move toward that goal.

It was agreed that no monetary ccnslderatlon would be given by
the Government for the patent rights that already had been vested
in the contractors through operation of the original provision, but
instead that the necessary legal consideration would be supplied
by the signing of supplemental agreements to continue the work,
as each of the contracts involved required renewal.aw

Bush wanted someone familial' with Army and Navy patent practices to

administer patents for OSRD, so the Navy assigned Captain Robert A.

lavender (retired) the task of handling the patenting pmcess Em the OSRD,318

When the Manhattan Disoict took over the plOject" it continued the practices

set up by the aERD and even allowed Lavender to handle all patents for them

as well, since he was already familial' with the rules and regulations that

governed military and defense intelests,319 Bush as director of the OSRD

continued to receive ",'on behalf of the Government, assignments of rights 10

inventions made under the Manhattan District conlI'acts,"S20 Bush" in tum,

assigned the patents to the public. thus keeping individuals aitet the war' from

profiting from research completed by the contractors during the war"

The practice of issuing patents followed very speciJlc instructions, and

all pmjects upon termfnattcn had to clear up and file patents according to

316StewaTt, 229-230, Bush, Pieces of theAction, 8.3·84; MEV His/Dry Book I General,
Volume 13 Patents, 52,2.1-2.4 ~ alsoOlli"" for Emergcmcy Management of the Office of
Sclentiiie Research and Development, "Inventions and Diseoveries,N Administrative CireuIaI'
10.06" MEV History, General, Volume 13 Patents, Appendix AS.

S17Stewar~, 230"

31SStewalt. 226; Bush., Pieces of the Aditm,. a3,

31%tewa'l, 226227; MEV History. Book I General, Volume 13 Patents" 6..1"

320Stewart, 231,
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those specifications" For example, research notebooks could be used as proof

and evidence for both assigning the patent to the government and crediting a

patent to the named contractor, Ihis evidence was followed with statements

and certiftcatlons fmm the prime contractor head.321 As of December 31, 1946,

over 5,.600 inventions had been docketed by the Patent Advisor Lavender's

office from over 2,400 prime and subconeacts.aaa

After the project was discontinued. this kind of paperwork created

additional headaches fol men like Spedding who not only had to wouy about

the disposal of property fur the projects under them, but they also had to clarify

what was patentable and then go through the lengthy processes of deteImining

who should be credited for the invenlions. Spedding, for' example" spent

countless hours and several letters clarifying the varying potential patentable

pmceBses under his control at Chicago and Ames during the WllI',,323

Ihe Impact of the Contract on Research Management Styles

Ihe contract encouraged universities to participate in defense work

because of the benefits Incurred doing government research without many of

the administrative problems that had previously plagued agency-supported

321Amy Services Forces, Manhattan District, "District Circular Lettel/' Legal 44-5"
June 12,. 19M, MEV His/my Book1 General, Volume 13 Patents, Appendix A1O.

322MED History Book 1 General,.Volume 13 Palents" 5,1.

323For just a sampling of lhe various cases that required 5pedding's attention, see the
tollowing letters aU In the.Ames Laboratory Papers: Frank H. Spcdding, "Letter to Col. H, E,
Metcalf Regarding Case $.52(/, Patent for a Uranium Hydride Method Under Newlon and
Johnson," February 27, 1945;Frank H. Spedding, "Letter to Col. H. E. Metcalf Regarding Case
$.324, Reduction of Uranium Tetrafluoride with Magncslum,H May 4, 1945, Frank H. Spedding:,
HLetter to Col. H. E. Metcalf Regarding: Cases 5-4035 and 5-4036, Purifying Uranium
Materials,' May 11, 1945.
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research. At first" the connacr was flexible, open-ended, and did not prescribe

the work needed. Those principles laid down by NDRC and OSRD were in line

with basic goals and principles of academic management techniques, 'Ihe

contract also allowed administration of research to be split nom the actual

work of research and that appeased the scientists involved. It satisfied the

educational institutions because they were to be reimbursed at COS!. plus an

administrative fee for provldlng facilities and other necessities to enable the

scientists to undertake the necessary work without Jeopardizing the financial

situation of the institul:ion. The patent clause became an additional control

device over the project because no one person could benefit financially Irom

the work undertaken though due credit for etforr and innovation was

promised The Manhattan District did not do away with the contract or patent

principles laid down by OSRD, even though it made the contract somewhat

more prescriptive, particularly under those regulations that controlled

production

But the contract did more than enhance the academic style of

management; it allowed the relations between government and universities to

continue in much the same fashion after the war was over" Unlike World

War r" the scientists did not retreat from seeking research funding from the

government. because Bush had brought that research support along with its

administration to the researcher in his own laboratory, and in order to

continue work with necessary suppor!. the scientist had a stake in seeing that

the relationship with government continue to grow after the war. Ihe

contract helped cement that relationship between the academic world and

government in ways that heretofore had been unknown" The contract
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remained the primary way of doing business with the government until the

National Science Foundation was created in 1950" At that time, the non

military agencies like the National Science Foundation began to develop what

they called a new mechanism to control scientific research.. However, if one

looks closely at the grant, it was flrst and foremost a flexible contract, It had all

the characteristics of Bush's earlier device: non·limiting in its geographical

applications.. supporting project research with no prescribed formula except the

demand of a report at project's end, the award of the funds to the institution

rather than the individual, and fiscal as well as research responsibility

demanded from the institution. 'The contract then-first a wartime fiscal

device-s-grew to be the controlling device for most research administration

after the war. It was the foundation upon which the academic world and the

government built a long-term relationship, a relationship that appeared to

mutually benefit both parties,
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WORKER HEAI.IH AND SAFElY

Introduction

Mr. Premo Chiotti was working with Dr. Wilhelm and me: on the
reduction of thorium fluoride to thorium metal. Mr. Chiotti was
adding a booster to the reaction in a room a few doors down the
hall from my office. Suddenly there was a terrific explosion
which blew out several of the windows in the front of the
chemistry building. When I came out of my office to see what
had happened, the corridor was filled with dust about six feet
above the floor to the ceiling" I was relieved to see that Mr.
Chiotti had not been injured. but he looked very dazed and was
pacing up and down the corridor. As I passed him, I heard him
muttering, "I must have misplaced that decimal point, I must
have misplaced that decimal point."S24

The stmy above was probably embellished in the retelling because

health and safety of workers were serious matters on the Ames Project, As

long as the atomic bomb project remained a research project, worker health

protection schemes concentrated on protecting scientists, who by training were

careful experimenting with potentially hazardous materials, from the dangers

of known radioactive and toxic materials that would be used in the wartime

laboratories. Little was known though about the risks with new materials like

plutonium, thorium, and other potentially harmful daughter' products created

as a result of splitting uranium. Since the scientific literature contained

lnformatlon about the hannful effects of radioactivity, it was natural to starr a

protection program upon that established knowledge base. However, when

324PrankSpedding" "Humorous StolY Concerning Explosion5 and Education,." Spedding
Manuscn»t, 2.
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the project turned to production, engineering. and construction, different

considerations were brought into play. FOI example, scientists were not

usually placed in the role of industrial production workers not' were they

typically SUpl!IViSOIS of Industrial personnel.. so common industrial safety

procedures were often unfamiliar, Additionally, nonsdentific personnel were

brought into the project, people who were not trained in taking proper safety

precautions in dealing with potentially volatile materials"

Early protection measures to protect the health of scientists, were

suggested as a part of OSRD contracts, but the implementation generally fell to

the Individual Iabcrarorles to develop procedures fol' their own unique

situations. When the Manhattan Engineer Dlstrlct took over the bomb

production processes though, it established and maintained two

adminisl:Iative units, one to protect the health of workers fmm potentially

hazardous materials and another to protect the workers' occupational safety in

a production, construction type environment.

EaEly Health Protection Under OSRD [urlsdicticn

Ihe early wartime knowledge of health issues concerning bomb

building centered primarily mound laboratory procedures fo%' proper handling

of the radioactive materials that might be produced in chemical and physical

reactions, Radioactivity protection actually began shortly after the scientific

discovery of radioactivity and the elements that produced it" In i895, Wilhehn

Comad Roentgen, a professor of physics at the University of Wfuzbul'g.

published his famous paper' on the discovery of x-rays. In 1896,. inspired by

Roentgen's work, Henri Becquerel discovered that uranium emitted rays.
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Within two years, Malle and Pierre Curie had added thorium, polonium, and

radium to the list of elements that emitted tays; I:he Curies even called the

process radwac/ivity,,325 In 1903, Ernest Rutherford and his colleague Frederick

Soddy examined and broke the rays into three kinds-alpha, gamma, and beta,

Rutherford and Soddy also discovered that radioactive elements decayed, or

passed through stages where they emitted rays 01' particles until reaching the

last stage,.lead,326 By the end of the nineteenth century, of these new

elements, radium had become the most useful, but like x-rays. it was also the

most dangerous. Only a few radium burns were reported publicly before the

1920s., but during that decade a more insidious discovery was made-radium

poisoning, In 1924, Theodore Blum, a dentist, treated a woman whose jaw

failed to heal after dental surgery.. Blum labeled the syndrome radium jaw and

attributed the problem to her occupation, painting luminous dials on clock

faces,327

325Barlon Co Hacker, The Dragon'. Tail, RJuliJllion Safety in the ManhaUIlf/. Project, 1942
1946 (Berkeley: University of California Press" 1987), 19. This book published under the aegis
of lhe Department of Energy'S Nevada Operatillns Office was lhe first complele examination
Ilf the U.S. record in radiation safety praclices. Based on both cralInteevlews and classified
docurn<mts, li is the first volume Ilf a semlnal work on radiologirej safety in nuclear WCllpons
tesling. This volume covers the war years and slops with lhe end of the management of the
atomic bomb project by the Manhattan Engineer District in 1946. ALso see Alfred Romer, The
Reslless Atom {New York: Doubleday, 1960} and Lawrence Sadash, RadiOflClil1il!J in Amen"'"
Growth and Decay ofa Science (Baltimore' Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979) for detailed
discussions of the history of radioactivily. Soe Otto Glasser et aI., Physkal Foun4aUons of
Radiology 3d ed, (New York: Hat'per and Row, 1967) for a more techni",,1 discussion of
radiology in its historical selting,

326G1asser et a1., 318,

327I'he story of the radium dial painters has been told in several sources, SO see reports
in the following sources for the full story, Wllliam B. Castle, et al., "Necrosis of the law in
Workers Employed in Applying A Luminous Paint Containing Radium," Journal of Indus/rial
Hygiene 7 (1925), 371-.382; Ro&,,' J. Cloutier, ''FImence Kelley and lhe Radium Dial PaInters,
Haillh Physics 39 (1980), 711-716;Robley D. Evans, "Radium Poisoning: A Review Ilf Present
Krll>wledge," American JmwlIIl of Public Health 23 (1933), 1017-1018; Frederick L. Hoffman,
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Workers in a factory belonging to the United States Radium Company

in Orange, New jersey, were the most affected by these famous radium

poisoning episodes. Fluorescent items were in vogue in the twenties, but none

more coveted than the luminous radium dials on watches, Since radium was

extremely expensive, the company found that substituting cheaper, but

unknown to them, more rapidly decaying radium isotopes and substituting

water-based paints for oil paints" they could fill the mass market demand fol'

luminous watches, however at a deadly health OO5t. Oil paints had been

applied with rods, but water paints required a veJ:y fine brush that workers

invariably pointed by wetting with their lips. Ibis process called tipping caused

the workers to ingest the paint, which contained the radium isotope, into their

mouths and fmally into their bodies. Only about 7.5 micrograms per week of

radium would be taken in the body, so no one thought that those small

amounts could endanger anyone, By the end of 1924 though. nine women had

died of the radium jaw syndrome. Ihere were probably more cases that went

unreported, or other' deaths attributed to anemia, rheumatism ill' other

misdiagnosed diseases that were actually caused by radium poisoning By 1925,.

partly due to publicity by health advocates and others, some controls against

'Radium Necrosis,' Journal of the Ame,uan Medical Association 85 (l9Z5): %1-965; Daniel
Lang.. NA Most Valuable Accident,' New Yorker(May 2, 1959); 49-94; Harrison S. Martlanct.
HOcCLlpalional Poisoning in Manufacture of Luminous Watcb 013ls: General RevillW of Hazard
Caused by Ingestion of Luminous Paint, witb Especial Reference to tbe New Jersey Ca;es,N
Journal of Ihe American Medical AGSOcia/ion 92 (February 9, 1929); 446473;. A short summary
also appears in Hacker, The Dragon's Tail, 20-23. For summaries of the radium dial painters
as well as other instances of public stori"" about the effects of radium in the twenties and
thirties,. see Spencer R. Weart, NRadium; Elixir or Poison?N in Nur:1l!:lr FI!:lr: A History of
Imagl!S (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1MB)" 36-54"
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tipping had been instituted in the company, but many of the women who did

not die in the twenties died later of cancel' 01' other debilitating diseases.

Throughout the period, the company refused to acknowledge that

radium was the culprit. although they did finally settle several out-of-court

suits with individuals, In 1933, Robley D" Evans published a report that

concluded that as little as two micrograms fixed in the bones of a human could

cause death, but only two percent of the total amount of radium ingested

probably remained fOI any time in a person's body. No one knew how much

radium the bodies of these particular employees retained, but even

conservative estimates placed the amount at far more than two nUcrogl'alnS,,328

Although tragic, the cases actually added much to the medical knowledge

about radioactive elements. Ihe literature was replete with reports that could

be used as a base for the treatment of radioactively exposed patients in WoI1d

War n. These cases also helped set the stage for the later radioactivity tolerance

standards,

Scientists and personnel working with ores and compounds of the

radioactive elements were also victims during this period" Often the problems

resulted from poor ventilation or careless chemical techniques that allowed

these people to ingest chemicals into the mouth, Many of the careless practices

were discontinued in the 19305 after' public outcry and treats of legal action,

Medical patients injected with radium were also victims of overexposure, and

often many of them were unsuspecting recipients of radium in popular over

the-counter' medicines" After the death of several famous peopie who took

32BEvans" nRadiurn Poisuning,' 1019,
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these false cures, research began to be published on just how much radioactive

material a pe.tson could safely ingesL,32g

Ihis idea of tolerance was debated widely throughout the late twenties

and thiIties.330 Developing out of the debate came the first quantified measure

of exposure tolerance, the mentgen. Adopted at the 1928 Intemational Congress

of Radiology, it was based upon the ionization per unit volume of au- by the

radioactive rays in question,331 By1934, the agreed upon exposure for a

human being was no more than.1 roentgen (r)/day for most of the body and

perhaps 5 r/day fOI the fingers .. Ihis tolerance standard remained in force

throughout the next decade and became the starting point lm the Manhattan

Engineer District to use for its atomic bomb project,an By 1941, the National

Bureau of Standards had also published the filst handbook detailing safe

standards of handling radioactive substances, Fortunately, this handbook

proved to be just in time for the war projects; subsequent health and safety

protections substantially built upon these published srandards.aaa

The Health Division at the Metallurgical Project

When the Chicago Metallurgical Project was created in 1942, health

issues began to be discussed in earnest. The materials to be used in the project

32gHacker, Dragon's Tail, 23·24: lang, "'A Mo;! Valuable Accident," 49,.51..

330For a discussion of tolerance and a gen",.al history of radiation slandal'ds see
Laul'l;lon 5" Taylor, Radiation Pro/e't/on Standards (Cleveland: CRe Press, 1971,. 1;;.21.

331Gla.sse1' et al,. 228-230

3321aylol', &dwfWn Pro/edion Slimdrmis,,18-19,

333Hackel" Dragon's 'I~il. 25,
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obviously posed considerable dangers Interestingly, the half-life of

ul'anium238, the most common isotope and the one that was to be used in ton

quanlities on the project, was measured in billions of years and uranjumzas in

hundred of millions, numbers not presenting significant tadlologlcal

hazards,,334 Plutonium though was another matter. So much was unknown,

but it was certain that the separation processes would involve far more

radioactive materials than those produced in the radium Industry to date"

Even the effects of plutonium on the body were virtually unknown.ass

As a result of the known and unknown health concerns, the

Metallurgical Project established the Chicago Health Division under Robert

stone, originally from the University of Califomia, to protect all the scientists

and workers under the jurisdiction of the Metallurgical Laboratory. The unit

was formed August 6, 1942, with divisions in medicine, health, and a new

division called health physics to cover radiation protection 01' the spedill hazard

as it became commonly known. Health physics was an unusual name fOI the

new division. Perhaps ""radiation protection" was not secure enough" but that

new division gave the name to a profession that later came to denote the

3:>4Hacker, Dragon's Tail, 21, 35; Smyth, 90" For one of earliest l~tlI!rs de~iling the
potential problems with uranium toxicity ace C. R. Wallaoe, "letter to Lyman Briggs on the
Toxic Properties of Uranium Metal. Uranium Oxide and Uranium Hexafluoride,u July 24, 1941.
the Ames Laboratory Papers. Wallace reports that though little is in the literature about
uranium salts, it is a toxiu exhibiting Itself through symptoms of high sugar levels in the
urine of the exposed. He also reviews the gemmi' symptoms of uranium poisonilllj", oo""luding
that though It is not a grave danger, great care should be given to prevent its ingesUon since
that Is where ils potential danger lies {l-2},

335Robert SJ>"TI"er Stone, ImJustrial Mcdid~ On the Plutonium Project: Survey amJ
Collected Papers, National Nuclear Energy Series, Manhattan Project Technical SllCUOll
Division N [Plutonium Proje<:tl, vol. 20 (Elmsford. NY, Microforms International, 1977"
microfilm), 2, hereafte' called Stone. Industrial Medicino.
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entire field of radiation protecdon.eee Ihree plans of action were developed

early in the Metallurgical Project by these divisions: the development of

sensitive instrumentation and clinical tests 10 detect radiation and other

harmful exposures; research on the effects of radiation exposure on people,

animals, and Instruments: and the incorporation of shields and safety

measures into actual plant design and construction, These Metallurgical

Project sections soon set the standard fer health and medical care tea entire

Manhattan Project, serving as the model for pmviding inEounation on and

protection nom radiological exposures.ea"

The medical section

The medical section at Chicago performed the normal functions related

to personnel on the project: conducting pre-employment health examinations,

taking routine tests of blood and urine, and conducting x·lay5 of the chest, But

the section was also charged with developing clinical tests to detect exposure as

336Hacker, Dmgon'. T~i1, 29-30. Stone, Induslri~1 Medicine, 3; Robet! S. Stone, "Health
ProwoUon Activities of the PlutonIum Project," A paper read althe Symposium on Atomic
Energy and its Implications, Joint Meeting of the American Philosophical Society and the
National Academy of Sciences, November 16-17,1945, Proceedings of the American Phi1os!Jphicp.l
Society 90 (1946): 13. Also see S. T. Cantri!. "Letter to all GrollI' Leaders Detailing the
Dangers of Radiation Expomre and Eliciting the Support of Group Leaders to Educate Work.,.s
to the Dangers,u September 15, 1942. the Ames Laboratory Papers.

:l37Smyth.. 123. In addition to the medical, health.. and health physics sections, there
was also a military seclion established in the beginning. It was short lived because it waS
soon taken over by the Army since It was concerned with Gennan atomlc weaponry design and
the use of German weapons in lhe field and what effect they might have on troops in the
area. At this time, it was thou.<:htthat Germans were developing an atomlc weapon.
Additionally, there was some d"eliberatlon on usIng a pile to produce radioactive materials
other than plutonium as offensive weapons against the Germans. That idea was quickly
dropped. and the defense against German weapons was completely taken from the
Metaliurgical Laboratory and placed under the Army's control. Stone. InduslriJJl Medicine,4"
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well as conducting research on the many medical aspects of potentia! health

hazards,33S

Blood and wine tests were both used to detect exposure in personnel.

At the beginning of the project, blood counts were considered an accurate

measure of abnormalities, but the medical section lwearch revealed that

normal changes in blood count varied so much that a small amount of

exposure to radiation or hazardous products could never be determined with a

great deal of accuracy, Since no better tests were developed during the period

to detect low level exposure, these blood tests continued to be used to monitor

personnel once a month for potentially high levels of exposure.ass

Urine tests were successfully instituted to deled small amounts of

uranium and plutonium, Since uranium would be handled in ton quantities,

and it was already published in research Ilterature that uranium was a highly

toxic substance once inside the body, there was concern for providing adequate

protection to these workers. Conversely to the scientific literature though,

personnel horn the Port Hope factory in Canada had been extracting radium

from tons of uranium for years with no adverse effects, Also some early

research with mice exposed to thick levels of uranhrm oxide dust showed no

ill effects on the animals, After several toxicology studies, the Metallurgical

Project proved that while uranium was toxic once in the blood, its various

compounds were difficult to get through the lungs or intestines to the blood,

However, plutonium was another matter. In the beginning. plutonium only

33BStone, "Health Prot<!Clion Aclivllics,' 12; Slone, Indus/rilIl Medicine, 2-3; J. E,
Wirth" Medirol Services of the Plutonium Projec(." in Stone" Indus/rial Medicine., 22-31,

339S!one,, Health recteeuce Activities." 12,
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existed in micrograms so there was little danger of exposure, but after 1943,

cyclotron production raised that amount to gI'aIn quantities and subsequent

research proved that plutonium was just as dangerous as radium. Since it had

no gaseous daughters like radium with its radon, the problem was controlling

the dust and vapors of the element. Because it was excreted in a person's

urine.Laboratory procedures wen" developed to detect it in very minute

quantities,340

Research in the medical section tied very closely to clinical services" All

research with human beings was placed under the [urisdiction of the medical

section, and many of the early tests studied blood cells for evidence of minimal

radiation damage. Urine was also examined and studied fOI any radiological

damage to kidneys, Because it was well known that the liver was the

detoxifying center of the body, studies were undertaken on the liver" but

changes found here were so small that they could not definitely be linked to

overexposure.eu A summary of the contrfbutlons of the section up unti1194!i

included: the rapid and simple method of detecting uranium in the mine,

sensitive to one-hundred-billionth of a gram; urine uranium studies of Ames

personnel showing good correlation with their history of uranium expoeurej

and significant correlation of personnel exposure to uranium, beryllium, and

other metals to their urinary excretion of certain producrs.asa

340Ston~" NHealth ProteClion Acliviti~s.:" 13; Wil'th. Medical Services," 35..

341S1clnl!. IndusMlll Medidne, 3; Slon~ 'Hl!allh Protection AClivilil'5.... 12.

342Slon". Indus/riol Medicine" 14,
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Ihe health-physics secti01l

Ihe health-physics section provided physical methods to provide health

protection from hazards, but its goal was mote than just designing instruments

or measurement development. Its ultimate goal was to test and monitor these

methods and instruments and to provide whatever protection personnel

needed from any dangers that the new and unknown materials might deliver,

Its first task was to determine the amount of shielding needed when piles

became commonplace" All of the early protection schemes initiated from the

principle of placing enough material (gas or solid shielding) between the

source of radiation and the person nearby in order to reduce the radiation to

less than the maximum dose (01' the tolerance level as discussed above),:M3

Piles presented a particular problem because concrete alone was not

always adequate shielding. For example. holes had to be placed in the walls for

unloading and loading the uranium into the pile, Since shielding alone could

not provide adequate protection, rnonitorlng systems were developed to keep

tract of dangerous exposures, Photographic film had long been used to detect

radiation levels but had been problematic in detecting the rays of different

energies to which the workers would now be exposed. New badges were

developed with a thin shield of metal to COVel' all but a small area, so that these

rays of varying intensities could be detected,344

Public safety was also under the domain of the health-physics section"

Every attempt at safety by the health-physics section involved prevention,

343J. J, Nickson, "Protective MeaSllll!s fOl Personnel;" in Slone" Indus/rial Medicine. 75,

344Slone" "''Health Prolceli"n Activities,:" 14-15,
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proticulal'1y prevention from harmful substances entering the body. AiJ:~

control devices such as hoods, respirators, face masks..and even oxygen supply

units were made available to protect the workers against radioactive

substances, Dust-laden ail' was also taken away from workers by the use of

ventilated hoods that filtered air out through ducts Ihis principle of air flow

away from the body had been used for years because scientists often worked

with noxious fumes, This principle worked equally well fol' radioactive

materials. There were some problems introduced because of the necessity to

completely change the air every four minutes, particularly in work with

plutonium. Fans capable of handling over 50,,000 cubic feet of ail' per minute

were purchased for the job, but then heating the buildings became a problem,

Accurate measuring devices to monitor contamination had to be developed

since there was not often enough time to design completely effective hoods,34S

Prevention of ingesting hazardous materials through the mouth 01' skin

was another matter of concern to the health physicists, Eating food with

contaminated hands" smoking and inhaling hazardous materials along with

the smoke. or using contaminated eating vessels were all ways to ingest

dangerous materials. Smoking was prohibited in places where toxic materials

were handled" and at Chicago it was prohibited in all areas and offices of the

plutonhun laboratory. Rubber gloves were encouraged when working with

any radioactive material to partially prevent contact with the skin by

radioactive materials, but also to prevent transfer of the. materials to the

mouth through the hands" Geiger counter systems of monitoring the alpha"

345Nickson" "Proleclion Measures fm' Pen;onno\, " 81-86,
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beta, and gamma par tides and rays on the hands were established at Chicago

and other sites, Additionally, special clothing was wOIn to pIOtect other paris

of the body and laundry facilities were employed to decontaminate these

working clothes" Instnnnents were developed to monitor the particles from

the clothing before and after laundering.. Personnel were also required to

shower before leaving the sites to prevent taking conlamination outside to the

home. Any skin wound was a particular hazard since radioactivity could enter

an open wound and react with the body just as if the material had been

injected. Any wound, occupational at' not. had to be tepcrtedj no one was

permitted to work with radioactive materials until a cut healed..345

S, I'" Cantril, reporting his observations about the working conditions of

the chain reaction experiment in late 1942, suggested several measures to

protect workers at the Stagg Field. controls thai were later put into force

throughout the project. He detailed items like the Importance of cleanliness of

workers through showering He recommended adding several showers as well

as always providing the proper kind of soap, He suggested paper cups and

sodium-bicarbonate for blushing teeth after working in the affected areas.

Protective clothing like gloves and overalls as well as masks in the dusty areas

were recommended" He also suggested altering ventilation systems in the pile

aree, the materials storage room, and other' preparation centers to better protect

workers. He finally recommended the hiring of a full-time janitor' to collect

clothing and masks and supply clean clothing at the beginning of the day as

3<I~Nickson. "Protection Measures for Personnel :", 87·92; Stone, "Health Protection
Activities,." 15-1~.
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well as routinely dean shelves, floors and benches to kept the affected areas as

free of dust as possible.347

Waste disposal was also under the jwisdiction of the health physicists.

All sites had to develop burial grounds £01 radioactive waste materials.

However" the problem with most of the burial sites was that Iong-Hved

materials like plutonium were burled along with those of short-lived status.

This problem continued long after the war when containers broke 01 seals

came undone contaminating ground water and soils around particularly

hazardous sites" No final solution to this problem was devised during the war"

but suggestions fOI disposal ranged from burying the more contaminated

materials at sea in concrete to filing rockets of contaminated material out of

the earth's atmosphere into deep space.ass

It fell to the health-physics section not only to build instruments that

monitored hazardous materials, but it also became their charge to keep

meticulous records of the levels of the e;xposure to personnel and also those

levels of radiation found in plants" soils. water> and other living things fOi

information to future generations. These personnel became especially

valuable to the project during the war and those trained in this area dwing

the WaI found that their tasks continued well after the war years,

3475. T, Cantril, "Memo to R. L, Doan Regarding Safely Precaulions fOJ lhe Experimenl
at the West Slands, Slagg Field,,' August 31. 1942, Ames Laboralory PapErs" 1-3.

348Nickson, "Protection Measures for PClsonnel,," 87-92; Stone,. "Health Protection
Activities." 15-16.
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Biological research section

Most of the biological research dealt with the maximum permissible

exposures to radiation" The roentgen had already been established as the unit

measure in monitming radiation activity, but further studies were conducted

throughout the war on large exposure in chain reacting piles 01' other

conditions where large amounts of alpha and beta particles and gamma rays

might be present" Studies of the decay of various fission products like iodine"

strontium, barium, and yttrium wen! conducted in relation to the metabolism

of these elements by animals and humans, Ihe effects of plutonium on the

human body was also examined. and researchers found that it was indeed just

as dangerous as radium when deposited in the bone, Studies examined the

elimination of these elements from the body" while others examined

overexposure in animals and humans,349

349Summarles of th<Ho.""reh appear in Stone, "Health Protection Activitics," 16-19
and So r, Cantril, ~Blologkal &"",s EoI' Maximum Permissible Exposures}' in Stone, IndU5tri~1

Medicine,36-14.. For more details soo the individual reports that were al.o prescnled at a
symposium at the 32nd annual meeting of the Radiological Sodety of North America,
Chicago, Docember 1-6, 1946. The reports were published in an issW! of RmUology in 1947and
include the following: Raymond Zirkle, "'Components of the Acute Lethal Action of Slow
Neutrons,· Radiology 49 (September 1947), 271-273; Egon Loren~ et al., "Biological Studies in
the Tolerance Range;' Rildiology4.9 (Saptember 1947): 274-285;Leon O. Tacob""n and E. K.
Marks, "The Hematological Effects of Ionizing Radiation's in the 'Ioleraru:e Range," RIldiology
49 (September 1947): 286-298; C. Ladd Prosser et a!., "The Oinical Sequence of Physiological
Effects of Ionizing Radiation in Animals," Radiology 49 (September 1947): 299-313; John R.
Raper, "Effects of Total Surface Beta Irradiatlon," R~diology 49 (September 1947): 314·324;
J?S'!Ph C. Hamilton, "'The Metabolism of the Fission Products and the Heaviest Elernents,"
Rad'otogy 4.9 (September 1947): 325·343; William IDoom, "Histological Otanges Following
Radiation Exposures," Radiology 49 (September 1947): 344-34;P. S. Henshaw, E. F. RUey, and
G. E. Stapleton,. "The Biologic Effects of File Radiations," RmUologrj 4.9 (Seplemba, 1947): 349
360; and Hermann Lisco, Miriam P. Finkel, and Austin M. Brucs, nCarctnogenie Properties of
Radioactive Fission Products and Plutonium," Rad,'ology 49 (September 1947): 361-363.
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Summa7Y

The Metallurgical Laboratory established the Ilrst and probably most

comprehensive medical and health protection unit during lhe war period. In

1942, there was a limited body of knowledge upon which to build, but by 1945,

Stone could list several division accomplishments:

We calculated the anticipated hazards from known facts and
extrapolated to the probable permissible levels of exposure, n was
agreed at the time that we would be given the opportunity to
check our calculations by experiments and so establish the
tolerable limits of exposure on solid ground, Our program to date
has been based on accomplishing these aims for uranium, fission
products, plutonium, neutrons. beta rays, pile gamma rays, and
other chemically toxic and radioactive substances that might come
into the processes on the Metallurgical Ploject. In addition we
have attempted to understand the mechanism by which these
agents acted so as to be able to treat anyone who might be
overexposed to any of them.... The results which we have
obtained and will obtain are of value not alone to the
Metallurgical Project, but also to any Project making- use of the
materials developed with the Manhattan District..35l)

Ihe Development of Health and Safety Measures
under the ManhaHan Engineer Disl:ticl

Ihe Manhattan Engineer District developed essentially two areas of

expertise under its jurisdiction: the health or medical program and the safely

program. Each of these programs built upon previous OSRD installations like

the University of Chicago's Metallutgtcal Laboratory.

850S1one, Indus/rial Medicine" 9-10.
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The medical program

The medical program developed slowly at fils! since the District was

involved with just englneerlng and construction in the early days. After the

OSRD projects became a part of the District in 1943.. It was apparent that some

coordination of the diverse medical operations needed attention. At fil'st,

Gloves considered pulling Stone hom the MetallurgicalLaboratory to oversee

the entire operation but as he visited with installations one name continued

to surface as the best choice fur coordination of the entire program: Stafford L

warreo, professor of radiology at the University of Rochester.. Warren was

brought into the project. initially in June 1943,. as chief of a provisional medical

section at the District headquarters. Ihe need to procure and retain medical

men and women necessitated militarizing the medical operation, so

negotiations soon began with the Office of the Surgeon General. After

negotiations concluded successfully for the Manhattan District, warren moved

to Clinton where he was commissioned as a colonel on November' 2" 1943,351

Wal'I'eI1 quickly set about reorganizing the Medical Section's three

branches: medical research, Industrial medicine, and clinical medtctnaasa The

basic objective of the medical research branch was to collect data on toxic

material to protect workers who were being hired for the plant projects and to

~51StafIord L. Warr~l\. "The Role of Radiology in the Development of the Atomic
Bomb," in Office of the Surgeon General, Department of the Anny, RAdiology in World War II
lWashinfj,ton" DC: U.S. Superintendent of Documents, 1966), 84HI42, hereafter knownas
Warren, The Role of Radiology." Also s"" K. D. Nichols, "Letter to Stafford L. WalTen on
!he Responsibilities of the Medical Section," MEV Hislory Book I General Volume 7 Medical
Program, Appendix A1 for a detailed elaboration of the responsibilities of the Medical
Section,

352Jones" 410-413; MEV Hiswry Book I General" Volume 7 Medical Progtam., 61-6-3,
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treat those who might be overexposed to these same materials. The

MetallurgicalLaboratory conducted much of the early research on toxic:

materials and continued that research when the Manhattan tnsmce took

supervision of its contracts in 1943 Other laboratories involved in this

research included the University of Rochester, initially under Wanen, which

investigated the exposure of animals to high-level x-rays in its radiology gIOUP..

the radioactivity of certain toxic chemical substances in its pharmacology unit,

and the design of monitoring devices that were to be tested in Clinton,

Hanford, and elsewhere in its instrumentation group. Columbia University

also tested instruments as well as Hanford. which had its own Instrument

testing gmup. The Universtty of California can.led out medical research in the

area of fission products at its Crocker Radiation Laboratory. The Clinton

Laboratories had a complementary research prog:ram directly under'S, I',

Cantril who originally worked with Stone at Chicago,353

'Ihe industrial medicine program tried to connot the particular

industrial hazards associated with the atomic bomb production processes,

Captain John L. Feny, the head of this branch, established groups to monitor

industrial hygiene activities at the University of Rochester, to oversee hazards

in materials procurement at the Madison Square Area Engineers Office, and to

serve as consultants in first aid 01' whatever' needed throughout the District.

The industrial medicine plogram did not oversee Clinton, which was under

the University of Chicago, or Los Alamos, which had its own industrial

353Jones, 414-416; Warren, "The Role of Radiology," 850-853; MED History BookI
Gene,al" Volume 7 Medical Program" 5.1-5-23.
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hygiene group.. 'The program also had a large field effort that encouraged

dOCtOIS 10 conduct research studies on special industrial activities and hazards

through the Dlstrlct. Ihey also drafted minimum procedures and standards

that were sent to the various facilities detailing approved methods of working

with materials like fluorine, uranium hexaflucrine, 01' plutonium, including

the propel' fils! aid measures in working with those hazardous materials,

Inspections were also under the control of this group and those were carried

out according to the type of contract involved. Cost-plus-fixed-fee connect sites

and others where the govarrunant had financial responsibility for the costs

were likely to receive very close scrutiny; where a company had primary

liability for costs were inspected less often and less ngorously.sss

The clinical services branch provided the isolated installations of

Clinton. Hanford- and Los Alamos with on-site medical facilities, These

facilities operated prlmarlly without supervision or interference from the

Manhattan Engineer Dlstrfct. Facilities at Oak Ridge in Clinton included a

fifty-bed hospital, an animal hospital, a psychiatric and social welfare

consultation service as well as the full range of medical services for its

community" The Hanford clinical medicine program. primarily civilian in

nature since it was under the control DuPont, provided regular medical

services as well as emergency dental care and public health services, los

Alamos residents also received full medical care, an important pIogram for

SS4Jones,416-418;MED History Book I General,Volume 7 Medical Progtam, 3.1-3-6:
Wa,ren, "Thl! Roll! of Radiology;' 858859.
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such a remote site. In 1944;. warren even sent a psychiatrist to help with the

tensions in this strain-producing plimt,355

The Bti/eftj progmm

Ihe start of the large-scale building activities under the Manhattan

District required the implementation of safety standards in the plants fOI the

workers. In June 1943, James R. Maddy was hired to assume command of the

safety program and immediately began the accident prevention progI'am for

the Dlstttct. By the end of 1943,. Maddy had reorganized his program into two

units: an occupational safety section that operated as any large industrial staff

requiting contractors to provide WOlken; with safe drinking water, goggles,

hard hats, safety shoes and othe.r items that would prevent accidents, and a

public safety section that worked with the community in Hanford and Oak

Ridge to implement programs in traffic control and other areas of community

safety. the District employed a district safety engineer and several resident

safety engineers to serve as consultants to the various area engineel's,,356

Ihe Manhattan Engineer District, just like the earlier' agencies,

acknowledged the importance of health and safety issues in its operations, It

took the policies that had been developed in laboratories like the Metallurgical

laboratory and applied them to the entire district In short, what had been

started under individuallaboratol'ies was continued and coordinated by the

Manhattan Engineer District"

355Jon"", 422-426; MEV History Book I G""",al" Volume 7 Medical F~ogram.4,1-4.40;
Walren" NThc Role of Radiology," 87z.i175.

356rones, 426-427; MED History Book I General. Volume 2 Safely Program,. 1.1-1,6" 2,,1
2.12,,3.1-3,8,. and 6.1-6.4.
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Health and Safety at Iowa State College

Because the Ames Project at first fell under the [urlsdiction of the

Chicago Metallul'gicallabmatory, theIe was always a concern for the health of

the WOI'keIS on the project. Ames worked with uranium in ton amounts and

most of the health considerations evolved from that work in the pilot plant

situation. As long as the chemists wale involved in research with the various

elements, typical Iaboratoty precautions were taken, Ventilating hoods to take

the dust away Ircm workers were already being used before the war and

obviously continued throughout. Respirators were used on occasion, and

some scientists remembered that lead aprons were around when needed to

work with pm:ticulatly hazardous chemical materials, Chemists were generally

careful people, trained in working with danger, So if explosions were a

problem,. they built walls to hide behind when processes could be potentially

dangerous, Even when working with the unknown, they took precautions

based upon what was in the research literature about the chemicals with which

they were working. Uranium was thought to be toxic when Ingested, so proper

methods of handling already discussed were implemented at Ames when

scientists were working with the materials, Rarely did any scientist receive

mole than cuts OJ:' abrasions flum the work they were doing, Spedding

indicated that when experiments were discussed in the Sunday seminars,

instructions were also included on safety precautions, It was most often when

someone was careless that problems occurred, such as falling off a chair, or

doing something careless to get metal in the eyes Those were typical accidents
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recorded by the scientists throughout the war period. Ihis same attitude

continued under the Manhattan Engineer Distrkt,357

Radiation was never a large problem at Ames" but unfamiliar elements,

like beryllium, probably caused the greatest risks at Iowa State. little was

known about dangerous levels of exposure to this chemical, but it was a

concern because Iowa State experimented with this element in quantity,

particularly in crucible making. Beryllium was an insidious killer in many

installations" but Iowa State scientists had a particular built in safety feature all

around them-large amounts of calcium" Unknown at the time, beryllium

was a bone seeker, but if the body could get enough calcium. it would reject

beryllium. Fortunately.. there were great quantities of calcium around the

Ames Iaboratory.xe

Ihere were a few instances at Iowa State of overexposure to beryllium by

the scientists, and nationally there were over fifl:y known deaths from

handling of this material. Norman Carlsen, for example, one of the

researchers, received too much beryllium and was put into I:he university

hospital with a high fever fOl' a short lime, He did recover though and had no

further exposure problems,359 Premo Chiottl, another scientist on the project,

remembered I:hat he too visited Dr. Grant at the hospital fm an overexposure

problem. Ironically, his developed not from the reduction experlmenr that

3S7Speddlng, interview with Barton Ha~k"", 1980, 14, 24" 29,38-39; Premo ChioUi,
interview wilh Barton Ha~kCl', 1981} in Ames Laborat01Y Papers, 3, 11_15; David Petersc>ll,
;nterview with Barlc>n Hacker, 1980 In Ames Labc>ratory Papers, 4. 9, 12, 15; Speddlng,
Wilhelm, Daane Interview 1967, 23-24; Frank Spcddlng, interview wfth Gec>rge Tressel 1961,
re.

3SSSpeddlng, interview with Ha~ker" 1980,18,

359Car1SCIn, interview with the author, 199Q. 7,
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used open pots to reduce beryllium fluoride with magnesium but hom

making his work area clean. A gummy SOl'! of fluffy dust collected on the side

of the pots and Chiotti decided that he would clean them out one Saturday

morning He got a pail of water and sponge" lolled up his sleeves, and washed

the areas thoroughly. By Sunday rooming, he had cll.ills and by Monday a rash

on his alms, It was subsequently cured. and he also never had a recurrence,

but it pointed to the dangers of handling a material that evidently affected

people diffel'ently,,360

Beryllosis was the most dangerous reaction to betylUt:tnl When

beryllium traveled to the lungs, it acted much like the flu initially" but then it

migrated to the bones and behaved like radium, displacing calcium" Some of it

would also travel back to the lungs, giving the symptoms of tuberculosis,

inevitably causing death" Wayne Jones" a nonscientist glassblower on the

project. did die of beryllosis later in his life, and though he was never in the

main area where beryllium was handled, he may have ingested it from the

glass he was blowing or from even the beryllium in fluorescent lighting in his

glassblowing area. Twenty years after the project he died" and the Atomic

Energy Commission settled the case out of court with his family,,361

There were few examples of safety bleaches 01' carelessness by the

scientists at the Ames Project, The production area though presented quite a

diffe,;ent problem. Scientists generally had security clearance, so they knew

with what they were working, Because of their past training. they also

360Chiott;' interviow with Hackel'" 5-6,

361Frank Spedding.. "Spedding -s Role as Guinea Pig.'" Speddlng Manuscript" 2·3;
Spedding. interview with Hacker 1980,. 18-19,
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generally knew to handle certain substance carefully.. When Iowa State

instituted a pilot plant, a rarity for an educational institution, two problems

arose: scientists were unfamiliar with some indushlal safely practices in some

cases" and workers.. often from the community; had to be hired who were often

unfamiliar with even routine industrial practices. They rarely had enough

security clearance to know the dangers of the materials with which they were

walking.. Most of the foremen though. who were in charge of shifts and the

production areas, were, in most cases, at least undergraduates in chemistry, so

they did know about chemical reactions. but most had little training in

industrial practices. At filst these foremen, with the help of other scientific

leaders, instituted safety and health procedures much like any college research

laboratory. Ventilation and hoods were provided, but it soon became apparent

that stricter adherence to safety would be needed, Ihere was also a basic

conflict trying to balance safety with accomplishing the work in time to win the

war" Iowa State's production facility was set up in a small house-like building

that had to be equipped with even the basics in safety features, Due to the

emergency, much of the early work was not done under the best of conditions,

and there was certainly a make-do attitude combined with great difficulty in

obtaining safety equipment, OJ' any equipment for that matter, For example.

most of the tools that had been obtained from Bill Maitland's shop garden in

downtown Ames were hand-driven, so power appalarns had to adapted and

added to them, Also many of the grinders" cutting mills" and machining tools

were originally manufactured for other industrial purposes and naturally did

not have all the necesSaJy safety features £Or working with uranium. It took

months to obtain fans that were needed for proper ventilation in the building"
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and since much of the work took place in hot months without the luXUIy of ail'

conditioning, respirators and masks, though required £01 particularly dusty

work, were sometimes discarded fol' worker comfort. Rules and regulations

were clearly spelled out by project leaders, but it was up to the individual work

chiefs to enforce them while also completing the production walk on time,362

David Peterson" one of the foremen on the project" remembered:

There was a higher level of concern, probably at the higher levels
of management, and we were given some instructions on what to
do. I was acting as either assistant foreman OJ: foreman for a crew
of from six to fifteen or sixteen people. We had the direct
responsibility for seeing that things were done as they should
have been done. In a situation of that type it often falls on the
immediate supervisor to make some decisions with his own
judgment. I would say that we were perhaps occasionally guilty of
erring on the side of, ''Well, let's get the job done and not worry
too much about this or that safety rule." ••• There were other
factors at that time which were probably weighed in. This was a
period of wartime. There were other hazards besides radioactivity
to be concerned with. There was a great deal of emphasis and
interest in trying to push things along quickly, one reason being
!hat at that time it was not at all known for certain that the
Germans weren't working along parallelline,363

Dust was a particular industrial problem on the Ames Project, as it was

evidently throughout the District, probably even more of a problem than

radiation exposure Itself Uranium salts had to be ground, which produced

dust; boosters and ether materials placed in reaction with uranium had to be

ground from salt OJ' compound chunks; cleaning uranium caused dust; and

362Spedding. WHhelnt, Daane interview 1967, 19-20; Chiotti, interview with Hacker
19BO, 19-20; Peterson, interview with Hacker, 7-8" 10, 15-15. For the example of obtalnlng fans
for metal work ill the chemistry building see W. F. Coover, ~Lelter to F.. H. Spcdding
Regarding Order of Fans and Rating Problems Slowing Deliveries," July :31, 1942, Ames
Laboratory Papers.

363Petelwn.. interview with Hacker:, 4-5"
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finally uranium machining operations also caused dust build-up. Ulanium in

dust form could be mere easily ingested, so there were several research studies

conducted by the medical research section at Chicago and at other installations

in the Manhattan Engineer District on uranium ingestion in this form. In £9.ct,

it was one of the early experiments with mice and uranium dust that proved

work with uranium was not as dangerous as first thought.364

Probably the second most difficult problem in Ames was controlling the

hazardous chemicals to prevent explosions, Impure materials caused

explosions as well as wet materials, Improper handling or lack of attention to

properly lining the bomb retorts could cause blowout problems when I:he

uranium reaction came into contact with the steel or iron in the bomb

containers, Magnesium was a particularly volatile material, and protection

from explosions on many occasions became making sure that at every step of

the process workers had a wall between the bomb vessel and themselves" As

noted earlier, in one day alone there were six explosions. Once an explosions

blew out the south wall of Little Ankeny in the early hOUIS of the moming; by

then explosions were so commonplace that the workmen went outside and

pushed the wall back in as far as they could. Fires were also a danger at several

steps in the process. Magnesium could shoot a flame several feet in length

sometimes setting anything in its path on fire" Until the proper insulation

techniques were learned uranium cutting OI' machining caused fires when the

cutting blade struck such a hard metal" Controlling these special chemical fires

364petelson, interview with Haoker" 18; Jone~, 419; Wanel1,. "'Role of Radiology,." 855.
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with lime 01' graphite became a common practice that evey worker had to

learn.ees

There were several industrial safety measures employed in the

production facility at Ames, When grinders or cutting mills were used,

workers had to weal' respirators; that requirement was apparently rigorous

enforced. EVely man and woman was given time off to shower and change

clothes at the end of the shift in order to prevent taking uranium and thorium

pSI tides home 01' outside the work area. Special work uniforms were issued to

every worker and required to remain on the premises at the end of a shift.

Washing thoroughly before eating was also rigorously enforced. I'o prevent

ingesting radioactive dust in the process of smoking, no one was allowed to

smoke in work areas; smoking was allowed in the locker rooms, however,

Sometimes, a fire would occur at the bottom of a bomb, and molten uranium

would pour out on the flam. The building personnel would immediately

evacuate and wait until the fumes died down before cleaning up the accident.

Ventilation was at least adequate in the old house, due partly 10 the fact that it

was a drafty old building" After fans were installed, the air was changed and

filtered enough to prevent the kind of dusty haze often encountered in the

average foundry operanon.aee

gometimes, these extrema safety precautions caused trouble with the

uranium production purity standards, One summer, bnrcn began to show up

365Frank Spedding, inlerview witb Hacker 1980" 18-19; Frank Spedcling, 'The Day the
Wall Blew out of lillie Ankeny:' Spedding Manuscript; Frank Spedding. NExplosions,"
Spedding Manuscript.

366Peterson. interview with Hacker. 6-11,
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in uranium samples at the rate of 1-2 parts-per-million. enough to

contaminate the runs, After a thorough investigation, the culpdt was found to

be the shower" Ailer the men showered, they used a preparation to treat

athlete's foot that contained boron. They tracked the boron into the plant from

the shower, thus contaminating the uranium IWlS, A sign finally had to be

placed in the shower area warning against certain powder pleparations.367

Occasionally, them were people on the Ames Project who did not follow

safety rules. Ihe most notorious person at Ames was a man known locally as

the "Green Hornet" because he did not properly shower OJ dean up after

working on the shift" According to the prevailing stones, he did not wear a

respirator and refused to take other precautions in his dusty work. Since

uranium tetrafluoride was a green salt. the dust stuck to his clothes, giving

him his nickname, Unfortunately though, no one knows exactly what

happened to this man as a result of his dangerous overexposure to dust,

Spedding told the story in his manuscript history that this man was chosen as

one of the most likely subjects to be tested fol' heavy exposure to uranium. He

was approached by one of the medical researchers asking fm a sample of bone

tissue from his sternum, Apparently. he agreed but when lime came tea the

lest, he vanished. nom the I'OOm,. and from the project. The Ames Project

owed him several days of pay" but he never came back to claim it, No one

evidently ever heard from him again,,368

367Frank H. Spedding, interview 1 with Calcian". 5-6

368Frank Spedding, "The Green HOillet;" Spedding Manuscript, 3-4, The story was etsc
rep<*lted in varying detail in the following sources' Adolf Voigt.. interview with the author
199D, 6; Spedding" Wilhelm, Daane interview 1967. 15-16.
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On several occasions, the tight sacurlty of the Manhattan Engineer

District also Interfered with health and safety standards, One security expert

born the District tried, for example, to get Spedding to put bills on windows in

the long narrow rooms of the Chemistry Building, but since that could have

prevented escape in the event of an emergency, Spedding had that plan

overruled. Another time a security officer insisted upon painting the windows

black in the same building to prevent sabotage, That would have led to a very

dark loom in which to do the dangerous chemical wodc again he was

overruled.ass At yet another time, Elroy Gladmw, one of the scientists OIl three

separate compartmentalized projects, gave three different blood samples each

week from his eat lobes" Once, after appearing before Spedding with swollen

ear' lobes and asking why he needed three separate samples" Spedding

convinced the officials to take only one sample and divide it into three parte

for the health reports .370

A thorough safety and health.program was instituted at Ames over a

period of time" The program at the pilot plant was aimed at eliminating the

typical kinds of accidents common in any Industrial situation. In August 1943..

a SUivey conducted at the pilot plant concluded that since August 16" 1942 them

were 16,,2 injuries pel' million men hours, somewhat high for a chemical plant,

but probably low considering the plant was experimenting with new,

heretofore untested processes. The production plant was also run by scientists

369Frartk Speddirtg" "FluslJation of the Manhattan Distl'ict Safely Officials;"
Spedding Manuscript,

370Frank Speddillg, "'Gladmw's Ears,," Spedding Manuscript: Speddlng. interview wllh
Hacker" 1980, 30-31,
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who were not familiar with all industrial practices. and many of the employees

were local men and women who had little experience with labor pl'actices 3?l

In June 1943,. Blroy Gladrow took over the health and safety pI'ogzam, working

closely with group leaders in the scientific project and initially with MI'. Rafdel,

one of the guards, on the production pilot plant project,372

Finally though it was radiation. the "special hazard," that received the

most attention at every installation. Research studies monitored and kept a

record of the dangers of the levels of exposures of employees.. Clinical testing

was also employed at Ames as well as other installations. Blood tests were

administered routinely, though most employees do not remember what was

done with them, Urinalysis tests administered at least once a month

evidently,. were turned in to higher authorities at the Metallurgical Laboratory

and the Manhattan District, No medical doctor was on staff for the Ames

Project though Dr, John G" GI'ant of the University Hospital was called upon to

provide some support in treatment and research. Thelma Bruce, a nurse

evidently at the hospital, was the other medical technician who adrninlstered

routine blood and urine tests throughout the WaI', all. cccasrcn. certain staff of

the Ames LaboratOly partlclpated in research studies to determine the

effectiveness of clinical tests or' to seve as subjects for medical research carded

on by the district, Those research studies were particularly important because

they became the foundation upon which standard exposure levels were tested,

These studies also became the building blocks icr protection of workers in the

371"Safety Report for Pe,iod Ending 8/1/43" '. the Ames LabolatOTyPapers, 2.

37:2Frank Spedding. "Lettel' to Group LeadCls;" June 16, 1943, Ames Laboratory PapClS;
'Health and Safety Reper! for the Week Ending June 28, 1943," Ames Laboratory Papers.
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nuclear plants after the war. Workels at Ames were carefully monitored by

research teams. Certain men and women were also studied aiteI they left the

project to determine long-term effects of the work they were doing. Probably

because of this system, very few workers and almost no scientists appeared to

die due to some problem that arose in the Ames Project. It was incredible that

the major problems on the Ames Project were those that any Industrial

laboratory 01 factory might contend with-e-accidents, carelessness in handling

heavy materials, and typical first aid cuts and abrasions.373

37%r r"sMrlChstudies,. for example, sec Samuel SchwaHz, "Le~ler Ip 0.', Grant on
Repod of Studies of Personnel at Ames, Iowa,.Y June 1, 1944, in Ames Labcllalory Papers.. 1_2fo!
bIoO<lr urine, kidney, and liver studies on a ~up of 19 empl"yees with heavy, moderate and
relatively slight exposure to uranium actiVIties. The results indicated "less abnormality than
I would have e~pected from the amount of exposure these men are gelling" (1). Olh""
research studies were reported in S. T. Cantril; "Lelt"'" 10 F. H. Spedding on Tesllng of TWo
Men for a vcry Sensitivc Urine Test Developed by the MelaHurgicallaboralory," January 29.
1943; Samuel Schwartz, "Letter to J. C. Grant for Results of Kidney Studies on a Select Group
of Wmken;,," rune 7, 1944; Samuel Schwarlz, '''Letter to J. G, Grant on Tests for Certain Named
Employees for Urine Samples," June 14, 1945; in the Ames LabOra!Oly Papers. For the kind of
follow-up studies that were conducted, see numerous leiters in the files to those who were
leaving the proje<:t requestiug thai they submit to tesls afler' leavIng, For e~ample. see Elaine
Katz, "letl"" to Mr. Elmer J. Peterson on Weekly Urine Tests for one Month:' January 19, 1945
In the Ames Laboratory Papers. Also see Appsndi~F for a sample lell"," of this type.
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SUMMARY; IHE lMPACr OF IRE MILIIARY MANAGEMENT SlYLE
UPON IHE ACADEMIC MANAGEMENT STYLE, 1942·194S:

The Manhattan Engineer District represented the typical military

management style, controlling three areas of administration during World

War II: security, contracting" and health However, as seen in the preceding

chapters, each of the areas had already been addressed before the Manhattan

District took control of the project, and. in most cases" the organization and

administration of these areas remained essentially academic in management

style" The Ames laboratory even under the Manhattan District. ran by

committee, as exhibited by group leaders" meetings every Saturday to both

discuss results and plan for the next week's activity. These sessions employed

an academic style where everyone participated and added ideas to the group.

Often the plan of research changed or modified itself based upon suggestions at

these meetings,374 Even that these seminal'S continued was a victory for the

academic management style, because Groves had tried at one point to

discontinue these at IDS Alamos, without success,

374For the organizalion and topics of these meetings, see 'MeeUng of Metallurgical
Group October 15, 1943," "Meeting Saturday 2:3llp.m., Chemical Group," "MeelingOdobel' 24,.
1943, 12:30 p.m.," "Chemical MCi!Iing Oclober 30, 7:30 p.m.," and "Metallurgical Meeting
Oclober 30, 1943,2 p.m." Norman H11berry, somewhat in jest, indicated that at Chicago there
was not always consensus in these typkally academic meetings: '''There was never rom;ensus.
Each ,,,,e COUS<!nsed with himself and went out and did-go thou and do as thou pleaseth. The
real consensus was that this gave a mechanism for two or three different brilliant people to
dlsagree effectlvely because the instant they made up their minds that the path that they
were on waS wrong. that was the last you ever heard of it. . •. II was an extremely effective
management system and a romplete anarchy in a sensc" (Hilbcrry, intC1'lliew wHh Tressel,
1967,Reel 2" 19)"
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Security did affect the academic management style to an extent though,

The Ames Project remained isolated from the other' installations, and this

isolation probably meant that, to an extent, no one knew when duplication was

going on between this laboratory and others. Personnel were also not as free to

travel to other installations, so later in the war" the group at Ames knew less of

what was transpiIing at Los Alamos or Hanford than at Chicago. Early in the

project, there was a great deal of interaction between the laboratory and other

facilities, partly because Spedding was more involved at a central facility early

In the war. He became somewhat isolated jrom Chicago when Ames

demanded his full attention" By that time, Groves moved the bulk of the

activity to the secret, well-guarded sites at Los Alamos, Hanford, and Clinton,

Even Chicago was out of the loop £01' what was going on at the secree facilities.

That decision had been a military victory of sorts because those new facilities

were under much stricter secrecy requjremenrs.azs

'The strict requirements foI' secrecy though did not really affect the style

of management at Ames because the laboratory's organizational structure had

been established long before the Manhattan Engineer District took over the

375n>ere were several other reasons fOl the move to three s=t facilities than just
isolation, Compton had been in trouble for disclosing secret Information to some uncleared
workel'S in early 1942. !lush had inten:cded on his behalf, but when it came to building the
bomb, the site was moved from Chicago parlly because of this security problem at the
MetalJurgicallaboratory. (For a more complete discussion, sea Montgomery Cnnningham
Meigs, 69-10.) Groves also had particular problems with other scientists at Chkago, stich as
Szilard and other immigrant scientists, when he had to inform tham about DuPont taking ove,
the oak Ridge project instead of them. The resullfng isolation of the Metallurgical
Labol'llloty probably extended in some ways to IowaState since Ames was a contracting agency
under Chlcago. Groves never visited Iowa State, fo, example, and though it was used as an
industrial plant to supply uranium and other metals, afler December 1942,. Ames was not a
part of any policy making group. It served as a supplier to other facilities like Oak Ridge,.
Hanford, and los Alamos, laboratories that were making decisions, (For these various
concerns seaGroves, 1%2, 42-46.)
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contracts. Ihe Manhattan District did send security personnel as well as

financial and safety advisors to Ames where the Iowa Area of the Manhattan

District was located, but these personnel were essentially placed there to see

that work was completed on time" They did conduct safety and security

Inspections and reported those back to District headquarters, but they must

have had little effect on the day-to-day operation because the research scientists

barely knew these men and women were around. No reports remain of thelr

activities in the files at Ames and most of the scientists were never' sure what

they were there to do..376

Contracting certainly influenced the direction of research in the Ames

Project. However, it was no! the Manhattan District that placed the basic

tenants of contracting-flexibility, institutional responsibility and control, fiscal

accountability, no cost/no profit terms-s-in place" Those characteristics were

developed from the OSRD and NDRC" both civilian, academic-type

organizations. The Manhattan District continued contracting under' much the

same system, although it often added more requirements or stricter controls.

376None of the scientists that I or others interviewed spoke of the group of ManhaUan
Project personnel who were In Ames. Scientists made passing references to them, but few
names were remembered 'except when humorous stories about their inefliciency or insuffident
training were noted. Speddtng's manUScript refers to them in passing and 15 the only local
account of their existence. However. the miscellaneous records from Oak Ridge show
corresp(llldence from seve.al majors in charge of the area, plus at least a couple of mino!'
oflicel's who often signed corresp(llldence for the area engineer. 'Ih.... was also a project
manager" a finandal oflicer who checked vouehers and reported dlscrepandes to both the
Madison Square Area Office and brought the same concerns to Spedding"s attention. The best
estimate (lIl the number of these military staff members located at Ames must have been under
ten. There were certainly not enough of them to create much of a sensation On the campus.
(See bills of lading and miscellaneous corresp<:>ndence between Oak Ridge and these olfkers in
the Oak Ridge Papers). The property manager or fiscal officer was located in the Collegiate
Press Buliding <"History of Ac<:ount," attached to 1946 Audit, [1)). Whether other personnel
were there 01 not is unknown, but it was a logical place for offices since the building was
across the street from Little Ankeny.. (It is also somewhat ironic that such a secret group of
personnel weTe located in a press building.)
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Patent administration was not controlled by the District either'; those policies

were already set in place by OSRD. In fact- the Manhattan District chose to use

the existing OSRD structure to manage the patent pmcess for its facilities too"

Health was certainly a concern of the atomic bomb project, but it was not

the Manhattan District that initiated most of the health and safety

organizations.. 'Those carried over' from the Indlviduallaboratorles like the

Metallurgical Laboratory.. In fact, the Manhattan Engineer District used the

Metallurgical Laboratory for its model to establish an organlzatkm to

coordinate ail the facilities under its [urlsdictlon. The DistIict continued to

supply many of the same services as those created originally by the

Metalhuglcal Laboratory..

It is true that these areas of admlntstranon-csecunty, ccntrecnng, and

health and safety-ehanged research administration during and after the war"

However, those changes did not originate out of military style management

techniques employed by the Manhattan District, It might be said that the

Manhattan District, while employing some military management techniques,

such as hierarchical control and strict adherence to command structure, foI'

example.. was also controlled from the top by an academic management

structure, a committee, The Military Policy Committee actually made final

decisions on every activity that the District undertook. So, in a sense, the

academic management style won the last victory. finally determining and

controlling the policies for the Manhattan District operations.
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CONCLUSIONS: IHE IMPACI OF IHE AMES PROJECT UPON
IOWA STATE COllEGE

From 1942-1945, Iowa State College, like many other colleges and

universities conducted classified, war-related research. At the beginning of

World War II.. no adminlsl:l:alive structures existed for academic institutions to

conduct classified research. By the end of the war, however, three untts-c-the

NDRC, OSRD, and the Manhattan Engineer Disl:l:ict-had coordinated and

funded war-related research, Each of these units contributed to winning the

war, but each was a lempOI'aIy agency.. It was apparent at the end of this war

that scientists wanted to continue the research started and sustained by these

agencies. FOI one thing, the agencies had allowed research to be conducted on

campuses across the nation, not at some remote military site. Structures to

handle the administration of research had been developed at institutions, and

they did not want to see the benefits disappear afrer the wer. There was talk of

converting the war-time weapon to peace-lime uses under' civilian control,

and already there were pockets of research around the country that could

continue the efforts if an infusion of funds flowed from the federal

government. Even Iowa Stare, a small college by many national standards, had

been greatly affected by the war-time research efforts"

In many ways, Iowa State could not return to the normalcy of the pre

war years, The College. like others in the nation, saw its enrollment

burgeoning after the war years in both undergraduate and graduate areas,

Spedding understood the future possibilities and immediately after the war
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started pushing for the creation of an atomic institute at Iowa Stale to

incorporate the physical chemistry and physics research into a permanent

laboratory at Iowa State College, Spedding formalized his plans in a letter to

President Charles Friley in September 1945, calling for a state-funded institute

to cut across several disciplines, continuing the work Slatted during the war:

I believe that a permanent institute should be set up, similar to
the Agricultural Experiment Station, , . which would cut across
all divisions and departments, and that this institute should have
its own state budget independent of any federal money which
might and almost certainly would be forthcoming" In this way we
could bulld a sound research organization which would have
security over a long range, and which would not be subject to the
whims of federal patronage... Further, ... we should be in a
much better position to maintain our freedom of thought, action
and research when accepting any federal aid,377

However, Spedding saw more than just an independent research

laboratory providing services to the govermnent in return fO! federal funding.

He wanted the institute to be fully incorporated into the academic structure of

the institution. Perhaps because of the concern left nom his own lean years of

searching fOJ' an academic appointment, he insisted that the institute be fully

functioning within the academic structure:

I feel that the institute should be closely integrated with the
Science departments on the campus, since the everyday contacts
of scientists with their exchange and clashes of ideas are very
fruitful in producing new discoveries. I believe this close
relationship could be maintained by having the permanent
members of the institute working a definite part-time for the
institute and a definite part-time fOI the departments in their
major fields. This arrangement would of course have to be
voluntary with the heads of the departments concerned, but I

377Frank Spedding, ffLe!ler to President Charles E. Friley Regarding Creallon of the
Institute for Atomic Research ," September 6,1945, Ames Laboratory Papers, 3.
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think it would be mutually beneficial to both parties. It would
penni! the institute to obtain men who would feel a greater
security in being members of a regular department, and it would
give us pleasant relationships with the other departments
involved. It would permit the department to have more exerts
on their teaching staffs. so that a wider variety of courses could be
given,,378

Asking for an initial budget of $50,,000,. Spedding got his institute after

some negotiations with the University of Iowa, which wanted to establish its

own nuclear institute.37!l After several meetings and discussions, both schools

were satisfied. On November 1,. 1945,. the Institute for Atomic Energy at Iowa

State College and the University of Iowa's Institute of Nuclear Research were

approved by the Board of Education,sso In 1947, the Ames laboratory was

378Spedding,. NLetter to President Friley;" 6.

319Ihese negotiations revolved around t1m mle of lundamental research in chemistry
and physks at Iowa Stale College. President Virgil Hancher from the University of Iowa
precipitated the dis""ssion when he wrote to President Friley after a Des Main.. Register
arllde Implied that Iowa State was about la enter fundamental physlcs research rather than
continue with Ihe type af applled research undertaken for the Manhattan District. He
questioned why IllWa State shauld suddenly enter a type of study lhat previously was Iowa"s
responsibility. In an eloquent reply to Hancher, Friley argued thai Iowa State must conduct
fundamental research in those areas of chemistry and physics that relate to its ongaing war
research in atomlc energy. "These two aspects of any reaearch cannot be separated. Since
applled sctence always springs from pure science the two have to go together or the applied
science dries up and becomes sterile." He went on to indicate that dupl!catlon was really the
problem, and" of course,. Iowa State would not duplicate those known strengths of the
Univere;ity of Iowa. (Virgil M. Hancher, '"Letter to Charles E. Friley Refening to Article in
Papel' On Establishing an Atomlc Institute," September 13, 1945, Pap"," from the Office of the
President,. Charles E. Friley, located in the Robert ParkS and Eilen Sorge Ubrary, Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa (herea/leT called the Friley Papers); Charles E. Friley, "Letter to
Virgil M, Hancher Regarding Creation of an Atomic Institute;" September 25, 1945, Ames
Laboratory Papers, 2. See also R. M. Hixon, nLetter to Charles E. Friley On FundaIOOnlal and
Applied Science Issues,n Seplember IS, 1945, Ames Laboratory Papers; Harold V. Gasldll..
nLeUI!I' to Charles Frlley on Recommending: the Institute,n October 12" 1945, The Ames
Laboratory Papers; G. W. Stewart, "Minures of a Meeting of a Group from lowa State College
and the University of Iowa," November 1, 1945, Friley Papers; Harold Y. Gaskill, "letter to
Charles Fliley on Establishing the Institute,n Novembet 9, 1945, Friley Papers; R. E.
llucl1anan, "Letter 10 Dean H. V. Gaskill Regarding the Role of the Graduate College in the
Institute," November 13, 1945" Friley Papers.)

3S0Minuies of Ihe Siale BlJard of Edur:atkm" November 2-3. 1945.• 317,
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established by the Atomic Bnetgy Commission to be administered by the stale

established Institute for Atomic ReseaIch,3S1 Spedding's plan had worked; he

had created both a state-operated and federally-Iundsd facility on the Iowa State

campus linked academically to the Institution, Spedding hired departmental

faculty members part-time at the Group and Section Leader levels for the new

laboratory.. There were some members of the Ames Laboratory hired without

faculty rank. but not that many until much later when the Department of

Bnergy needed very specialized scientists who were no! represented by a

departmental area of expertise" He also managed to gel some of the men on

the prcjact who already had Ph"D.s to stay in his employ and receive academic

appointments in departments part-time and continue their research wOIk at

the laboratory"

Several other men remained behind after the war to complete studies OI'

finish up advanced degrees. Many of the men working on the project had the

equivalent of a PhD. but had not finished thelr theses, In the next few years,

several of these men finished degrees, including: Donald Ahman who

finished a Ph.D in 1949; John Ayers, PhD" 1946; Norman Baenziger; Ph,D,

1948; Charles Banks, PhD. 1946; Adrian Daane, Ph.D. 1950; Elroy Oladrow,

PhD, 1946; Hatty svec, PhD. 1950,. and James WaJ:£. Ph.D. 1946, Dave Paterson,

a foreman at the pilot plant even finished his bachelor's degrss in 1947, his

PhD, in 1950,382 Then! was one problem with these men getting degrees

381CbemJSlry Deparlment News1ell"':. January 1, 1947, 3; Frank Spedding, "The
Operatlon and Scope of the Ames laboratory of the Atomic Energy CommissIon," n.d, 'Ihe
Ames laboratory Papers, 1-2-

382Robel't On:. "'Thesis Card Filcs'" the LiblSIY Papms,
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shortly after the war, Theil' theses were classified; however, by 1955,. all of these

plus others had been released, and the men and women could finally publish

their classified results.

Wax research work certainly added new men and women to the

scientific ranks of colleges and universities across the nation. Iowa State

benefited greatly from the infusion of these scientists who were already Willing

to form partnerships with the federal government. They had worked under

strict conditions during the war, gaining expertise,. if not in publishing research

results, certainly in reporting research. It was only a small matter for them to

become active in publishing their research results in the national journals of

the day"

However, the Ames Project and its successors served as more than

educational laboratories foE' the increasing numbers of graduate students

making their' way through Iowa State College, This laboratory and its SUCceSSOI

served as models fOI developing research reladonshlps with the federal

government after the WaJ:', As noted above" the OSRD, the NDRC" and the

Manhattan District were merely temporary structures in the federal

bureaucracy. Shortly after the war' though" the type of research and contracting

agreement with universities remained whiie the civilian versus military

status could be debated in Congress. The relationships forged during this

interim helped Iowa State set up its administrative apparatus to handle

research funding that would come as a result of the federal government's role

in agencies like the National Institutes of Health and in the establishment of

new agencies like the National Science Foundation in 1950" Ihe Manhattan

District continued its contracting with the Ames Project under much the same
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circumstances as during the war, When the civilian Atomic Energy

Commission took over from the Manhattan Dis/lid in 1946,. it too continued

l:o use the contracting principles established during the war,

Ihis was also II time when Iowa State and other institutions solved

many of the overhead problems created by the Will', Iowa State finally

instituted and clarlfled its regulations and in 1950 with Board of Education

approval published both II policyfor conducting research and a policy fw'

accepting and maintaining an overhead fund, Those two policies were

developed out of the experiences of the Ames Project connects just in time for

the creation of the National Science Foundation in the same year.3B3

After the war, a familia!' theme about research funding recurred, one

prevalent during World Ww:' II-that research was somehow connected to

national security and thus a federal responsihility-c-developed partly because

of the new conditions of Cold WaI' confhmting the nation" When the federal

agencies like the Manhattan Dishict, OSRD, and NDRO dismantled,

research funding distributed itself in three different directions, all borrowing

from the administrative etructurea of the war organisations. When the

atomic bomb exploded in Japan, the Manhattan Engineer District as a unit

no longer had a mission. It disappeared only after numerous hearings in

the Congress discussed its future, but finally a civilian board took over the

jurisdiction of atomic energy on January 1, 1947, keeping many of the same

administrative stI'UctuI'es.384 Iowa State's contract under' the Manhattan

3B3Minufes of the Board of EduCi2lwn., Man~h 16,. 1950, 269-272" See the two p<>llcles in
AppendixG,

384HewIell and Anderson" 654·655,
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Engineer' District, was transferred to this civilian beard, and law' that year,

the Ames Laboratory appeared to administer atomic energy research at

Iowa State College"

When the OSRD disappeared, weapons research Wall in limbe. The

military picked up the slack by contracting directly with institutions" The

Navy established its Office ofNaval Research (ONR) and adopted the

research contract as its mechanism of administering reaeareh. Weapomy

though was not its only interest. As the military agencies came to realize,

the future of military research was dependent upon advances in the

fundamental sciences .. Boyd Keenan in Science and the Universit,y

examined the role of military research after' the WaI' and concluded that

"realising that the future ofnoval weaponry depended on progress in the

entire range of sciences, ONR provided support and let contracts in fields

ranging all the way from biology to physical sciences, mathematics, nuclear

science, and engineming,,"385 Military research funders used many of the

structures that characterized WSl' research and certainly exhibited the

attitude that research was related to natirmal security"

veonevee Bush had set the stage fOI' the third path as eaxly as 1944 in

his Science: The Endless Frontier when he stated, "it is roy judgment that

the national interest in scientific research and scientific education can best

be promoted by the creation of a National Research Foundation."386 This

foundation should

~Boyd R. KeEnan" Science and IheUniversity (New York; Columbia Universily Press"
1966)" p. 47.

386Bush" 1945,,27,
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develop and promote a national policy fer scientific research and
scientific education, should support basic research in nonprofit
organizations, should develop scientific talent in American youth
by means of scholarships and fellowships, and should by contract
and otherwise support long-range research on military affairS,,387

Bush thought that his foundation would incorporate medical research,

natural science reeeereh, and military research. That did not happen, but

eventually the National Science Foundation, created in 1950, contained many

of Bush's ideas about research that he had developed in his capacities as

head of several war-related crganizataons. Intarestingly though, it did not

allow support of secret research. Mter much debate in Congress, the

"representatives decided that fundamental. scientific research was of such

great national importance as to WlUHUlt the expenditure ofFederaI funds in

its support,,"388 Again, the Inference to national security determined the

direction and structure oftMs new organiaation. It had embodied many of

the principles of wax-related research, including its primary administrative

structures-c-the flexible contract, no geographic requirements fbI' the

research work, the cost, plus no-profit principles, and institutional lather'

than individual contracting responsibilifiea.

In conclusion, in the pest-war period, science again became linked

with national security, which was by law a federal responsibility, Research

funding also came under jurisdiction of the federal government because

there the most money could be expended to secure America's future in a real

war or in a cold war" This attitude was an important Catty-over from war

387Bush, 1945, 27.

38SA.n1Ulll1 Repo,t of lhe Nationl</ Sdence FouruJatirm,. 1 (1951).51): vii.
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research support days. Also, administrative and financial structures had

been eraated.in both the federal govemment and universities and colleges to

regulate research funding" Although classified research required special

considereelona and the Ames Project encompassed these stringent mIss and

regulations, many of'ths administrative structures survived 01' evolved into

the post-war period to affect a new generation efresearch organizations, but

ones with similar attitudes to those developed during the war.
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The Einstein Letter-to Roosevelt

Albert Einstein
Old Grove Road.
Nassau Point
Peconic, long lsland

August 2nd 1939

F. D. Roosevelt,
president of tho' United States,_
White Ilouse
Washington, O"C"

Sin

Sam...'ec.mt work by E: ,Fermi and L. Szil<U:d, whicll has been co",

lllllni"'ated to me ill nVl.nuscript, leads me to expect that the element ur<ln_

ium may be tUJ:ned into ." nE'" and important source cf energy in the im

m8di~te future, Cel'tain aspects of the situation which has at'isBn seem

to call for watchfulness and, if necessary,. quick .'>.etion on the p,"'t

of the Administration" I believe therefor'" th"t it is my duty to bt'ing

to }"ur attention the fOllowing facts and recommendations,

In the course Of the last Emu: months it has heen h1'ide prob<tble

through the ",ark of Jc·liet in Fl'ance a~ well as Farmi and szilard in

Merlo" _ that it may become possible to eat u~ " nuclear ch'>.in re..ction

in a large mass of ur'anium,by which vast 3.lt\ounts of power and latge quant

ities cf new n.dium",like elements would be genet'<lted. Now it ,awears

almost certain that this could be achieved in the immediate future.

l'his new phenomenon would also lead to the construction of bomb~,

and it ie conceivable - thcugh much lees cet'tain that extremely power

ful bombs of ". ne" tYl'e may thus be constructed. A single bomb of this

type, cal'lied by boat and explOded in a port, might very well destroy

the whols port tcgethe~ with some of the surrounding ta~'ritory" llowever

euch bombs might very well p.'ove to be too heavy for tUlnspor'tation by

air,
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'rhs thlited States h"" only very poor ores of uranium in moderate

quantities. Iher'e is some good or'.. in C"nada and the former' Czechoslovakia

while the most impor'tant source of uranium is Belgian Congo.

In vi .." of this situaUon you may think it d""i""ble to have some

permanent contact lnaintained between the Adminiett'ation and the group

of physicists working on chain r ..actions in America. One possible wa:,'

of achieving this might be for you to entrust with this taak a per'son

who has you, confid,mce and who could perhaps serve in an inofficial

oapacity. His t"sk might comprise the following:

a) to apPJ:O<loh Government Departments, keep them infcnned of the

flu'ther development, and put for-war'd r'ecommendations for Government action

giving paI'tioular attentio~ to the p~oblem of seeu~'ing a supply of UIan

ium on' fQ~ the united States;

b) to speed U~ the expedrnenta.l wo~k" which is at j;resent being car

~'ied on within the limits of the bUdget5 of University labor,,,to:des, by

providing funds" if such funds be required" th~ough his "ont,3."ts with

private pen10ns who e,-e Willing to lllake contributions fo,- this cause"

and peIhaps also by obtsining the co-'oper3.tion of industrial labo,-ato,-ies

which h~ve the necessary equipment.

I unde~stand that Germany h"s actually stopped the sale of uri!lniUln

h'<»tl the Cze"ho",lovakian mines "hieb she has taken oYel:" Ih"t ahe should

have taken such eat'ly action might pezhaps be understood on the g2:ound

th"t the son of the Getlllan Under-Sect'etarj' of St~te, von WBi~acket is

attached to the Kaiset'-,Ii1hellll,,'In5titut in Eerlin where SOlllS of the

American work en uranium is now being !epeated.

YOUrs very trulj'"

(Albert Einstein)~

388Michael B. Stoff, Jonathan F. Fanton, and R. Hal Williams, The Manhallon
Project: A DoclIInlmtmy IlJlrodllJ:twn 10 Ihe Atomic Age (Philadelphia, PA: Temple
University Press" 1991), 18-19" (Original in Franklin D, Roosevcltlibrary at Hyde Park,.
New York)
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The Chicago Pile Experiment, December 2, 1942, ",,,,,,,,,,242



Campus Map" 1945

Important Buildings on the Campus

Agtlcultulal Engineering 15
Agtlculture Hall 114

A==y "
Beardshear H;ill 1
Botany Hall 86
Chemistry Building 20
Cellegiate Press Building 76
Dairy Industry 89
Engineering Hall 137
Hospital 126
Landscape Architeoture 78
HorneEconomk:s B7
Library B
Physical Chemislly Annex I 90
(Little Ankeny)

Phy5ioal ChWlislry Ann"" 1I 67
Physical Plant 63

Phyaka Building 2B
Veterinary Quadrangle 30
W(lmen's Gym 96
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A Pictmial History of the Ames PIOJecf3B9

, ., •.
b,~·.
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.. _ ... ol!>o

.,,- .-
,.

Figure HI..

Figure 52. South view of Little Ankeny..

389The Ames laboratoty in Am"l'. Iowa, provided the photographs on this <Iod the
following page from il~ historical photogl'aphiC archive5.
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Figure B4" Filst floor plan of the Chemistry Building where the research
and development work were carried out. Included axe: the
barricade on the east hallway and Room 101/103 where the
early reduction experiments for the University of Chicago were
completed, (The labeling fOJ' these rooms was provided by
Norman Carlson, David Peterson, and Harty svec, former
participants on the project)
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Figure B5" Basement plan of the Chemistry Building where some of the
research and development work were carded out. Indudedin the
basement was the famous seminar room where the Speddlnars
occurred.
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Figure B6. The uranium metallic reduction
process,
a. Several bombs of various sizes.
b. Cutaway view ora bomb letart

after packing" but before putting
in charge.

c: Using the Sprout Waldon Mill to
grind calcium for the charge"

d Lining the bomb retort with
electrically-fused dolomitic oxide.

e. Bolting the flange on top of the
prepared charge and liner,

f. Lowering the bomb into the
reduction furnace. d.

'-
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Figure 137.
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'The uranium casting process.
a, A marked uranium biscuit before

casting
b. An induction furnace used to

melt uranium biscuits into
ingots.

c. A wanium ingot on jhe scale
after casting.

d. Uranium ingots in the shape of
rods or "hot dogs."

e. Cartoon about the fires in the
reduction and casting processes.

f. Cartoon about keeping staff on
the Ames Project.
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Figure B8, The uranium turnings recovery process in
Physical Chemistry Annex II,

Elgure 89" Pressing the uranium turnings into briquets"
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Figure BIO. Compressed uranium briquets from turnings
process.

Figure B11, The Army/Navy E Flag represented to Iowa
State College for excellence in the critical
wartime materials production from 1942
1945,
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Figure B12 Group Leaders in charge of the Ames Project,
From left to right are: Harley A. Wilhelm,.
Adrian Daane, Amos Newton, Adolf Voigt,
Wayne Keller, C F Gray, Frank Speddlng.
Robert Rundle, and James Warf"



"8

Figlll~ BI3"

Figwe B14,

Tearing down Little Ankeny in 1953, south
view. The building was used shortly after
World War II for the production of thorium
and for other particularly dirty processes. By
1953, it had outlived its usefulness and as
Harley A. Wilhelm succinctly put it, "it had
become more reactive than active."

W"""'''< ,:
• '0; "! .
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Figure B15. (Continued)"
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The Chicago Pile ExpeJ.'iment, December 2, 1942

Tl~, \"'",0<,,- """
"'""""
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''',<TOOO

""'",.",, .... Of,m,,,,, WITH ..,

'"",0< 0'
"""NO OfF

:::,- .•
",,,"',,. 00J'
'" '"""'ON

01' 00"'''::' "<

Elgure B17" The galvanometer showing the start-up of the rust self
sustaining nuclear chain reacucc, December 2, 1942"
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APPENDIXC, IHEACADEMICVS. THEMILII:ARYSrYlE
OFMANAGING RESEARCH

Manhattan District Organization Chert, 1943".,,,,, """,,,,,,245

Madison Square Area Feed Materials Network. 1945, ,246
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Manhattan District Otganlzatton Chart, 19433~o

OPERATING UNITS
~

I "OOrsON SODAR" MoA I I HANFORD i I CtiNTON I I S'"'C,,, PRODUCTS
"NGIt/eEm WORK" ENGJNE~R WOR<"

1
M'

-I Ao"'NIST"ATIV,
\ H ADMIUlSIRAIlV£ -I ADMINIsTRATIVE I H lR"',DIVISION D"'!SIO" oIVIS'ON

~1 OPERAllONS I H 0"""""0." I -I CON.TRUCHON I H MORGANTOWNDIVISION
OIVIS'ON OJVI~O" •.,..K...... 'o "RONANOS WOO",

-I "ov,RcYAREA I -I EHa,NE'R,m; I H .NaUl,ERING I -I AlA"A'"
DIV'SiON DIVISION ORO~ANC' WORKS

-I OO'ORAOO AR'" I -l leGAl SECTION I ~ TOWN ""NM,M.NT I -l WA••,H R£V<N
DIVIS'ON ORoNANCE WORK'

"URRAY H,( AREA I JNrsU"'.NCE -r SERVlCSS' CONTRO" I Wll",,"~TON """",CTlON ","'SlOU

H ST.LOU'SARE. I H SECORnY I oPERATiONS IS,CTION aNlSION Iv·m

H TO"AW,NOAME. I '-i WIlMJNGTON AR£A._J H BoSToN AREA j

-I WIlM'NGTON MoA , SP,C'Al ACCOUNTSI

-r IOWA AOM I -I OP<RATJONS IOIV"'ON IX-I0)

-j LIAISON I

S90rowa State College waS in the Iowa Aeea, <me of the operating units of the
Madison Square Ana, Ooncs,90a,)



DISTRICT ENGlNEEa
SPECJA, ASSISTANT
EX,OUTJVE o.e'OEa

l~;O;'ON-1"CAl SECTJONJ
STAFF UNITS

N'W YORK AaEA I I UNIT CHIE"S_J , T<CHNICAl OIOISJON , I SERVICE & CONTROl I I AOMIN'STRATIVE IOW'SIDW DIVISJoN

OETIW'T I H Y-12 I H C'U'ORUlAAREA 1H CONTlWl I H PROCUREOl~WT & IOOWTRAGTS

DECATUR I iL K·" I -j OOLORA""A."A I H IIITEl~JGENOE & I rl FlSOA~ ISECURJTY
"

MllWAUXE" I
~[ ::' :

H OHJOAODAReA I --j lADoR I L~ PROP"RTY JR~lATJONS

1 RoCHI:STER An,A I -']. SAFETY· .1 -I ClVllPAN
,

ACOJD'NT PR'VENT'ON P'RSONN" I

rl M'lITARY I -I PRIORITIES & IpoaSONNl''' MAT,"'AlS

H EM OETACHMI:NT I H ""RRESPONDENC' & I
liBRARY

~ WAC OoTACHM,NT I -I WASHINGTON I"AmON

-I LOS A"MOS I
(ADMIN'STRATlON)

-I ClASSIFlEO mos. I
MAr.~ R,COROS
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Madison Square Area Feed Materials Netwolk,.1945

MANHATTAN DISTRICT

MADiSON SQUARE AREA

1i.IdURRAV HILL AREA

L UNION MINES OEVElOPMENTCORPORATIQN

COLORADO AREA

UNITED STATES VANADIUM CORPORATION

VANADIUMCORPORATION orAMERICA

METAlSRESERVE CORPORATION

-j IOWA AREA I

l['OWA $TATE COLLEGE I

ST. LOUIS AREA

L MAlliNCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS

WILMINGTON AREA

E.I. DU PONTDE NEMOURS AND COMPANY

BEVERLv AREA

~ETAL HYORID~S.INC.

TONAWANDA AREA

UNoE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
ELECTRO METALLURGICALCOMPANY
HOOKER ELECTROCHEMICAL COMPANY
HARSHAW CHEMICAL COMPANY

AFRICAN METALS CORPORATION

E~OORAOO MINING ...;;;;-1 __
REFINING COMPANY~

rVITRO MANUFI\CTURING WMPANY

[ PRINCETON UNIVERSITV}----1

YALE UNIVERSITY

MASSACHUSETTS
INSTITUTo OF TECHNOLOGY

[NATIONAL BUREAU OF 5TANDARD5
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APPENDlXD. SECURIIYREGUlATIONSAND
REQUIREMENTS

Figure D1. Oath of allegiance for Harley Wilhelm..,",,248

Figure D2" Sample classified document with
appropriate markings '''''' ,,,,,,,.,,. ,,,,, .. ,,,249

Figwe D3" Sample bill of lading for a shipment
between Iowa State and Hanford" " ,250
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r, 7k!!tJlf,!JL;t!,4., " ..,_
swear th~t I '1/111 not blf any means divulge nor' die'·

010•• any seo,~ 0'- cont1<lontillJ. lnfe,maUon thaI I

IDaI' oblain or- _aoquire by reaSon of IIl:f conlIecUon

,,1~ til. Hettonal Det""u ReSOal<lh C<lJmDltt•• \II"llees

tllo.t COllllllfl1s •.,

Subecnbe4 am!. .IIoln to betou .... 1M•

.__..:2£7:'u, day oj'L::~,d,t5HUi'-'~, A"D" 19.4-.~-

at ,...4~_,e;-s_.__ ... ,.. :z:=", .."""_.d..
(City O' 1'leoo) (State)

(SBU,)

Note.- It tile oath Is token bote,s" Rots,y Pub1ic
til. date ot explr.:t.1on or Me aomis.ton should
be Mown,,"

Figure 01. Oath of allegiance for Harley A, Wilhelm,
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lII,r.U"till""l :I:.to"I"'1!
;.,; .., ."..

",. "..

Dr. 1'. H. 8pedding:
Depart",ent or ChelIlistq
Iowa State College
N:lo", I""",

DORI' D", Spoddins'

As you know, the program for' the next. Policy "",eting of UtE
CO\U1cil M' been oh'lI&ed from Yle<!l'lescilly t·e Yonda;;, De"ember z,:lt'l, Md as t r'Q",,>1t
the ::t"~ti<l6 ,'dth Dr. Th~"",s will be held on I.lond~l' afternoon, com:rar-y to
"'h~t ~"as ,,121111ed last :nontl1.. Do .'OU or your ,.en have any o""tribut.ion to
""ke "t the T~.O'.". "eating, and i~ so, ';00 ..'ill make it? \'ic ,.1'0 neod to
:o,~.,. ',hdhor 'o,,.,b,,d7 tro" your group will apeak in tho Che"Jlistr-J Divi!>ion
3"",L~m' .for lro.~d.l' evening, nnct how ",uoh ti.... would you like tn reSerVe,
for tho Inl'or,oo.tio:r, MartInI: on 1uead"y :noming, I 11...". :'esert'ed hlenty ",i",-

u~e" .for' you. Is that all %'ight.?

I hopo tha:t. you had a good t.rip home and that. you have I'OCoV~

.red !'r'om JOur attaok of the flu"

V.r'y sinoerely yours,

J~ :h'W.<VA.
Ja'll•• F",,"~ck

Figure D2. Sample classified document with appropriate markings.
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uS GGVERR~EHT uu Of U,DlHO
M[MD"'lW~ ~pr

'"''''' '0"""' ....,

~D \1W- 5888806

---_.._-

"" ..,,,,,.. ~,."

'0, , •••• " .....,

..."" I"'·"'"
",........,,,,,, ...

I'''''~''
'."".,..'"'~.. ""." "'"~

,... ",,, .... w ''''''''

tho ,. 0" : ..- .,"-~---------------..... --

""""~,

,~"'~"'",,..-

tIl.1>.-. ~ ...
1IN1t<1f'4 1.o~1~ ~.~b

_ord. ll...h~

"."",,,"'~., •"'!T....."'''''0..,

'lI".~. ~_om. •....,...",,,,, ,~".. "" ...
.......",,,. ,..." .."

nt,h.m ie'F~&1 f lfe Il5

to v· Je1bon. Jot It e r
""'~~ '"" " "..,.~"" ~ ,,,..,,..~.~_._.,..~-"..-_._..,...~-
"",.,"',,"•

""".",. .. ,.,,""'u, ~n."· ~,~""" "" '''''' ..~.,~.. "",.'...
n"""~, ,~,~,·,,",u,.,~, ..""..",,

:I'ilo '..-- !zi~"""
_~ l:o~ 1l0Jll;.1lO_..~

• oarcr'll lI_hon._,__,,~~,__...~_~._~,,_.>

.., ,~

.. _.

PJatooQ ""' _UUlT

1Ibl"... -.p 1000!1 " .0.....
"."..~" '",..,~...,,"" ..., .. "....",,,,,. ~"..

...... .. l •••u.o,n "I•

I'"
CO rYMEMORANDUM.

'Ft T:t,...c. r

" .., ..."
~'"'' ""OM'
.,.""~, ..
~.,., """.

,

Figure D3, Sample bill of lading for a shipment between Iowa State and
Hanford.
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APPENDIX F. WORKER HEAUH AND SAFEI'Y

Figure Fl. Excerpt from a typical Iowa State College
health report.. January 1943 """",290

Figule F2" Report on research studies of Ames
personnel, June 1. 1944",,,,,,.,, ",,,,,,,.291

Figure F3. Typical letter to a person who left
the project, asking for continued
testing """"",... .293



Rspo.t or lhelma Bruce

/lull, 1loI'rh
1/1/4~

"

- --

290

,IBn" J.,.-9, 1943

1,,024

1.015

SJj', W::.lHam
1/7/:;3

Fulmer, Robert
1/7/45

Peter.Oll, ,_.n..~

1/7/43

~.-

- 1.013
trace &1bwUrllli<>I'" Mo, "bu. JunoIl'huU3 l:lateno.1

1..0:<5

/.Iook,»I."", ,00000cy
1/7/43 1.0:10 t.l'a<:t> llUger.

faint traoe alburdn. 111c'o' r"" mucuo eIlN"o, veq ocoao1unal ... b.c

lti'tex, 1."",U
"·1'~,~ .. J

9~,:; s.zeo.ccc 9,400 66f':lJ,1, 1.022

1,,029 8"88r l'Oductiun

Ita.l'dul, e: r .
1/S/4'3

5,dth, J. R"
1/<'/43

-rrl.OT'o: r .... ""b.,c. I< ,..b,o.

taint traoe alcwn.1rl 11101'0' Y. 00". ""b"e.

8[.1 1,,500,000 10,5.50 UP 26L, 6U IE IB

1.020

Figure FI, Excerpt from a typical Iowa Stale College health report,
January 1943"
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ttbe 'lllnl\1etill~ of <tblcago

•.'m ',''''.', ..,,',

JUIle 1st, 1944

10: DR. CRAN1

SO'BJRCI: REFCRI CF' SlUDIES 0' HRSONNEI Af AMES, IOWA

Cn Apr'il 2'7 four mOinbeI's ot' OW:' Group visited the 'Iuba1.loy Produetion
Plant at Ames, Iowa. Blood and urin~ speoimens were obtained on
19 workers in the !'lant. Urine speoimens only were obtained on an
additional tour individuals.

Studies OD these speoimens inCluded tests tor liVe!' and kJdnej'
1'unotion as well as other non-speoifio tests whioh may be oorrel,ated
with deaI'raoged metabolism. The l'esults at these studies ar-e g1 yen
in the table below. For purposes 01' oomparison the personnel has
been divided into thI~e groups depending upon their e~osure to
Tubflllol'. chiet'ly as the fluoride. This classitioatlon is based ell
in:formetion given us by l\lr.Ql.eirow&ctherlland coIltirmed by personal
interviews with the indivi.duals concerned.

a. REAVY EXFC·SURI: BlOOD S'llJDIES URINl! SIUDIliS

Name Sul1'IU' 00' CB"~ II'oto Ooplo,Iigruents"'*i,
Urina1ys

1. Lane, SHney a 0 1 , 0 0-0-2- 0,. Lanning, P. OM 0 1 , 0 0-0-0-0 1 euga,. Mock, K. , 0 0 , , 2-1-1-0 0,. Morrell, C•. s 0 1 0 a O-l-O~O 0

,. MODZIlA1E EXF'OSU'RE

1. Allen, marecee , 1 1 1 a 1_0_1_1 0,. Wenget a 0 0 1 s 0-1-1-1 0,. Turner, ;I'.N. a 0 1 1 , 0-1-1-0 0,. Stevenson, RobeI,t e 0 1 a 0 0-0-1-0 0,. Eardins, E. 1 a 1 1 0 0-0-0-0 0,. Couehewnower ,B" 0 0 0 1 0 1_0_0_0 0
7. Carver, Eo, s 0 1 0 0 0-0-1-0 0
8. Anderson, liugh a a 1 0 0 0_0_0_0 0
7 • Fisher, }'ark ,no 0 1 1 0 0_0_0_0 0

Figure F2. Figure F2. Report on research studies of Ames personnel,
June 1" 1944
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-2-

.: REI..ATIVZLY SIIGH'I' EXFOSUlm URINE S'roDIES
BLOOD S![UDIES

Sulfur CO* Og** Froto COllI'o ,Pigments,***
1. Storkey,B" 2

UI'lnelysl,s
0 1 0 1 O-1·"2-J, 0

2. Orr, Jolm 0 0 0 0 0 O-O~O-o 0
3. Smith, Lowe~l 0 0 1 0 0 0-0-0-0 0
4. Anderson,Edward 1 0 1 0 1 0-0-0_0 0

Kent, Arthur **1·1'* 0 2 1 0 0 0-.1-0-0 0

** Colloidal gold~, Cephalin cholesterol *** Absorption at 400 mu'
and 520 mu Urorosein
band and 510 mu band"',,** Heavy exposure until about 4 months ago, practically none since.

","''''""j. Works away from plant. Radiation chief exposure.

The above scoring system may be inte!'preted as follows:
0= normaj range
1 plus", border line range
2 plus to 4 plus = increasingly poa1.tive !'esotion.

CONClUSICNS:

In gener-aj., fortunately, the tests indicate lese abnOlmality than I
would have expect.ed from the amount of exposure these men are getting"
The one exception to this statement is the almost consistent clcvatiol
of serum sulfur which is indicative of probably slight kidney dis
function. J.,ivel" function tents are almost uniformally normal. In
only the heaviest expOSUre group is there significant change in
porphyrin metabolism.

Sineerer y your-a •

3S:SS SAMUEl SCHWARTZ,M.D.

Figure F2" (Continued)"
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!.!r'. David ~. Lanning
112 Ellllt AvIlllU5
A!l:ell, 10'1'11.

As 1'011 kllO'Il, t.he Uealth Dividoll 0.1' the Chemillt.ry Project wall
interested in checkillj; up on 7~ health while ron .ere 'l'1Iri:_
ing lit the plant., Even though .yOU have left, lIli .ouU l1IuI
to cOlltillU<l with uae, iVe weN wondering 1!' you lIould be
-.rillillf; to give us IIllmi_uekl,y urine Balllplflll £01' the follo"llinB
month. rile bottle.. would be llli't roo:, 70U at your howle, and
would be pickod up by our driver.

If you are 1IIl111ng to cCDpIlr.. t<l would ;you 1I1th1lr' call IlIIII at.
extellllloll Jel or fill out the enclosed card 8Dd 1Ila!1 it to
me, It Iii of importane& to us here 011 t,1Ie project that TO'\I
coopl,lrllte •

Sinlllll'Ol,y TOUf'll,

Elroy M. Gll1drow

By lluthodty o! I'. II. Spel!dhlg

EO!elljl

Figure FS" IyPicallettel' to a person who has left the project, asking fOI

continued testing.
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APPENDIX G. IHEIMPACI'OFlHEAMES PROJECI' UPON
IOWA STATE COllEGE

Figure Gl. Organization chart proposed for the Institute of
Atomic Research at Iowa State College,
October 1945"" ,., "., ",,,.,,,,....295

Figure G2 Policy on negotiation and acceptance
of research contracts, approved
by the Iowa State Board of Education,
March 16, 1950'''''0, ".,.,., .,.,.,.,.",.""".,.,.,.,.".,.,.""..." ....296

Figure G3. Policy on disposition of overhead funds at
Iowa State College, approved by the
State Board of Education,
March 16. 1950", ",29$



Figure cr.

295

,...uo!l p",r• .,.~
~ In.~U.te Bu<t".

Organization coot proposed for the Institute of Atomic
Research at Iowa Slate College, October 1945"
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'Iha Iowa Slate collene

SlllTE~ENl OF PRIlICUrES HEMUNG TO
IRE NEGQTL\'l'WN AND ~,OCEPTANCE OF RESEARCH OONl1!AC~S

1. ilesoarch contraots will be aooepted by loW" State C<lllege only in Helds
of aotivity where the Colle~e i5 (a) authori.ed by the laws of r""" and
polide. of the IO\'Ia Stat. Board of Eduoation end (b) i. OOlllpetent by
reason 01' quelil'ied "WI and facilities to perron. tlle desired wo.'k.

2" Research oontracts will be aocepted only whon the research contelllplated
thereby w111 be or benel'it to the Colle~e, to the State of Iowa end/or

I to the publio ill general,

)" Prior to negotiating 11 re,.eam oontract the a<!Mnistrative oi'!ioial
under .,hoae division the work will be perfomad shall advise the Presi_
dent that such a project has ~eP.n off.red, end ehnll submit a recOIIllIlen<!a··
tion that ""eh a projeot is de.ir~hle and that it oonfO:nJlS to the p~in_

ciple. cut~ined in parag,aphs 1 and 2 above. Individual stuff members
shall not enter into pnliminaq negotiations nlstivs to research caa_
tracts ""leM snd until authorized to do so. This is not intended to pro_
hihit preliminary discussions, but. is intended to epply to all fis""l and
lefal matters"

h" Upon authorization by the Pt",sidem, negotiations mey be ente"ad into
with the ageno)' desiring to initiate such a project by desisnoted adll1inR
istretive officials and the Business !Janog.,,'. Only auch autl1ori~ed in_
dividuals moy r<tpresent the Coller;e in the,e negotiation'.

S" 1he matter' oi' ni':tburselll<!nt of costs and "ethod and te,,,s of pllJllllent
involved in suoh contract. aN of utIllost i"'P0rtance ia order that the
9011ege may follow a uniforw polioy with respect to the vari<lus con_
tracting age.~cies.

6. In negotiating for the perl'omance or ,,'seu,'ch ccnhacts Iowa State
Collese will follcw the following prinoiplos,

(a) .P"10I' to axscutioll of ellY conhact, tho authc:ri.ed officials
shall prepa.... for i'ilins with the oontract a b\ldjJet estimate,
inso......r as .is practicable, or the 00'1. or performing the
contraot otbich sha.ll it...1M in detsU (1) cost of direot.
labor "cd services, (2) cost or materials which ,,",st be
purchasad or used, (3) description of colleg<l buil<lJ.ng. and
property to he used and term reqci,,,d, (4) alla.,snoe fo,'
d1raet charga, a~ainst th€ projeot for utilities, travelllilS
expenses, medical expenaes, (5) indirect or cverboad e~enses,
(6) all other axpense ita,"s. Souroes fro", whioh the re_ 
qui.e<! funC' are to bo seccrcd _ i.e., from apJlropristed Stat<!
funds or other funds avsUnblo to the Colle~e, and from fends
dUe under the contract.

(b) \\j;~re a po,tio" of' the ocsts "e'lUiled to pe.!'o,," a contract
is to be paid by the College fro", its funds in.tead of being
colleot<Jd fron the ot.her party to the oontract, 0"",p1at.s

Figure G2. Poliey on negotiation and acceptance of research contracts,
approved by the Iowa State Board of Education, March 16,. 1950
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- , -
j"ctiIiostion .Mll be ."bmitted to the P,sddent of' the
Colle!:" for Bpproval, .nd S'~"h approved justii'icstion shall
1;. filed with the ••utract in the Collsg<' records. Where the
Colle~e subsidizo. a contract project, the re1<ltion of the
contract to the \'Iotk of the College shall os defined olearly.

(oj Indi,'.ct und ovs,'I'c,d cosls .hall te oomputed in acoonl""o"
with untio,"" polioie. and cost studi.s prepared l'rc" tim. to
tir.le by til" Bu.ines" ii"""lf'lr of' the College,

7" ~J>" G<lllece should retain patent rii!hb on all patentable materials or'
p~o"es".". rn Cases of contracts with s8enoies of the IInit"<l States
~o'l"rnment, however, waive,. of patent riZht. will be p"imittod. It
pa~.nt righb "ro rulinqo:isl1ed a loss may accrus to 1he Col.lcrrs, the
value or which is diHicult to detor"i"c. Suo!, los. should bo tsken
;.r.tc nooount in all contr~ol·" in ~hiolJ patont, rights are relinquish~d.

S. Au;hoI'ity to enter int<> oont,'acts is granted solely by the Iloar<l or
Uuoation, through its Finance C=ittee and the Prosident ot t~c College"
All contraots rnU"t be claaree "lth the Business orfic.. foI' a chock of
tho dctai.l$ o! pnyme"t, conformit,v with f;";c.l policies of tho College,
ar~" .for inclusion cn Board o.f ~duoation or Finance Committee d<>ek<>ts
for oi'Hcial ~Pl','O',al. Contracts Shall prcvida foI' the signature of the
d~r<etoI' of th~ nppropri.te Il~soar"h !nstitute or Experiment Station and
th~ ho.ident 01' thn Gollese.

9 .. 'lhe President o! the Ccllege sl,all be authorieed to c""sult legal ccun_
sel de.1gnated t,Y the Finance COlIlIIIittee or the Boar<! of Education in
con,'nltation 'lith the Assist.ont Attorney ecneral ".signed to the Soard
in eonn~ction \7ith- resenrch contrants a~ to prevision. required in said
oor,tracts and ri;;hb ~nd oblig~tions of tho CoUel;e th~rennd@r.

10. All oontr'aots betlmon the Cclle@o an" the United States Atcmic Elle,1:Y
Cor..i:lission or other agencY cf the Unit€d States "perati~g un~er tr~n.!eI'

of tuud. fro'" th~ "to~i~ Encrp.y Commission shall be nciJ:dnishred within
the Ccllece by W1e Artvisery Co,~~itlee of' ti,e IMt..itute for Atcmic
R""earch. llle !.dviMry Committeo shan assign the perfo"",,noo ef the
researnh pr""iced for ;n s~oh oontr~ots to the ~ppr"pr:l.ate C~ll.ge div;_
slen or Expori~ent Static~. ~ho Collogc <Jl"isic~s and Exp.riment Sta_
ticns ,hull cC<lp~rate where n~4CM'ry in th~ exeoution of suoh projects"
OU,or cont~~ets rlith t~~ United Stat,," shall be a<lmini~tered h;r the
P''tl,idont throu~h the Divbie~ er Experiment St~tio" d~sil:~ated by th~

l'rosid~nt, and other a~ncio5 or the GcJ.leEe shall cocperata "her., ~ece_

so~ry in the execution of such projonts. In all ncntracts wh~rc radio
.,otivo elem=t~ ere it>vclvco, thc Institute £'0," ~tOlllio !res""rch Shall be
cc,r"ult.ed ~,l<'l 10 cha'1.'~d "ith rocpouaibilHy for re<lOmm.nd~ti",," ~s to
s~f~ly D1' J'crnon""l .no tIlc poblic. C<lots incurred in su"h o"n"ult4_
tion:J nO" in providing ",onHo"in" Eerviee me charl:"~ble b~ th~ 1~,titnto

!·,r ,Ltcmjc I/o.cor,,1l to the contract. in ~'hich rodioaotiv·., "lejllcnt~ are
u"d"

Figure G2, (Continued)..
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fhe "",U",. oj o':«hoad fund. has b.co~. inONB"ingly iJr_
portant in rooont years, ~olh M to amount .nd as to final
diapositioll. I.1'ter careful consideration of th" issues 1""01""d,
it n~o boon decided that the foll'Ylrlng regulations "llin gove""
oVHhc,d "coooni. in the futu,o,

1" O.orhc.d Nccipts ~r~ not p,~Ht. lhey are intend~d

pcl=.arily to 'l'<!lrr.burse the institution for general
co.ts not direotly chargeable to the contracts.
They are ill.Utut1onal fund. and not departmental.

2" ('""rlmad fund. "h<n reeei~ed will be cred1t..<1 to thG
G~r.o",l fuM of tha College, segre~.'ted in an ONI'
he,d ACCOmlt or Aocounts, rtth p"'l'or identii'ication
a~ t., souroo"

)" OI'",ho.d ,hould be taken into aCCount in ne~otiating

the c¢n~,~c~ p~"ent undor a lutnp SUJ:l or ~r';nt typo
o,' c"otract. TIl. 1'~ht is ""served to tran.f,·r fro",
such contract pal""onts to the Overhead Account a
pr~por eh.... fo" OVO"hMd.

L" o.o,nGad IUnds lIl'Jy be !T.ado available to further· the
acti~itler of tho ""llege agonoy ·01' division to which
U.G c1'i{;ir.al Gentt'act is assi/lned; h"'""ver, the College
rO$orvos the right to \ltill'e i'llnds from th~ Ov"rho"d
Accaw;t !~r olhor ;mrpaMs consist<>nt with tho gonoral
Col1o~e proer,r."

5, ;(,oquc,l$ for allooat.ions iro", tho Ovorhead Account
.I:ould 1m ""bdtteti to the Prosiclent's affico through
bu~~et tr311sr~rs, indicating the "pecific aotivity to
"hioh the .ru.~ds aN to apply, Such request. rill be
given oaNful oonsideration <Uld il .pprov~d will b~

p",.cnt'·d to the nnan"", C=ittee for approval, then
torwu<!,," to the Eu.iu"ss Orricc t<>~ 1lr.plcnLentaUon.

Policy on disposition of overhead funds at Iowa State College,
approved by the State Board of Education. March 16,. 1950.


